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Video Message of Prof. Uyeda (first EMSEV Chair)  

to the EMSEV 2018 participants 

 

 

… EMSEV was established in early days of the century by rather a few 

colleagues. However, ever since EMSEV has been recognized as one of the most 

active working groups in IUGG, mainly thanks to our friends like Jacques 

Zlotnicki, Malcolm Johnston and Toshi Nagao. 

I'm told this year hundred scientists will get there in Potenza. I have to thank 

Prof. Tramutoli and Lapenna for that, and I wish a good success of the meeting. 
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Preface 

 

 

EMSEV 2018 - Potenza, Italy 

Early in the 1960's the international community began to organize meetings related to 

electromagnetic phenomena related to earthquakes and volcanoes. In 1995, The University of 

Napoli and the National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology organized a first 

international meeting called 'Magnetic, Electric and electromagnetic Methods in Seismology 

and Volcanology (MEEMSEV)' at Positano, Italy. A second MEEMSEV meeting was located 

at Chania, Greece, in 1999. Then, meetings were merged in EMSEV activities. 

The strong interest in Electromagnetic Studies related to Earthquakes and Volcanoes 

shown by a large multi-disciplinary international community motivated the International 

Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG, http://www.iugg.org) to create an international 

Inter-Association Working Group called EMSEV for "Electromagnetic Studies of 

Earthquakes and Volcanoes" (http://www.emsev-iugg.org/emsev/). Professor Seiya Uyeda 

from Japan became the first chair and managed EMSEV for many years. He brought into light 

the best observations in the monitoring of earthquakes and volcanoes and promoted the key 

results regarding the physical processes leading to the genesis of earthquakes and volcanic 

eruptions.  

Since its foundation in 1999 at the Birmingham IUGG meeting, the International Union of 

Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG, http://www.iugg.org), and the three International IUGG 

Associations of Geomagnetism (IAGA, http://www.iugg.org/iaga/), Volcanology and 

Chemistry of the Earth's Interior (IAVCEI, http://www.iavcei.org/), and Seismology and 

Physics of the Earth's Interior (IASPEI, http://www.iaspei.org/) strongly support EMSEV and 

promote its activities. 

Within this framework, EMSEV is focused on investigating the tectonic and geological 

setting of active faults and active volcanoes as well as the physical and dynamical processes 

leading to fault rupture and volcanic eruptions.  

EMSEV supports new research and findings in electromagnetism, integration of new 

methodologies and inclusion of other geophysical data to describe, monitor, analyze, and 

model fault systems and volcanoes. 

EMSEV objectives are:  

 evaluation and the promotion of advanced studies in the electromagnetic field through 

international cooperation, conferences and workshops, and high levels international 

publications 

 integration of electromagnetic methods together with other geophysical techniques to 

identify physical processes on all scales before, during and after earthquakes and 

volcanic eruptions 

http://www.iugg.org/
http://www.emsev-iugg.org/emsev/
http://www.iugg.org/
http://www.iugg.org/iaga/
http://www.iavcei.org/
http://www.iaspei.org/
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 organization and  management of international and regional workshops including 

sponsorship of sessions at international meetings that describe these results and  

 participation in educational programs relating observed results to reduction of 

earthquake and volcanic hazards. 

 

The EMSEV International meetings are held every two years and are organized by many 

teams around the world who are actively involved in electromagnetic studies: Moscow 

(Russia) in 2002, La Londe les Maures (France) in 2004, Agra (India) in 2006, Sinaia 

(Romania) in 2008, Chapman (USA) in 2010, Shizuoka (Japan) in 2012, Konstancin (Poland) 

in 2014, Lanzhou (China) in 2016.  

Today, it is an immense pleasure to come back to Italy where a large scientific community 

is working hard on the understanding of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions as well as on the 

possible methods to foresee the onset of these events. 

This meeting involves a very large community (more than 300 researchers, 100 speakers 

coming from 25 different countries and 4 continents) as the high level communications 

written in this book attests it. New findings and perspective will emerge from this meeting. 

 

Jacques Zlotnicki   (EMSEV Chair) 

Malcolm Johnston (EMSEV co-Chair) 

Toshiyasu Nagao (EMSEV Secretary)  

Nicola Pergola and Valerio Tramutoli (EMSEV 2018 LOC chairs) 
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China Seismo-Electro Magnetic Satellite (hereafter called ‘CSES’), is the first space-based 

platform for the earthquake stereo-monitoring system and also the first launched satellite for 

the national geophysical field detecting mission in China. 

CSES uses the CAST2000 micro-platform with the 3-axis stability. Its orbit is solar 

synchronization circle with descending local time (LT) at 14:00, 5-day revisiting period and 

5-year life time. There are 3 types of payloads including 8 payloads onboard CSES: High 

Precision Magnetism (HPM), Electric Field Detector (EFD), Search Coil Magnetism (SCM), 

Plasma Analyzer Package (PAP), Langmuir Probe (LAP), High Energetic Particle Package 

(HEPP), GNSS Radio Occultation (GRO) and Tri-Band Beacon (TBB). In which, the higher 

energy detector of HEPP was manufactured by Italian National Institute Nuclear Physics, and 

the scalar detector of HPM was manufactured by Austrian Space Institute. CSES will offer 

the following products: Geomagnetic field, electromagnetic wave and spectrum; In-situ 

electron and ion density/temperature, ion drifting velocity; ionospheric structure parameters; 

Energetic Particle’s flux and counts. These products will strong benefit the related scientific 

activities, such as the earthquake science and earthquake monitoring, the global magnetism 

and ionosphere model construction, great earthquake/volcano and magnetic storm analysis 

and multi-layers coupling mechanism research. 

At 15:51 on February 2, 2018, CSES was launched at China Jiuquan Satellite Launching 

Center. According to the plan, the in-orbit test will last 6 months and be delivered in August, 

2018. Up to now, CSES has finished satellite platform test, payloads functional test and part 

of the performance tests. According to the draft results after a few months commission test, 

we reach the following points: 

(1) The capabilities of CSES meet the general requirement of the project. Besides the 

common test, some special tests for CSES have been done, including the orbit-seismic belts 

matching, electromagnetic cleanliness of the platform, mutual interference among the 

platform and payloads, and different working modes switch, etc. All results are as 

expectation.  
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(2) Up to now, the performance test can be concluded that: the electromagnetic cleanliness 

of the platform meets the design index, and the effect to the payload is limited and could be 

distinguished clearly; function of each payload generally meet the general requirement of the 

project; the link and transfer are stable and reliable among satellite-ground measurement and 

control, data up and downlink, data transformation; data processing progress are updated 

continuously and the data products come to stable; data management ability almost meet the 

design.  

(3) Based on those data, the global geomagnetic field and ionosphere was achieved which 

is coherent to IGRF model and IRI model and also to the SWARM observatory. The effect of 

global VLF signals could also be found clearly from CSES with good space-temporal 

correspondence.  

(4) The in-orbit test of CSES will go on till the end of July. During these time, work will 

be arranged to better performance, satellite-ground jointly observatory and data quality 

assessment by the international in-orbit satellite and ground-based resource, earthquakes and 

geomagnetic storms.  

(5) Following the “Announcement on strengthen the China Seismo-Electromagnetic 

Satellite data arrangement by CNSA and CEA”, CSES data will be open to people in the 

fields of earthquake, geophysics, space physics, electromagnetic propagation. In August2018, 

the manual for data products will be distributed and then the data will be announced in 

succession.  
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The Italian LIMADOU Collaboration participates to the CSES mission for studying 

seismo-electromagnetic phenomena in space, launched on February 2nd, 2018 , with a 3-axes 

stabilized spacecraft. The orbit is circular Sun-synchronous, altitude of about 500 km, 

inclination of about 98°, descending node at 14:00 LT. The payload includes nine instruments: 

two particle detectors, a Search-Coil Magnetometer, a High Precision Magnetometer, an 

Electric Field Detector, a Plasma analyzer, a Langmuir probe, a GNSS Occultation Receiver 

and a Tri-Band Beacon. The LIMADOU collaboration has built the HEPD particle detectors, 

contributed to develop the EFD electric field detector and participated to the several tests in 

the plasma chamber in Rome. We summarize the characteristics of the developed instruments 

and draw the prospective of the CSES-LIMADOU collaboration for the second CSES 

mission. 
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The CSES which called “Zhang Heng-1” successfully launched on February 2nd, 2018, 

loaded with GNSS occultation receiver used to detect ionosphere total electron content and 

electron density. GNSS occultation receiver receives occultation data for ionosphere 

inversion, which getting a profile of electron density with variety of height. After more than 

three months of on-orbit testing, more than 40,000 ionosphere occultation events have been 

generated. The ionosphere electron density profile was compared with the query result of IRI 

reference model, the COSMIC publication result, and the ionosphere vertical sounding 

results. Making the day and night coverage picture of global ionosphere occultation events, 

then analyses it. Preliminary analyzed of ionosphere disturbances at high latitudes and low 

latitudes. Ionosphere occultation events can cover the globe and reflect the global ionosphere 

distribution better. 
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CSES (China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite) is a Chinese-Italian space mission 

dedicated to monitoring electromagnetic fields, plasma parameters and particle fluxes induced 

by natural sources and artificial emitters in the near-Earth space. The mission aims at 

extending the DEMETER observations of seismic precursors and in particular the existence of 

possible (temporal and spatial) correlations between the precipitation of particles from the 

inner Van Allen belts and the occurrence of seismic events pointed out by analyzing 

SAMPEX and NOA data. However, a careful analysis is needed in order to distinguish 

measurements possibly associated to earthquakes from the large background. Data collected 

by the mission will also allow to studying solar-terrestrial interactions and phenomena of solar 

physics, namely CME, flares and cosmic ray solar modulation. CSES has been launched on 

February 2
nd

, 2018 with nine instruments (for measuring electric and magnetic fields, plasma 

parameters and charged particles) for an expected mission lifetime of 5 years. Italy 

participates to the CSES mission with the LIMADOU Collaboration that has built the High 

Energy Particle Detector (HEPD) conceived for optimizing detection of high-energy charged 

particles precipitating from the inner Van Allen belts and participated in developing the 

electric field detector of the CSES mission. We will present the first preliminary analyses of 

HEPD data in the calibration procedure and we discuss the method for studying the 

correlations to be investigated. 
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Within the CSES mission, the LIMADOU collaboration has developed a new high-

performance electric field detector for space applications. On the pathway of the observations 

carried out by DEMETER, the CSES mission can clarify the scenario with a long-term 

investigation of seismo-electromagnetic phenomena on a global scale. In this framework, we 

have developed, built and fully tested in laboratory a new electric field detector conceived for 

measurement in space of signals from quasi DC up to several MHz that is candidate to be 

installed on the second CSES satellite mission. The new electric field detector can ensure the 

characteristics need for investigation the seismo-electromagnetic elusive phenomena such as 

high sensitivity, dynamic range, bit resolution, frequency resolution, number of channels, 

(hardware and software) redundancy, data reduction and real-time data processing. We present 

the electric field detector in details together with the tests in laboratory. 
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Recent tens of years’ investigations showed that the earthquake could induce some 

disturbances in the ionosphere, but the correlation between the seism and the ionosphere 

perturbations is still poorly understood. The Chinese Seismo Electromagnetic Satellite 

(CSES), which launched on Feb2, 2018, gives a big opportunity to learn the earthquake in the 

space view. 

The plasma analyzer package (PAP) is one of the scientific payloads of CSES to measure 

main ion parameters of the ionosphere with three main objectives: (1) Survey the global 

parameters of the ionosphere in situ, accumulate the data of the ionosphere plasma 

environment for further research. (2) Provide data for studies of the coupling between 

earthquake and ionosphere, the dynamics of the ionosphere, the model of the ionosphere and 

prediction or forecast of the space weather. (3)Try to detect and identify the ionosphere 

abnormity, which may be coupled with earthquake, and cooperate with the other payloads and 

ground based observation station to search after the new ways to forecast the severe 

earthquake. 

The PAP includes 3 classic in-situ sensors: retarding potential analyzer (RPA), ion drift 

meter (IDM), ion capture meter (ICM). The RPA is used to measure ion density, ion 

temperature; ion composition and ion drift velocity (parallel to the direction of the satellite 

flight on orbit). The IDM is used to measure ion drift velocity perpendicular to the direction 

of the satellite flight on orbit. The ICM is used to measure the fluctuation of the ion density. 

Before launch, the electronics of the PAP has been calibrated carefully in NSSC. And it has 

been tested in the plasma chamber of IAPS-INAF, which could produce plasma environment 

most like the ionosphere environment on the orbit of CESE. All the test results show that PAP 

works well and its’ performances meet the requirements of CSES. 

By now, the PAP has been worked about 3 months, and first results showed it works well, 

but it is still need more work for in-orbit commissioning. 

The PAP onboard the CSES satellite is the first plasma analyzer package as a payload on a 

satellite in China, and it would make a great contribution for the earthquake research  

mailto:gyb@nssc.ac.cn
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The first CSES, named ZH-1, was launched on February 2, 2018. On the satellite, one of 

the payloads was the Electric Field Detector (EFD), which measures the spatial electric field 

from DC-3.5MHz. After 6 six months test, EFD payload works smoothly. From February to 

August, there are some strong earthquakes with magnitude more than 7.0 around the world. 

And at the same time, there are some VLF transmitters around the globe. It seems that EFD 

has measured some response to the ground-based signals. Here was also compared with the 

CSES and DEMETER, which showed the similar trend. 
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With the development of earth observation technology, the research on the electromagnetic 

ionosphere disturbance has become a critical science area. It is the most effective approach to 

measure the ionospheric disturbance with on-borne instruments. The accuracy of the 

electromagnetic sensor data directly affects the reliability of earthquake prediction. Similar to 

the cross-calibration of spaceborne optical payload, a cross-validation method for 

electromagnetic sensors on the same platform is proposed. Taking DEMETER satellite for 

example, some same types of data from different sensors (i.e. Langmuir probe and plasma 

analyzer package) were analyzed. The method supports the cross-validation of 

electromagnetic sensors on the same platform both in normal and specific space 

electromagnetic environment. The method has been successfully applied in on-orbit cross-

validation for China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES). 
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Massive research results show that the ionospheric changes caused by earthquakes are real, 

and the electromagnetic anomaly is the most sensitive precursor phenomenon. The change of 

space plasma is the precursor of ionosphere change. The seismic ionosphere disturbances 

include four aspects: low-frequency electromagnetic disturbances, plasma changes, high-

energy particle disturbances, and planetary radiation flux changes. The plasma changes are 

mainly represented by the abnormal parameters of total electron content (TEC), electron 

density (Ne), ion density (Ni), electron temperature (Te) and ion temperature (Ti). Langmuir 

probe (LP) is one scientific payload of The China Seismo-Electromagnetic satellite (CSES). 

The scientific objective of LP is to measure the electron density and electron temperature of 

ionospheric plasma, and to obtain ionospheric plasma anomaly information. 

The Langmuir probe (LP) consists of sensor 1, sensor 2 and electronics box. The 

instrument configuration is integrated, as shown in figure 1. The sensor extension bar which 

length is 50cm is designed to support the sensor away from the satellite surface and to reduce 

the interference of the satellite. The Langmuir probe is designed to load the scan voltage at the 

sensor and collect the current to obtain the I-V characteristic curve. The electron density and 

electron temperature can be obtained by fitting the I-V characteristic curve. 

 

Fig 1. The Langmuir probe diagram 
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During the development of Langmuir probe, the verify test has been carried out at Institute 

for Space Astrophysics and Planetology of the Italian National Institute of Astrophysics 

(INAF-IAPS). The test results of electron density and ion density were consistent with the 

trend in the plasma chamber, and were close to the test results of the IAPS chamber’s 

diagnostic sensor.  

The China Seismo-Electromagnetic satellite (CSES) has been launched and Langmuir 

probe has been working on track. The preliminary results of Langmuir probe show that the 

electron density and the electron temperature are within a reasonable range and are consistent 

with seasonal changes in the ionosphere. 
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Tri-Band Beacon(TBB) is one of the main payloads of the CSES mission. It is used to 

detect the TEC, electron density, and NmF2 of ionosphere in China. The detection principle is 

to launch three coherent carrier signals from the TBB transmitter on the satellite, the signals 

will be received by the TBB receiver set up on the ground. Through a certain data processing 

and inversion, some ionospheric parameters will be inverted over the station chain. 

The TBB transmitter works in China area. Before the arrival of the satellite arrival chain, 

the TBB transmitter works in advance. And the ground TBB receiving system is ready to 

receive the signal in advance according to the forecast track information. We now have 9 

receive station in China. 

This report will focus on the data classification of TBB data, the process and algorithm of 

data processing, and the data products we have now after a period of time running.  
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We investigate first seismo-magnetic measurements obtained with the new type of scalar 

magnetometer – the Coupled Dark State Magnetometer (CDSM) [1] – aboard the China 

Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES), launched Feb. 2
nd

, 2018, from the Jiuquan Satellite 

Launch Center, China. The total magnetic field data are from the commissioning phase of the 

CDSM instrument, a characteristic segment of ~35 min. within the geographical latitude 

range from -65° to 65° is depicted in Fig.1. As an example a whole day with 23 segments is 

shown in Fig.2. 

The CDSM can measure the total magnetic field Bt with a noise level of about 50 

pT/sqrt(Hz) from 1000 nT up to 100000 nT in the frequency range between DC and 30 Hz [2; 

3]. In order to minimize the stray field of the satellite, the sensor of the scalar magnetometer 

is mounted at the tip of a 5 m boom. The satellite operates in a Sun synchronous polar orbit, at 

an altitude of about 550 km, inclination of 97°, and is three axes stabilized [4; 5].  

The main scientific objective is the identification of earthquake precursors by the study of 

ionospheric electromagnetic and plasma phenomena. 
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Fig. 1. One of the first CDSM magnetic field measurements aboard CSES from April 6, 2018. Top 

left: Measured Bt (blue color) compared to the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF). 

Top right: Residual from CDSM and IGRF. Centre left: CSES orbital parameters latitude [deg], 

longitude [deg], and altitude [km]. Centre right: High pass filtered residual signal (polynomial fits for 

62 segments); the green lines correspond to switches of the CDSM modes. Bottom left: 62 FFT 

segments of the high pass filtered residual signal. Bottom right: Individual 62 FFT segments with 

characteristic peaks from the spacecraft and the environment. 

A snapshot of commissioning scalar magnetic field data Bt is shown in Fig.1. The CDSM 

magnetic field data is in accordance with the IGRF model data. The remaining low frequency 

component is removed with a polynomial fit (62 segments, 1000 points each, 30 Hz sampling 

frequency) in order to get variations in sub-nT range. In particular, in the FFT a characteristic 

non-seismic pattern is visible, this behavior will be considered in the analysis of seismic 

signals. Since beginning of the CDSM commissioning phase the scalar magnetic fields are 

constantly monitored and evaluated in order to get knowledge about the systematic behaviour 

of the instrument. 

 

Fig. 2. CDSM magnetic field data (color coded in gray) for all 23 tracks, April 6, 2018. Emphasis is on 
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the spatial coverage (China is excluded). 

In Fig.2. all 23 tracks (April 6, 2018) are visible in color coded format (gray). We consider 

the data in the mentioned latitude range -65° to 65° except China. In principle, the data 

coverage is without losses. In scientific terms, the comparison with the French DEMETER 

(Detection of Electro-Magnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions) mission 

data, epoch 2004-2010, is of particular interest. 

In the science phase of CDSM combined investigations with the CSES instruments and 

ground based facilities are planned, like past studies [6; 7; 8; 9; 10] related to seismo-

electromagnetic topics.  
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Search coil magnetometer (SCM) is a payload onboard the China Seismo-electromagnetic 

Satellite (CSES), launched on 2
nd

 February 2018.  

Its data acquisition system collects the fast variation of geomagnetic vector field at the 

orbit height, based on the Faraday's Law and the orthogonal tri-axial magnetic sensor design. 

In order to reduce interference suffering from the satellite platform, the distance from 

magnetic sensors to the platform is 4.5 meter.  

During the Commission Test of six months from February to August, 2018, SCM has 

accumulated certain amounts of global data. It showed that the instrument is working at a 

good status and has a good big events acquisition, such as space weather and ionospheric 

disturbances of ground VLF transmitters and possibly related to large earthquakes of Mexico 

M7.1 and New Guinea M7.5 in February. 

In this talk, its preliminary results including the onboard calibration results, level-2 to 

level-4’s waveform and time-frequency profile, detections of ground VLF transmitters, and 

ionospheric disturbances possibly related with large earthquakes. 
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The ZH-1 (CSES, the China seismic electromagnetic satellite) Langmuir probe experiment, 

called “LAP”, has been designed for in situ measurements of the bulk parameters of the 

ionosphere plasma. The two main parameters measured by LAP are the electron density and 

temperature. In this paper, a brief description of the LAP and of its work mode and of 

capabilities is provided. Based on the characteristic of the LAP, under the assumptions of 

ideal plasma environment, the LAP data calibration and analysis method has been discussed 

and given in use of the approximate theoretical formulas. The commission test and data 

verification are introduced. Finally, some examples of ‘classical’ ionospheric features and 

phenomena probably with earthquakes as being observed by LAP are discussed. 
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The China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES), also called ZHANGHENG-1, is the 

first satellite for both earthquake observation and geophysical field measurement in China. 

The satellite was launched successfully on February 2nd, 2018. Quality evaluation of the data 

product is of importance for satisfying the application requirements. Up to now, Data Quality 

Evaluation System (DQES) of CSES is designed to support eight instruments data evaluation, 

such as Search-Coil Magnetometer (SCM), Electric Field Detector(EFD), High Precision 

Magnetometer (HPM), GNSS Occultation Receiver (GOR), Plasma Analyzer Package(PAP), 

Langmuir Probe (LAP), High Energetic Particle Package (HEPP), and Tri-Band Beacon 

(TBB). DQES has two patterns, which are automatic and manual model, and supports three 

kinds of cross-validations, including cross-validation of different instruments on the same 

platform, cross-validation of same instrument on different platforms and cross-validation 

between CSES data and the ground site data. Also, the system implements objective quality 

evaluation for CSES products. 
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The China Seismo-Electromagnetic satellite (CSES, also named as Zhangheng-1) has been 

launched on February 2, 2018, and the recording data has been sent to the ground application 

center since Feb. 13. During February to July 2018, the in-orbit test has been carried out 

continuously. There are eight payloads, including high precision magnetometer, Search-coil 

magnetometer, Electric field detector, GNSS radio occultation receiver, High energetic 

particle package, Langmuir probe, Tri-band beacon. Three main products are obtained, such 

as vector and scalar electromagnetic field, in-situ plasma parameters, and electron density 

profiles. Here we will show some preliminary and new results by using this satellite data. 

1) As for the in-situ plasma parameters, the research includes: their spatial and temporal 

evolutional features in northern spring and summer seasons, their comparison and correlation 

among different parameters, the comparison with ground-based, other satellites observations 

and IRI model, to illustrate the observing quality of in-situ plasma parameters on CSES; 

2) As for electromagnetic field and waves, the study consists of: their background sptial 

features at different frequency bands (ULF, ELF, VLF, HF), the artificial source signal 

selection and analysis, the natural signal analysis from geomagnetic storms, lightning, 

comparison with IGRF model, other satellite and ground-based geomagnetic field 

observations, to demonstrate the sensitivity of electromagnetic detection on CSES; 

3) About the ionospheric profiles, the main research includes: the inversion technique 

development and optimization, the comparison with ground-based and other satellite 

observations. 

4) As for the energetic particles, the research focuses on: the spatial distribution features 

in electrons and protons, the comparison with other satellite data and models as AP9 or AE9, 

analysis on wave-particle interaction in particle flus at different energy band with ground-

based transmitters. 
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There have been many reports electromagnetic (EM) waves preceding earthquakes have 

existed since the 1980s. The late Professor Toshi Asada and his colleagues focused on the 

VLF band and developed devices and made observations at the Tokai University in the 1990s. 

As a result, in the apparent arrival direction analysis, the electromagnetic waves, which comes 

from the epicenter direction were observed. However, after that, the observation was 

interrupted due to the death of Professor Asada. It seemed promising results, therefore we 

resumed research from FY 2014. The feature of the present apparatus is that not only the 

apparent arrival direction analysis but also the wave source determination can be performed 

using the time difference of arrival (TDOA) of EM waves. Because apparent arrival direction 

method can only apply when the observed EM wave has a linear polarization. In the wave 

source determination using TDOA, the arrival time of the EM wave was determined by using 

the autoregressive model and AIC. We observed EM waves coming from the epicentral 

region, two days before the earthquake, which occurred in the southern part of Nagano 

Prefecture on June 25, 2017 (M5.6). This earthquake was the largest one occurred in the 

vicinity of our observation network at this moment. However, it is highly likely that the EM 

environment is getting worse even in the VLF band over the past two decades, and by further 

reviewing the measurement environment, eliminating noise, and improving the program, 

more accurate wave source position determination will be possible. 
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Soufrière of Guadeloupe volcano is one of the active andesitic stratovolcanoes located 

along the recent Lesser Antilles arc. The present day activity is surrounded to a 1467 m high 

mineralized dome built during the last magmatic eruption dated around 1530 AD. The dome 

is set inside nested horse-shoe shaped Carmichael and Amic craters formed 11,500 and 3,100 

years ago (Boudon et al., 1987). During the past 500 years, seven phreatic eruptions have 

occurred and opened radial fissures and pits craters on the dome. During these eruptions, 

vertical and laterally-directed blasts, ash fall, debris flows have happened. After the 1956 

phreatic eruption, the volcano recovered a very quite state characterized by a low level of 

seismic and degassing activities. In July 1975, 30 volcano-tectonic earthquakes were recorded 

and the seismicity gradually increased. Two major swarms of 296 and 2713 events were 

respectively recorded in November-December 1975 and in March-June 1976. Up to that time, 

no noticeable raise in the surface activity was noticed (Dorel and Feuillard 1980; Feuillard et 

al., 1983). After minor landslides along the regional Ty fault and opening of small fissures to 

the South of the dome in June 1976, the first phreatic explosion started on July 8. 26 

explosions were recorded between July 8, 1976 and March 1, 1977, when the seismicity 

started to recede (Figure 1). The seismicity returned back to the background level after June 

15, 1977 (Hincks et al., 2014). 

 

Fig. 1. One of the explosions during the 1976-1977 activity 
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After the 1976-1977 phreato-magmatic eruption, the seismicity progressively returned to 

almost a zero level till 1992. During this period of time the degassing activity, the temperature 

in wells and in the ground, and the surface activity decreased. Mainly, this epoch was 

characterized by the strong argillization of the blocks forming the dome and its basis stuck up 

by the surrounding Amic crater walls. The mineralization of rocks is produced by the 

infiltration of the average 9 m annual rainfalls, the leaching of faults and pits and the upward 

release of hot magmatic fluids through faults and warm thermal ground fluids emerging at 

lower altitude (800 to 1200 m in altitude)(Zlotnicki et al., 1994). 

Year 1992 was marked by a strong renew of seismic activity which has evolved 

sporadically, since then. Further seismicity was recorded in February 2018 with earthquakes 

located between 1.5 and 2 km depth which turned to a large energy release during April and 

May (Soufrière of Guadeloupe 2018 bulletins, Figure 2). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Monthly number of volcanic earthquakes of magnitude above 1 between 1972 and 2003 

Before the 1976-1977 volcanic activity, few geophysical instrumentations were available 

on the edifice, and it is only during and after the crisis that geophysical prospecting's and 

monitoring devices were intensely implemented. In particular, magnetic monitoring, self-

potential surveys, magnetotelluric, resistivity and VLF soundings have been temporarily 

carried out (Figure 3). These observations made over 40 years allow to depict the spatial and 

temporal activity of La Soufrière which seems to enter in a new pre-eruptive stage. 
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Fig. 3. Self-potential mappings performed in 1992 (left) and 2000 (right). 

Beyond the outcomes on the hydrothermal activity of La Soufrière of Guadeloupe along 

the last 40 years mainly based on electromagnetic methods, it appears that the features of 

electromagnetic observations may contribute to a better understanding of the on-going 

hydrothermal activities of some other volcanoes (i.e. Mount Pelée, Miyake-jima, La 

Fournaise, Taal ...). 
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The present paper is far from being an in depth review of the research efforts on Seismic 

Electric Signals (SES) activities [1,2] (VAN method) and on Natural Time Analysis [3,4] 

worldwide that have been introduced in the 1980’s and 2000’s, respectively. Here, we will 

solely focus on the advances that have been achieved during the last years. Furthermore, we 

will not deal with relevant efforts worldwide, but we will restrict ourselves to recent research 

activities carried out, beyond Greece, in USA, Japan, China, Mexico and Russia. These could 

be summarized as follows: 

1) USA: A collaboration of several eminent experts from USA led to the suggestion [5-8] 

of a new method for estimating the current level of earthquake hazard in a region termed 

“nowcasting”, which is based on the concept of natural time. The proponents of this method 

state [5] that they preferred to use natural time since it has at least the following two 

advantages when applied to earthquake seismology: (a) It is not necessary to decluster the 

aftershocks. The natural time is uniformly valid when aftershocks dominate, when 

background seismicity dominates and when both contribute. (b) Natural time statistics are 

independent of the level of the seismicity as long as the b value is approximately constant. In 

computing nowcasts, the concept of natural time, counts of small earthquakes, is used as a 

measure of the accumulation of stress and strain between large earthquakes in a defined 

geographic region.  

This new method of “nowcasting” has been used along various interesting directions. For 

example: First to show that large global earthquakes are temporally clustered [6]. Second, to 

make a comparison of induced earthquakes in Oklahoma and at the Geysers, California [7]. 

Third, to make an estimation of seismic risk to global megacities, e.g., Tokyo, Los Angeles, 

San Francisco, Taipei, etc. [8].  

Concerning the electric and magnetic field measurements, we clarify that magnetic field 

variations have been reported [9] to be detectable for earthquakes of magnitude 6.5 or larger 
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accompanying SES activities by monitoring the magnetic field by three component induction 

coil magnetometers [9]. Such variations have been detected almost 30 years ago by Fraser-

Smith and coworkers [10] before the M7.1 Loma Prieta earthquake in California in 1989. 

Along these lines, 124 stations have been installed mostly along the San Andreas fault 

monitoring the magnetic field via the Quake Finder network for approximately 10 years [11]. 

2) Japan: By analyzing the seismicity in natural time, it was shown [12] that the 

fluctuations of the order parameter κ1 of seismicity exhibits a minimum βmin at the time of the 

initiation of the SES activity observed by Uyeda and coworkers [13] almost two months 

before the onset of the volcanic-seismic swarm activity in 2000 in the Izu Island region, 

Japan. It was also shown [12] that these two phenomena (SES activity and seismicity) are also 

linked in space, which opened the window for an estimation of the epicentral area of an 

impending earthquake. This has been subsequently confirmed in Ref. [14] (see also Ref. [15]) 

for all major mainshocks of magnitude larger than 7.6 that occurred in Japan during 1984-

2011 (cf. for all these mainshocks the existence of βmin has been verified in Ref.[16], see also 

Ref. [17]). Thus, once the epicentral area becomes known the natural time of seismicity in this 

candidate area that occurs after βmin may lead to the identification of the occurrence time of 

the impending earthquake (i.e., within one week or so after the condition κ1=0.070 is 

satisfied). This was verified [18] for example for the case of M9 Tohoku earthquake in Japan 

that occurred in 2011. Furthermore, in ULF magnetic field variations detected before 

earthquakes in Japan, criticality features have been identified [19,20] by means of natural time 

analysis. 

3) China: Referring to the devastating Wenchuan Ms8 earthquake that occurred on 12 May 

2008, Huang [21] reported that the preliminary analysis of the extremely low frequency data 

during January-June 2008 at the Hanwang station (which is the nearest station to the 

epicenter, i.e., around ~300km) showed that the power spectra of electric and magnetic fields 

enhanced significantly [22] during 1-12 May 2008. Furthermore, it was observed [23] that 

during around 50 days (i.e., from 21 March to 9 May 2008) before the Wenchuan earthquake, 

large geolectric field changes similar to SES of the VAN method were recorded at the 

Songshan station of China-France cooperation lying ~684km from the epicenter. More 

recently (e.g., see Ref.[24]), independent studies reported encouraging results concerning 

geoelectric anomalies before strong earthquakes that occurred during the period 2008-2016. 

In addition, natural time analysis has been recently applied to the seismicity of China, for 

example see Ref. [25], where the κ1 values were calculated before the 30 stronger earthquakes 

contained in the catalogue of China Earthquake Networks Center during the period 1978-
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2014. 

4) Mexico: Here, emphasis will be given on the deadly M8.2 earthquake that struck the 

Mexico’s Chiapas state on 7 September 2017. This is Mexico’s largest earthquake in more 

than a century and, although it was characterized as an extremely strange event [26] and 

“unexpected” by seismologists, we discuss here that it was preceded by clear precursory 

phenomena [27, 28].  

As for the research on SES activities, SES-like geoelectric disturbances have been 

observed in several cases, for example, before the M7.4 Guerrero-Oaxaca earthquake [29] that 

occurred on 14 September 1995 as well as before the M6.6 earthquake in the Pacific coast of 

Mexico on 24 October 1993 (see Fig. 5 of Ref. [30]). 

5)Russia: Several studies on SES as well as on natural time analysis have been published 

by various groups in Russia (see pp. 198 and 199 of Ref. [31]; see also Ref. [32]). Here, we 

only restrict ourselves to the collaboration between EMSEV and the Bishkek Research Station 

of the Russian Academy of Science in Kyrgyzstan which started on November 2011 with the 

installation of two autonomous geoelectric stations. During the subsequent period possible 

SES of dichotomous nature have been recorded almost two months and 22 days before two 

earthquakes that occurred on 5 February 2012 (M5.2) and 1 January 2015 (M4.9), 

respectively [33]. 
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Many authors have provided significant evidence that Radiation Belt electron precipitation 

(RBEP) precedes great earthquakes (EQs). In the present study we present more detailed 

features of the EQ-related RBEP phenomenon as inferred from the analysis of observations 

obtained by the DEMETER and POES satellites. (1) These energetic ( >~70 keV) electron 

events are characterized by a time duration of ~0.5-3 min. (2) They are accompanied by broad 

band (~1-~20KHz) VLF (bVLF) wave activity. (2) A statistical study of 63 big (M≥7) EQs 

between 11.8.2004-31.12.2008 suggests RBEP events precede some (~2-6) days the EQ 

occurrence at a percentage as high as ~90% (Figure 1; L’ Aquila). (3) A further examination 

of the EQ-related RBEP events ceases shortly (<~4hours) before the EQ occurrence (Figure 2; 

L’ Aquila). 

Characteristic features of RBEP events before some catastrophic great EQs, as for instance, 

the EQs in Wenchuan (China), L’Aquila (Italy), Methoni / Andavida (Greece) will be 

reported in some detail. Finally, a case with the presence electromagnetic EQ precursors 

(RPEP etc) will be reported in the case of a Greek EQ, when not a strong EQ was followed.  

Our studies suggest that the RPEP associated with bVLF wave activity is an important 

earthquake precursor. In particular, the silence observed a few hours before great EQs might 

be shown a short-time alarm signal. Definitely, further work is needed (a) to verify our 

present statistical results and (b) to fully understand the physical relationship between seismic 

activity and the RPEP phenomenon. 
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Earth is in general highly dependent on the presence of Sun. Important Sun’s 

electromagnetic influences on Earth have been recognized by modern Science. On these lines 

we examine the possible influence of Space Weather on Seismicity. We performed several 

statistical and case studies during the time interval of 22 years (1993 to 2015) and we have 

found some important results. (1) The yearly values of the number of great (M≥6) EQs and of 

the amount of the total seismic energy released E are higher during the inclining (2010-201) 

and the declining phases (1994-1996, 2003-2005) of the solar cycles 23 and 24. (2) A power 

spectrum analysis performed on binary time series of M≥6 EQ energy release values, during 

the inclining and the declining phases, shows a significant peak at the Solar rotational period 

of ~27 days. For instance, during the years 2004-2010, a significant peak was found at 26.6 

days (significant level 5%). (3) We have studied in extend the Space Weather along with 

Seismicity about 1 month before the Sumatra big (M9.1) Earthquake (EQ) of December 26, 

2004. We found that the Sumatra EQ occurred at the end of a sequence of 8 fast solar wind 

streams, followed by a series of great EQs, with an average time delay of ~1.5 days 

(Anagnostopoulos and Papandreou, 2012). Our results suggest that the space weather may be 

a significant parameter for the (time) prediction of great EQs, in particular, during (the 

inclining and) the declining phase of a solar cycle, when Corotating Interaction Regions are 

more steady in space. 
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Seismo-ElectroMagnetic signals (SES) are anomalous ElectroMagnetic signals generated 

as a response to the propagation of a mechanical perturbation within the subsoil. Fluid 

presence plays a key role in determining SES generation and characteristics therefore SES 

study could be useful for subsoil characterization. In a more general framework, it can give 

insight on the role of fluids in the earthquake generation and seismic waves propagation. 

A systematic study on the SES and on the related data analysis techniques is fundamental 

in order to define the characteristics of these signals which are superimposed to the natural 

electromagnetic field induced by the external variable magnetic field. To this aim, the Pollino 

seismic swarm was a great opportunity because continuous MagnetoTelluric (MT) data were 

recorded in a period in which numerous seismic events of various magnitudes occurred. 

During the observational period, SES were also recorded in correspondence to earthquakes 

distant from the MT stations over 800km. 

We adopted an innovative procedure aimed to improve the SES detectability and to gather 

the maximum information possible on these signals. 

The procedure is especially tuned for the analysis of MT time series and it is based on the 

application of the Continuous Wavelet Transform and frequency filters.  

We will present the results of the application of the operational scheme to the MT time 

series collected in the Pollino area. As it will be shown, a minimization of the background 

variability of the MT signal is obtained allowing an easier detection and characterization of 

SES in terms of amplitude and duration. 
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The integration between electromagnetic and seismic geophysical methods has always 

been considered as a desirable target. The joint inversion and, mostly, the joint interpretation 

are now routinely applied to get a better characterization of the subsoil status. The above 

mentioned strategies are based on the integration, at a certain stage of the data 

modelling/interpretation, of totally independent electromagnetic and seismic data. The 

upcoming frontier is the acquisition of an “integrated seismoelectric dataset”. To understand 

what should be considered as an “integrated dataset”, it is necessary to define the “Seismo-

electromagnetic” signal (Seismo- SES, in what follow). SES are anomalous ElectroMagnetic 

signals generated as a response to the propagation of a mechanical perturbation within the 

subsoil. Fluid presence, and more in general, propagating medium characteristics play a key 

role in determining SES generation and characteristics. Several research papers (i.e Pride, 

1994, Gao & Hu, 2010) allow, theoretically speaking, to predict the SES produced by a 

seismic wave knowing the characteristics of the medium in which the seismic propagation 

takes place. Reversing the point of view, knowing the characteristics of the SES and of the 

seismic source, it should be plausible and possible the characteristics of the subsoil. the first 

steps in this direction, have been already made (i.e Warden et al. 2012), but there is still a lot 

to do in order to make really feasible the use of the SES.  

To this aim, ElectroMagnetic signal were recorded during an active seismic experiment 

(performed in the framework of the RICEN project) in the campi Flegrei area. By using 

MagnetoTelluric (MT) instruments, the SES generated by the controlled seismic source have 

been detected for a their future characterization and to define a reliable and objective analysis 

technique.  

In this work we present some of the results obtained by analysing the collected data. SES 

attenuation maps will be shown an compared with seismic dispersion tomography. 

The presented results will show the strengths and weaknesses of using a SES based 

integrated dataset for subsoil characterization. 
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This work deals with the application of different geophysical techniques in a circular 

shaped volcanic setting: the Stracciacappa maar (Sabatini Volcanic District, central Italy). Its 

pyroclastic succession records phreatomagmatic eruptive phases ended about 0.09 Ma ago. Its 

present-day crater has a diameter of about 1 km and a crater floor about 30–40 m below the 

crater rim. A composite interfingering between lacustrine and epiclastic debris sediments fills 

the crater floor. Heterogeneous characteristics of the Stracciacappa maar (stratification, 

structural setting, lithotypes, and thickness variation of depositional units) make it an ideal 

case history for understanding mechanisms and processes leading to modifications of 

amplitude-frequency-duration of seismic waves generated in volcanic settings. 

Electrical Resistivity Tomography tests were carried out for constraining the geometry of 

the maar, while HVSR noise measurements were collected in order to studying the 

characteristics of the noise field, obtaining inferences of the local heterogeneities. 2D seismic 

passive arrays were gathered and analysed both with SPAC and F-k techniques and used to 

infer the profiles of the S-waves (Vs). Together with the aforementioned extensive 

geophysical fieldwork, new geological map and cross sections illustrate the complex 

geometric relationships between the thick pyroclastic succession and even meter-sized lava 

ballistic. A continuous coring borehole was drilled inside the crater, 45 meters deep from the 

wellhead, with sampling of undisturbed samples. Regarding the non-linear properties of soils, 

the cyclic soil behaviour was investigated through simple shear tests. The collected dataset 

was used to define the shallow subsoil model useful for 2D\3D site response analyses. Our 

results may be a start point in the assessment of local seismic response in similar volcanic 

settings in highly urbanised environments elsewhere.  
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On 24th August 2016 a ML=6.0 earthquake occurred in Central Italy destroying several 

villages. In the aftermath of the main event, the authors surveyed many damaged villages 

located in the epicentral area and some unexpected situations were found like, for example, 

the very different damage occurred to the villages of Vezzano and Pescara del Tronto (both 

districts of Arquata del Tronto). Despite these two villages are spaced just about 1300 m from 

each other, Pescara del Tronto undergoes very heavy damage with many collapses of masonry 

buildings and 48 fatalities, while Vezzano was subjected to very light damage to few 

buildings. Indeed, possible causes of the different damage distribution were analysed from the 

engineering and geophysics point of view. To evaluate the contribution of site amplifications 

for the damage increase in Pescara del Tronto respect to Vezzano, a geophysical survey was 

carried out. In particular, five geophysical techniques were performed (Electrical Resistivity 

Tomography, noise single station measurements, bi-dimensional passive and active seismic 

arrays, foreshocks recorded in four sites). The results of the geophysical survey highlight a 

strong lateral variation: three sites analyzed in Pescara del Tronto show amplification in 

frequency range between 3-7 Hz (range of interest of built environmental), whereas Vezzano 

has flat amplification function, although, the two village lies on the same geological sequence 

(Laga Formation, consisting of arenaceous-pelitic and pelitic-arenaceous lithofacies). This 

different behavior, probably, can be due to different local geological factors, such as the 

presence of a different thickness of the cover deposits and a travertine slab underlying Pescara 

del Tronto settlement. Further geological and geophysical investigations are currently on-

going to better understanding this peculiar behavior. 
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Since several years ago, electro-telluric stations located in several sites of Mexico records 

signals of the self-potential of the ground. Some of these stations are located along the coast 

of Guerrero state, near the Middle American Trench, which is the border between Cocos and 

North American tectonic plates. In this work, we study time series of self-potential signals 

arising from Acapulco station (16.85°N, 99.9°W), linked to the Middle American Trench. 

This work analyzes time series corresponding to the 1993 year. An earthquake of magnitude 

Mw 6.6 occurred in this year. The theory of dynamical systems allows to appreciate the 

richness of behavior of the world around us. The self-potential time series show a complex 

behavior, but the Recurrence Plots (RP) theory provides a valuable tool for studying this kind 

of systems. 

1 Introduction 

The Mexico City is vulnerable to seismic waves whose epicenter is located in the distant 

Pacific coast, but that propagate across the entire country. The Cocos Plate is one of the dozen 

or so tectonic plates that make up the outer layer of the Earth. Most of the earthquakes that hit 

Mexico are the result of the subduction of the Cocos Plate under the North American Plate. 

The Cocos Plate moves from the southwest with a speed of just over 2 inches a year (Fig.1). 

Upon colliding with the North American Plate, the Cocos Plate bends downwards and begins 

to sink into the Earth's hot mantle. The mechanical stresses associated with the bending and 

the temperature change cause the earthquakes. 
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Fig. 1 Seismic setting of the Pacific coast of Mexico. Small dashed lines indicates fracture zones, 

shaded circles indicate rupture areas and numbers the years of most important subduction seismic 

events of last century. Thick dash with arrowheads shows subduction zone. Figure from Ramírez-

Herrera et al [1]. 

The Cocos Plate diverges from the Pacific Plate along the East Pacific Rise. In the past 

century, some of the earthquakes that hit Mexico occurred along this subduction zone. Among 

them, one of magnitude Mw 8.2, cost thousands of lives and produced severe damages in 

Mexico City. The epicenter of this earthquake was located near the Michoacan Coast and 

occurred in the year of 1985. The absence of significant earthquakes in a region along a 

tectonic front for a long period is named as a “seismic gap”. During this time gap, the fear that 

an earthquake of great consequences occurs increases as the period lengthens. There are 

several locations along the Cocos subduction zone where tectonic stresses have been released 

by earthquakes over the last century. Nevertheless, during that time, nothing happened in the 

Guerrero Gap. The area near the southeast of the Michoacan state is certainly empty. For 

more than 100 years, no significant quakes with a magnitude greater than Mw 7.8 have 

occurred in the immediate vicinity of the Acapulco City, in the Mexican state of Guerrero. 

The absence of earthquakes means that the stresses caused by subduction of the Cocos Plate 

have been accumulated for a long period. Therefore, many seismologists expect a huge 

earthquake in this region. This earthquake would not only affect Acapulco City but as the 

earthquake occurred in 1985, it would cause significant damage in Mexico City too. 

2. Description of the time series for study 

In this work, we study self-potential time series measured at the Acapulco electro telluric 

station (16.85°N, 99.9°W), which is linked to the Middle American Trench. In this station as 

in others with similar characteristics, thousands of data were taken each two (or four) seconds, 

along intervals ranging from months to years. We restrict our analysis to a time series 

corresponding to the 1993 year because a strong earthquake of magnitude Mw 6.6 occurred 
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on October 24, and its epicenter was near the Acapulco station. Two typical segments of the 

self-potential time series are depicted in Fig. #.2. The behavior of these time series shows any 

dependence on the rainfall seasons [6]. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Typical segments of Self-Potential time series collected at Acapulco station. The superior 

series is the N-S one and the down series corresponds to the E-W line. 

3. Recurrence quantification analysis for self-potential time series 

Now, the recurrence quantification analysis is applied to a self-potential time series from 

measurements along four days, October 19 to 22, 1993. To reconstruct the phase space, the 

time delay, τ, and the dimension embedding, dE, were calculated by taking the first minimum 

of the Mutual Info function (MI) and the FNN algorithm, respectively. 

Figures 3 to 10 show the results of the analysis applied to the four self-potential time series 

using the RP and RQA methodologies. We observed a complex behavior for these four self-

potential time series. Several crossovers appear, indicating underlying dynamics. This 

behavior has a complex structure and this means that the analyzed self-potential time series 

has a multifractal behavior, rather than a monofractal.  
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Fig. 3 Self-potential time series and RP for October 19, 1993. E-W line. 

 

Fig. 4 RQA for self-potential time series for October 19, 1993. E-W line. 
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Fig. 5 Self-potential time series and RP for October 20, 1993. E-W line. 

 

Fig. 6 RQA for self-potential time series for October 20, 1993. E-W line. 
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Fig. 7 Self-potential time series and RP for October 21, 1993. E-W line. 

 

Fig. 8 RQA for self-potential time series for October 21, 1993. E-W line. 
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Fig. 9 Self-potential time series and RP for October 22, 1993. E-W line. 

 

Fig. 10 RQA for self-potential time series for October 22, 1993. E-W line. 
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4 Conclusion 

The analysis performed using RP and RQA methods showed that the self-potential time 

series previous the earthquake occurred on October 24, 1993, display a very complex 

behavior. This fact confirms previous results where fractal structures have been found in time 

series from a wide range of geophysical phenomena. The multifractal behavior identifies 

deviations in fractal structure within time periods with large and small fluctuations. 

Monofractal and multifractal structures of the studied self-potential series are particular 

examples of systems whose dynamics displays scale invariance. A single power law defines 

the monofractal structure of a time series. On the contrary, spatial and temporal variations 

indicate a multifractal structure, as was observed in the analysis carried out using the RP and 

RQA of the self-potential signals studied in this work. 
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Slovenia lies in the central part of Europe. It is at the juncture of three important tectonic 

formations: the Alps in the northwest and the north, the Dinarides in the south and the 

Pannonian Plain in the east. In the southwest it includes a part of Istria, which geologically 

consists of flysch sedimentary rocks. This part of Slovenia ends on the short coastline of the 

northern Adriatic Sea. On the basis of extensive measurements of the Z component of 

geomagnetic field, carried out in the early 1960s, the territory of Slovenia is divided into the 

Alpides in the northeast, the Pannonian Plate in the east and the Dinarides in the entire 

western and central part. This division is not the same as on the topographic map or on the 

geologic map of this territory. 

The territory of Slovenia is gravimetrically unbalanced: the Alps rise faster than the 

Pannonian Plain descends. Slovenia lies in the far northeastern part of the Adriatic tectonic 

micro plate. Due to the pressure of the Eurasian tectonic plate from the north and the African 

tectonic plate from the south, the Adriatic micro plate rotates in anticlockwise direction. The 

territory of Slovenia is geologically very diverse and also seismologically active. There are 

over a hundred tectonic cracks and gaps, which, however, are seismologically active only in 

relatively short sections. The vast majority of earthquakes have shallow epicenters, 5 to 15 km 

deep in the Earth's crust. The only volcanic mountain range in Slovenia is Smrekovec in its 

northeastern part, which was last active in the tertiary geological period about 30 million 

years ago. Due to these natural features of Slovenia, it is very appropriate to study the 

influence of the increased tectonic plate tension in the geomagnetic field on this territory. 

PIA Geomagnetic Observatory (hereinafter: the Observatory) lies in Slovenian Istria. On 

1 January 2015 it began to regularly send measurement data to the INTERMAGNET 

(International Real-Time Magnetic Observatory Network), the network for the exchange of 

measurement data on the state of the geomagnetic field in the near real time. Due to the 

natural characteristics of its surroundings it is a unique construction. All measuring places for 
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the continuous registration of changes in the geomagnetic field are in underground shafts. The 

measuring places are therefore more stable in temperature and at the same time better 

protected against the effects of atmospheric discharges. The Observatory is located on the 

edge of the southern part of Slovenia with the highest density of atmospheric discharges in 

Europe. In its construction, it was also necessary to take into account that Slovenia is a 

seismically active area, and has some local features, including, above all, flows of 

underground and surface waters. 

At the Observatory, the measured changes in the Earth's magnetic field contain more noise 

than in the neighboring countries. This noise is of natural and/or artificial origin. The first 

discovered natural sources of noise in the geomagnetic field were the transition of the weather 

fronts MCS (mesoscale convective system). The tectonic plate tension change is also a natural 

source of noise in the geomagnetic field. Therefore, an analysis of the relative change in the 

density of the geomagnetic field energy and the comparison with changes in seismic activity 

in 2015 was made. 

The increased energy in the geomagnetic field due to the increased tectonic plate tension 

was determined on the basis of measurements at the Observatory and on the basis of the data 

provided by ARSO (Slovenian Environment Agency). In 2015, the automatic network of 

seismographers of the Republic of Slovenia registered 1944 earthquakes or 5.3 in average per 

day (Figure 1). Among them, 378 or 19.4% were with magnitudes greater than ML = 1.0. In 

2015, the most seismologically active month was November, with 291 registered earthquakes 

or 15.0% of all, and the least active was June with 110 registered earthquakes or 5.7% of all. 

 

Fig 1: Monthly number of earthquakes with magnitude M  1 on the territory of Slovenia in 

comparison with changes in the horizontal component of the geomagnetic field H and the change in 

the energy density in the geomagnetic field wGM measured at the Observatory. 
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On Sunday, 1 November 2015 at 07:52 UTC, an earthquake in the southeast of Slovenia 

reached the magnitude of ML = 4.2. Magnetometers at the Observatory recorded a 

geomagnetically calm day. A more detailed analysis of the magnetograms of that day did not 

show any additional changes due to earthquakes. This was the first earthquake since 2012, 

which was reliably felt by the inhabitants of Slovene Istria. Therefore, it was possible to 

reliably check the behavior of magnetometers in such an event at the Observatory. 

In variometric measurements, the triaxial magnetometer typically measures changes of all 

three components XYZ (north, east, nadir) of the earth magnetic field at the same time. The 

measurement of all three components makes it possible to calculate the horizontal component 

of the geomagnetic field H as well as the geomagnetic index K. Index K gives a relative 

deviation of a single day compared to a geomagnetically calm day. It is calculated for a single 

three-hour measurement period and has a logarithmic scale. The geomagnetic index A or the 

equivalent daily amplitude is the arithmetic mean of all eight linear geomagnetic indices a 

(average) of a day, which are calculated from the indexes K. 

 Table 1: Comparisons of two periods of 14 days in the year 2015.  

 Period of 14 days in 2015 Samples per day Windows per day Average A Act *E-6  

 9 June – 22 June  1440 24 12.1 -15.038  

 25 October – 7 November  1440 24 12.4 6.366  

 Difference: 0 0 0.3 21.404  

The equation for the energy density w in the geomagnetic field derives from the equation 

for energy in the magnetic field of the coil:    
 

   
  . When processing digital data, the 

width of the selected time windows is important. Also the measurement data of a 

geomagnetically calm day include daily variations generated by the Sun. In order to exclude 

this daily influence of the Sun, the used width of the time windows should be less than 24 

hours. At the same time a sufficient number of samples must be provided in each window. 

The standard deviation of the X component of the geomagnetic field is given by its mean 

Xavg value in the selected time window with the number of samples i:  
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The standard deviations of all three components of the geomagnetic field form an index of 

the geomagnetic activity Act (w) for each window and for a given Act (day) day, consisting 

of all windows w on that day: 

           
     

     
            

 

 
        
 
    

Comparison of the index of the geomagnetic activity of each day Act (day) with index of 

the previous day Act (day-1) gives the relative geomagnetic activity index Act: 

Act = f [Act (day) -Act (day-1), A * k] 

The effect of geomagnetic storms is eliminated in the relative geomagnetic activity index 

of the Act by the equivalent of the daily amplitude A of the individual day. 

During the two periods considered in 2015, the change in energy in the geomagnetic field 

increased sharply over the period around 1 November 2015 compared to that in June 2015 

(Table 1). From a very negative value it turned into a positive one for over 21 value units. The 

index of relative magnetic field energy could be used for the short-term forecasting of 

earthquakes. 

Conclusions: 

1. Geomagnetic observatories in the seismologically active areas must be equipped with 

such types of magnetometers that do not become bad seismographs after seismic shocks. 

Their installation cannot be carried out completely according to standard international 

recommendations for the construction of geomagnetic observatories. The operator of the 

observatory must know the marginal magnitude of the earthquake to which magnetometers 

are still working normally. 

2. From the analysis of the relative change in the energy of the geomagnetic field, the 

energy is increased in the periods with increased seismological activity. It constantly grows 

two to three days before the earthquake and then drops. However, an increased index of 

change in the energy of the geomagnetic field is not a serious indicator of the earthquake. 

When the earthquake has actually occurred, the energy of the geomagnetic field is increased 

in advance, but with the increased energy an earthquake does not necessarily occur. In 

addition to geomagnetism, seismology, volcanology and other areas of geophysics should be 

involved in the successful forecasting of earthquakes from the increased relative change of 

geomagnetic field energy. 
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3. The current measurements of the changes in the geomagnetic field are primarily focused 

on monitoring the conditions in the Earth's interior and in the Sun's wind near the planet 

Earth. To monitor changes in the local geomagnetic field on the Earth's surface, further 

development of suitable measuring instruments, measurement methods and procedures for the 

processed measurement results and their explanations are needed. 
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Tectonomagnetic monitoring in the central and southern regions of the Baikal rift zone is 

carried out at 150 points of repeated annual observations by the Trofimuk Institute of 

Petroleum Geology and Geophysics of SB RAS, Novosibirsk. 

This region is distinguished by high seismic activity and a high degree of seismic hazard. 

For example at southern end of the Baikal basin earthquakes with a magnitude from 6 to 7.7 

for the last 300 years there occurred at least ten. 

The purpose of the research is to develop a tectonomagnetic method for monitoring 

changes in the stressed state of rock massifs, which is important for studying the processes of 

preparing strong earthquakes and identifying on this basis medium- and short-term seismic-

prognostic criteria. 

The method and results of the tectonomagnetic observations at the central part and near a 

southwest end of the Baikal basin are considered.  

The main interfering factors for detection of tectonomagnetic anomalies are the inductive 

effects of geomagnetic variations and secular variation. Special methods of accounting and 

exclusion of these factors are developed.  

Preparation of earthquakes with M ~ 4.5 - 5 in the central part of the Baikal rift was 

accompanied by a bay-like decrease 20-40 days before the event and a subsequent increase in 

the values of modulus of the magnetic induction vector F 5-10 days before the earthquake. 

The amplitude of these anomalous changes usually does not exceed 0.5 - 1 nT, which makes it 

difficult to allocate them in real time.  

The change of the anomalous magnetic field in the Central part of the Baikal basin in the 

early 2000s coincided with a increase in the b-value in this area, which may be due to changes 

in the state of the seismogenic medium associated with its decompression. 
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At southern end of the Baikal basin such effects as stabilization of changes in magnetic 

field for 2 – 3 years before the strong Kultuk earthquake of 2008 with M=6.3, and also 

gradual relaxation after it are registered. High magnetization of rock massifs in this area 

allows to consider a source of these changes the piezomagnetic (magnetoelastic) mechanism. 

Theoretical calculations of a direct problem of a magnetoelasticity with use of a prime model 

of the magnetic body with relatives to actual magnetic properties allowed to estimate the 

changes of a stress state which were equal to the first units of MPa. The stabilization effect of 

magnetic field changes before the Kultuk earthquake in 2005-2008 coincided with seismic 

quiescence on southeast segment of the Main Sayan fault that gives the grounds to assume 

existence of "coupling" of one of rigid blocks of the Amur plate with the Siberian platform 

during this period.  
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A first step of the test for wide band electromagnetic detectors that continuously recorded 

the electric components of the electromagnetic field, ranging from a few of Hz to tens of kHz, 

was concluded. The detectors realised the Central Italy Electromagnetic Network (CIEN) that 

has been operating for more than twelve years. CIEN started to record in 2006 with the first 

station at San Procolo, Fermo, reached a maximum of 16 stations in 2015 – 2017, and is 

presently composed of 8 stations. The active CIEN stations are Fermo, Chieti, Camerino, 

Colfiorito, Avigliano Umbro, Trasacco, Faenza and Narni. The recent decreasing number of 

active stations was due to the need to publish the results of the first step test and waiting to 

install new detectors. The first step test consisted in verifying the presence of electromagnetic 

radiation in connection with strong earthquakes using electric detectors. In fact, occasional 

observations centuries ago up until today of earthquake lights in Central Italy suggested the 

occurrence of electric phenomena in the atmosphere (Fidani, 2005). 

A relevant probability of strong earthquake occurrence was calculated in recent studies for 

Central Italy (Cinti et al., 2004) and, in fact, three periods of major earthquakes have occurred 

throughout three different regions of Central Italy over the last decade, leading to deaths and 

extensive damage. The April 6 L'Aquila earthquake in 2009, the May 20 Modena earthquake 

in 2012 and the Amatrice – Norcia – Capitignano sequence which occurred August 24, 

October 30 in 2016 and January 18 in 2017, respectively. Four earthquakes occurred at these 

times having reached the magnitude of 6: L'Aquila Mw = 6.3, Modena Mw = 6.0, Amatrice 

Mw = 6.0 and Norcia Mw = 6.6. Whereas, 14 earthquakes overcame magnitude 5 in Central 

Italy during the same period, including the July 23 Ancona earthquake in 2013 with Mw = 5.0 

and the October 26 Castelsantangelo sul Nera earthquakes in 2016 with Mw = 5.9 and Mw = 

5.4. 

Oscillations in electric amplitudes were recorded during all these three periods with 

amplitudes greater than normally measured. These oscillations are well discriminated from 

other natural and anthropogenic signals in spectrograms, see Figure 1 up. Patterns recorded 

during all three periods were generally the same: they lasted from a few minutes up to two 
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hours, and concerned frequencies between 40 Hz and 350 Hz. The electrical oscillation 

intensities observed during strong seismic activity in all the CIEN stations ranged between 

−80 dB to −50 dB. Electric oscillation intensities started to increase weeks or months before 

the main shocks, reached a maxim around the main shocks which were maintained for days or 

weeks, and then started to decrease returning to normal values in few weeks. The pattern of 

intensity observed during the 2009 L'Aquila swarm (Fidani, 2011) is reproduced in Figure 1. 

Fig. 1. up: The spectrogram for the ELF band recorded at Fermo Station on 2 April 2009, from 7:33LT 

to 7:53LT; down: The maximum amplitude power spectrum in dB of oscillations in ELF band 

recorded at the Fermo Station in 2009. Yellow bars refer to data influenced by meteorology while red 

bars indicate strong earthquakes in Central Italy. 

The same pattern of intensity was observed also during the Modena swarm (Fidani and 

Martinelli, 2015) and the Norcia – Capitignano swarms (Fidani, 2017). However, until now, 

there was no evidence for the same pattern of intensity to be observed during the Amatrice 

swarm. Furthermore, not all the CIEN stations have shown the same intensity modulation. 

Even if such behavior was observed in three of the main shocks with Mw ≥ 6 out of four in 

the same way, there is not sufficient data to obtain a statistical correlation. Electrical 

oscillations, such as those described above were also detected by other CIEN stations during 

low and moderate seismic activity. Specifically, electrical oscillations were recorded on many 

occasions where earthquake magnitudes comprised between 2.0 − 3.7 in the Umbria territory 

after 2013 (Fidani and Marcelli, 2017). A statistical analysis was possible on electric data in 
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relation to low and moderate seismic activity. Correlation plots were calculated on about one 

years of data at Avigliano Umbro and are shown on Figure 2. Electric oscillations statistically 

preceded low and moderate seismic activity for about 6 days in these limited examples. 

Fig. 2. Statistical correlations between earthquakes and electric oscillations at Avigliano Umbro 

Station, left plot with M > 2 was calculated considering seismic events within 30 km, right plot with M 

> 3 was calculated considering seismic events within 70 km; red lines indicate a probability greater 

than 95%. 

Results of the increasing in amplitude of electric oscillations around strong earthquakes 

and the statistical correlations between electric oscillations and low and moderate seismic 

activity support the possibility of an association between earthquakes and electric signals. To 

describe a physical model able to generate the observed electric field oscillations and to be 

able to link them with earthquakes is the essential confirmation for such an hypotheses. 

Measurements suggested localised floating sources in the atmosphere of limited dimensions 

able to generate local horizontal electric fields. Recordings of electric oscillations shown 

relatively stable phenomena the duration of which go on for up to several hours. For these 

reasons the physical model of electrically charged clouds where electric forces are balanced 

by gas pressure forces, was taken into consideration (Tennakone, 2011). It can be associated 

with a well known mathematical problem for spherical symmetry which produces simple 

solutions describing stable oscillations of the cloud. 

One of the charge distributions correspondent to the charged cloud stability can be 

calculated in 

ρ(r) = (2 ΔP εo/ro
2
)
0.5

 (3 - r/ro) exp(-r/ro), 

which indicates that a positive charge is confined in a spherical volume of radius 3ro, 

where εo = 8.85 10
-12

 F/m is the dielectric constant and ΔP is the pressure difference between 

the centre and a point far outside of the charged cloud. With ΔP/P = 0.5 the oscillation 

frequency of charged sphere can be linked to its radius f = 20.5/ro and the charge inside the 

sphere to the frequency Q = 6.7/f 
2
, so that for oscillation frequency of 50 Hz a sphere of 2.46 
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m must be considered which contains 2.7 10
-3

 C. With ΔP/P = 0.1 oscillation frequency of 50 

Hz requires a sphere of 1.08 m which contains 2.3 10
-4

 C and an oscillation frequency of 200 

Hz requires a sphere of 0.27 m which contains 1.4 10
-5

 C. This model is attractive because it 

suggests that with high charge concentrations, corona discharges in the spaces between the 

separate charges can render the cloud luminous and this explains some recordings of 

earthquake lights such as luminous spheres. 

The charged cloud model does not contradict any experimental measurement made by 

CIEN. It can be linked to seismic activity by crustal fluid migration which transport charges 

escaping into the atmosphere, at different temperatures and pressures with respect to the 

atmospheric ones. Pressure and electric forces balanced between themselves in the 

atmosphere generate stable structures which must pass near the CIEN stations to be revealed. 

To further confirm this model other types of physical measurements are now necessary and 

will form the next CIEN stations. For example, an air ion detector could reveal increased ion 

numbers when electric oscillations are detected. Moreover, experimental proof is needed to 

demonstrate fluid electrification escaping from the ground. Finally, the influence of 

meteorological activity on charged cloud movements such as wind direction and velocity 

must be investigated. 
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A deep longitudinal high-resolution image of the fault-controlled High Agri Valley Basin 

obtained with the electrical resistivity tomography is presented. The aim of the present work 

was to characterize the superficial morphology of the pre-Quaternary substrate, the thickness 

of the Quaternary alluvial deposits and to contribute to the knowledge of the geological-

structural structure of the basin of the high Agri Valley, using Deep Electrical Resistivity 

Tomography (DERT) method. 

 The high Agri valley (Basilicata) is one of the intermontane depressions of tectonic 

origin of the Southern Apennines and it is one of the most complex component of the 

Quaternary fault network of the Apennine chain. The basin represents an active neotectonic 

area and one of the higher seismic and environmental hazard sectors of southern Apennines. 

In fact, the basin was affected by recurrent and destructive earthquakes, such as the 1857 

Basilicata earthquake (Gasperini et al., 1999; Burrato and Valensise, 2008), as well as it is one 

of the most important areas for hydrocarbon extraction in Europe. Finally, the area was 

characterized by the development of important historical settlements in the past and by dense 

urbanization in recent times. The geometry of the pre-Quaternary bedrock, the location and 

dip of the master fault and the tectonic evolution of the basin are still debated. The geological 

complexity of the study area has led to the use of geophysical techniques, in fact, geophysical 

methods have been effective tools over the years for studying tectonically active areas.  

Several recent works focus on geophysical survey (seismic and Magnetotelluric surveys) 

for deep geological and tectonic High Agri Valley characterization, mostly in the quaternary 

basin southern portion (Improta et al., 2010; Stabile et al., 2014; Balasco et al., 2015; 

Buttinelli et al., 2016; Improta et al., 2017). They provided images of fault systems and gave a 

relevant support to seismologists and structural geologists.  

In this frame only few applications concerning the use of unconventional geoelectrical 

methods (investigation depth greater than 200 m), such as Deep Electrical Resistivity 

Tomography (DERT) method, have been presented. However, it is an excellent geophysical 

tool to the study of the sedimentary basin (Rizzo et al., 2004; Giocoli et al., 2008; Balasco et 
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al., 2011; Pucci et al., 2016). In detail, the remarkable resolution obtained through this 

technique allows to discriminate much more effectively the resistivity contrasts present in the 

subsoil. 

In this paper, we focus our attention on the analysis of a new acquired Deep Electrical 

Resistivity Tomography giving a first deep geoelectrical longitudinal section of the Agri 

Valley and thus providing more reliable information on the basin characteristics, on the 

presence of surfaces of structural discontinuities, and development of aquifers and/ or fluids 

of various origins. The geological complexity of the study area and the depth of the basin led 

to the use of the Dipole-type. In contrast to previous studies (Colella et al., 2004; Rizzo et al., 

2004), in the present work the DERT was acquired through a new instrumentation designed 

and built at the Geophysical Laboratory of the Institute of Methodologies for Environmental 

Analysis (IMAA) of the CNR. These instruments introduces many innovations compared to 

the instrumentation used in the past. It also allows the expansion and the adaptability of this 

system to the most varied logistical conditions, both as regards the number of data that can be 

acquired (greatly increasing the number) and in optimizing the survey times. In addition, the 

DERT profile measured during this work reaches a length of about 21 km along the 

longitudinal section of the valley and a depth of investigation of about 1 km, giving new 

insight of the deep structure of the studied basin.  

Finally, by integrating the geological-structural data present in the literature and the new 

geophysical ones, it was possible to elaborate a new and more detailed geological-structural-

paleomorphological model of the basin in depth. In particular, it is possible to observe, under 

several metres of quaternary deposits (more than 500 m), buried structures probably as the 

result of the combined action of the pre-quaternary and fragile quaternary deformations. The 

buried pre-quaternary bedrock structural highs are bordered by anti-Apennine faults (NE-

SW), probably characterized by a Strike-slip component (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1 - Geological map of the High Agri Valley (modified from Giocoli et al., 2015) and the location 

and geological interpretation of DERT profile. 
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In order to clarify the ULF seismomagnetic phenomena, a sensitive geomagnetic network 

has been installed in the Kanto region of Japan. In this study, we have analyzed geomagnetic 

data observed during the past decade in Izu and Boso Peninsulas, and at the Kakioka station. 

Energy of ULF geomagnetic signals at the frequency around 0.01 Hz has been investigated by 

wavelet transform analysis. Statistical studies by SEA have indicated that before a sizeable 

earthquake there are clearly higher probabilities of ULF anomalies than after the earthquake. 

Meanwhile, we have used Molchan’s error diagram to evaluate the potential earthquake 

precursory information in the ULF magnetic data recorded in the Kanto region of Japan 

during 2000–2010. The results show that the earthquake detections based on magnetic 

anomalies are clearly better than a random guess, indicating that the magnetic data contain 

potentially useful information on earthquake forecasts. We have also demonstrated the 

influences of Δ and L on short‐term earthquake forecasting. To find out the best prediction 

parameters, a modified area skill score was introduced to assess the efficiency of different 

prediction strategies. The detailed results will present in the talk.  
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Correlation between groundwater Electrical Conductivity (EC) and Mw>2.9 earthquakes 

has been found (Fig. 1), using a newly developed algorithm, based on frequency domain 

signal analysis applied with six months of data collected in four different monitoring wells at 

the northern part of Israel. Data were measured at a sampling resolution of 1/60 Hz (1 

measurement/minute) both in phreatic and confined parts of the cretaceous carbonates. All 

earthquakes of Mw>2.9, and with sufficient forgoing data, occurring along the Dead Sea 

Transform as far as 500 km, are preceded by a clear indication with the processed EC signal 

in the time frame of several days. Conversely, earthquakes with epicenter located on the 

Cyprus Arc subduction zone, as far as 200 km from the monitoring stations show no effect on 

the processed EC signal. We conclude that groundwater EC precursory signs for earthquakes 

with magnitude larger than 2.9 Mw might be detectable using such algorithm. However, it 

seems that detection is strictly related to the tectonic system on which continues monitoring is 

performed.  

 

Fig. 1. Processed signal (orange) Vs. raw data (blue). The Epicentre of the 4.8 Mw Earthquake was 

>400 km from the monitoring station. 

Introduction  

Changes in groundwater prior to seismic events is considered to be related to several 

aspects of pre-seismic crustal deformation. Both increases and decreases in groundwater, oil, 

or gas pressure and flow rate have been interpreted as possible precursors, at distances up to 
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several hundred kilometers from the earthquake epicenter (Roeloffs, 1988). At the fault zone, 

episodic flow of high pressure water between local compartments was suggested to precede 

earthquake occurrence generating electrical and/or magnetic signal (Byerlee, 1993). Aquifer 

breaching of various scales was considered as the mechanism leading to mixing of different 

water type from adjacent lateral source (Cicerone et al., 2009) and adjacent vertical source 

(Wang et al., 2016). Chemical precursory changes were attributed also to exposure of fresh 

rock surfaces to groundwater by expansion of the rock volume (dilation) and enhanced 

permeability (Skelton et al., 2014). Additionally, pre-seismic electrical signal was attributed to 

physio-electrical processes (Freund, 2011).  

Based on statistical analysis of reported observations, Cicerone et al. (2009) concluded 

that, (1) large amplitude precursory anomalies tend to occur before the large magnitude 

earthquake, (2) the number of precursory anomalies tends to increase the closer in time to the 

occurrence of the earthquake and (3) the precursory anomalies tend to occur close to the 

eventual epicenter of the earthquake. Our findings imply that the tectonic settings should be 

taken into account as well.  

Data and methodology 

In the current research, four water 

wells in northern Israel were 

continuously monitored between 

January and July 2016 (fig. 2). The 

wells were drilled into the 

Cenomanian-Turonian carbonate 

aquifer. Two of the wells are located 

on the phreatic part of the aquifer 

(Carmel-13 and Hindaj-2) and in the 

other two are under confined 

conditions (Ta'anach-4 and Nurit-1). 

Three wells (Carmel-13, Ta'anach-4 

and Nurit-1) are located along the 

Gilboa-Carmel Fault (GCF). Another 

well (Hindaj-2) is located north of the 

Hula Basin, close to the Dead Sea 

Transform (DST). All monitoring 

Fig. 2 Location map. Monitoring wells marked with grey 

circles. All earthquakes above 2.9 Mw in the area at the 

time of the processed signal marked with color-coded 

circles according to tectonic settings. 
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stations are located in observation wells with no adjacent pumping or injecting wells (Inbar et 

al., 2017).  

Earthquakes information was obtained from the Geophysical Institute of Israel 

(http://seis.gii.co.il/heb/earthquake/searchEQS.php). The database was screened to include all 

events above 2.9 Mw in the area defined by the rectangle 27.0 – 36.0 Latitude and 32.0 – 38.0 

Longitude. Altogether 37 events were recorded between 1/1/2016 and 3/7/2016, the period of 

analyzed dataset (Fig. 2). For each seismic event, the epicenter distance for each monitoring 

station was calculated. 

Data Analysis 

The raw EC signal has been analyzed both in time and frequency domain followed by de-

trending procedure. Preliminary analysis indicated a diurnal dominant frequency which seems 

to be strongly linked with earth tides. 

Raw data was collected at a sampling resolution of 1/60 Hz. However, due to equipment 

failure, GPRS connection loss and server malfunction, raw data is not entirely continues. 

Those gaps in raw data poses preliminary challenge in data processing. Hence, small data 

gaps (<90 min) were interpolated. Larger gaps were left out of analysis and filtering (Fig .3). 
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Fig. 3 Electrical conductivity raw data (blue) and de-trended signal (red) obtained from all four 

monitoring stations. At the base, all seismic events color-coded according to tectonic settings (as in 

Fig. 2). 

 

Conclusions 

Following data analysis, we obtained a de-trended signal which starts rippling a few days 

prior to a seismogenic activity along the Dead Sea Transform (DST) and peaking about 24 

hours prior to the main shock. It seems that tectonic settings influence the measured signal as 

earthquakes show precursory signs at our monitoring stations only if epicentre is located at 

the DST. Closer and similar or higher magnitude events with epicentre located at the Cyprus 

arc was not detected.  

The mechanism behind the fluctuating electrical conductivity of groundwater is unclear. 

For the diurnal fluctuation we suggest exploring the possibility of gravity driven mixing of 

stratified groundwater due to earth tides effect. Whereas the precursory change in fluctuation 

might be attributed to local deformation at monitoring site or fast traveling electric filed 

generated by stress applied at the area of future earthquake.  

Time and frequency domain analysis followed by de-trending procedure of the raw 

Electrical Conductivity signal measured in four water wells show encouraging and convincing 

earthquake precursors. However, further data collection and additional signal processing 

approaches are needed in order to gain a robust, real time, operational methodology for 

earthquake forecasting. 
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Since 2005 QuakeFinder (QF) has acquired via a distributed array of remote measuring 

stations, a unique dataset with outstanding spatial and temporal sampling of earth’s magnetic 

field variations along several active fault systems. This QF network consists of 124 stations in 

California and an additional 45 stations along fault zones in Greece, Taiwan, Peru, Chile and 

Indonesia. Each station is equipped with three feedback induction magnetometers, two ion 

sensors (one for detection of positive ions and one for the detection of negative ions), a 

horizontal geophone, a temperature sensor, and a humidity sensor. The data is continuously 

recorded at 50 samples per second with GPS antennas supplying pulse-per-second reference 

time stamps and transmitted daily to the QF data center in California for analysis. A 24h 

segment of data from these sensors from an arbitrary but fixed QF station we refer to a 

“station day”. We have acquired approxiamtely 300,000 station days to date. QF is attempting 

to detect and characterize anomalous EM activity occurring ahead of earthquakes. 

This presentation provides a status report of our effort. 
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The understanding and interpretation of the relation between seismic activity and 

ionospheric disturbances has received significant attention the last three decades. In the 

present study, we follow a multi-techniques and multi-parameters approach aiming to observe 

possible ionospheric precursors related to six medium sized (ML ≥ 5) earthquakes that took 

place in Romania during 2013–2017 (Table 1) in Vrancea seismogenic zone, both at normal 

and intermediate depth (VRN and VI in Figure 1).  

 

Fig. 1. Seismic zonation in Romania 
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Table 1. Recent seismicity (ML>5.0) from Vrancea zone (crustal and intermediate depth) 

No Date 
Time 

(UTC) 
Latitude Longitude Depth ML Mw Io 

R1 2013/10/06 01:37:21 45.6423 26.6928 134 5.6 5.3 V 

R2 2014/11/22 19:14:17.11 45.8683 27.1517 40.9 5.7 5.4 VI 

R3 2016/09/23 23:11:20.06 45.7148 26.6181 92.0 5.8 5.5 VI 

R4 2016/12/27 23:20:55.94 45.7139 26.5987 96.9 5.8 5.6 VI 

R5 2017/02/08 15:08:20.89 45.4874 26.2849 123.2 5.0 4.8 IV 

R6 2017/08/02 02:32:12.68 45.5286 26.4106 131.0 5.0 4.6 IV 

In detail, we applied spectral analysis on GNSS TEC data, as well as the terminator time 

method on VLF/LF subionospheric signal amplitude data deriving from the Romanian 

receivers of INFREP European network (Table 2).  

Table 2. Romanian VLF/LF radio receivers from INFREP and NIEP 

Ri Code Location Lat Long Start  LFi VLFi 

R11 
Dob-

RO 

Eforie Nord, 

Romania 
44.08 28.63 9/2009 T11, T8,T7, T4 

T10,T13,T14,T12, 

T5, AWT25 

R12 Bir-RO Barlad 46.23 27.64 06/2017 T11, T8,T7, T4 
T10,T13,T14,T12, 

T5, AWT25 

R13 
PLOR-

RO 
Plostina 45.85 26.65 New receivers (not installed) 

R15 
MAG-

RO 
Magurele 44.35 26.03 New receivers (not installed) 

 

The INFREP network consists of 11 digital radio receivers that measure the amplitude of 

the radio signals on 10 frequencies distributed in the VLF/LF bands, since February 2009. In 

Figure 2 (right side) are shown the locations of the Romanian INFREP receivers (Moldovan 

et al., 2015) and the monitored transmitters as well as the Vrancea earthquakes epicentres R1-

6 and also of the European earthquakes with ML>6.0. 

The modern Romanian NIEP GNSS/GPS network started in 2001 when the first permanent 

station was installed on the Lacauti peak in the mountainous zone of the Carpathian Bending 

Zone, west of the Vrancea epicentral area. Now the network has 27 operational stations, 

http://gps.infp.ro (Figure 2 – left side). 

The major objectives of the network are (Muntean et al., 2016 and 2017 and Nastase et al., 

2016): 

- monitoring the surface expressions of the crustal changes occurring in and around the 
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Romanian Carpathians and the neighboring tectonic units, as direct experession of the 

tectonic processes viewed at a larger scale, for example on the northeastern flank of the 

Africa-Europe interaction);  

-  observation the crustal motions in order to better understand the surface-to-depth 

interconnections of intermediate deep earthquakes with shallow expressions in the Vrancea 

zone; 

- real time mapping of TEC and ionospheric studies. 

 

Fig 2. GPS/GNSS network and INFREP Romanian receivers 

The analysis of six seismic events in Romania with magnitudes ML> 5.0 by utilizing TEC 

data obtained from the Romanian permanent GPS station network has shown that ionospheric 

precursory phenomena can be observed one day up to few hours prior to the crustal ML = 5.7 

earthquake (R2) and especially for the stations from the vicinity of the epicenter, whereas 

preseismic TEC anomalies were not identified in case of deeper or lower magnitude 

earthquakes and during the occurrence of small sized geomagnetic storms. In addition, this 

study demonstrates that in order to increase the credibility on the presence of ionospheric 

precursory phenomena associated with an earthquake and to provide more safe conclusions, it 

is of high importance to simultaneously apply different techniques such as the Cross-
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Correlation Analysis and the Spectral Analysis (Oikonomou, et al., 2017).  

The analysis of the same seismic events by applying terminator time method on VLF/LF 

signal data demonstrated that in all events the sunrise terminator times were delayed 

approximately 20–40 min few days prior and during the earthquake day.  

The multi-technique and multi-parameter approach which was adopted in this study is a 

requirement for the precise identification of earthquake ionospheric precursors and is highly 

recommended it for ionospheric-earthquake related studies.  
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Magnetic recordings were made at five Central Italy Electromagnetic Stations (CIEN) 

stations after 2011. They were made by induction coils of a diameter of about 80 – 100 cm, 

with the objective of detecting the magnetic component of electric oscillations already 

revealed during strong seismic activity. The recordings confirmed the absence of magnetic 

radiation correspondent to electric field oscillation measurements and this result was 

described according to the charged cloud model (Fidani and Marcelli, 2017). CIEN stations 

where magnetic field detectors were installed are: Chieti, Città di Castello, Avigliano Umbro, 

Norcia and Narni, and only the first three were active in 2016. Even if the magnetic 

component of the electric field oscillations did not appear, a large number of intense magnetic 

pulses were detected during 2016 - 2017 at Chieti station. Magnetic pulses had a time length 

of 0.1 sec and were concentrated around the time of the Norcia and the Capitignano seismic 

swarms. 

The hardware architecture for magnetic measurements at the Chieti Station (Orsini, 2011) 

was composed of three main functional blocks: amplifier, low pass filter and signal 

discriminator. The low pass filter and the voltage discriminator were two virtual instruments 

realised on a Labview platform; this platform analysed the digital signal coming from the 

audio sound card. The coil magnetometer was designed to receive audio signals below 3 KHz 

using a pre-amplified 80 cm loop antenna. The direction of the antenna had been previously 

fixed to reduce magnetic noises coming from electric power lines. The pre-amplified signal 

was connected to two sound cards of two different PCs. In one of two PCs a software saved 

the spectrum of the received signals in ascii format for 24 hours, only when they went beyond 

a fixed voltage threshold. This acquisition process archives the time stamp of the events only 

when the frequency of the signal is lower than 30 Hz and greater than a voltage threshold of 

110 mV. In another PC, the spectrogram of the magnetic signal was saved between 1 and 450 

Hz in a logarithmic scale. Spectrograms of magnetic components were recorded every 80 

minutes as for electric recording, so to obtain a simple comparison between electric and 

magnetic components. 
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Magnetic recordings evidenced regular shapes that were interrupted a few times every day 

by vertical lines, which denoted pulses. Daily pulse numbers increased suddenly on October 

26, when two strong earthquakes, Mw = 5.4 and Mw = 5.9, struck Central Italy about 100 km 

from the Chieti Station. Pulse rates increased about four hours before the quakes (Orsini and 

Fidani, 2017). The number of magnetic pulses was equal to 30 on October 26, 45 on October 

27, around 90 on October 28, returning to 30 on October 29 and increased to 60 on October 

30, when a strong earthquake struck Norcia. Daily numbers of pulses continued to increase up 

until November 3, reaching a peak of 94 counts. Recordings were completely similar also for 

the Labview analysis. There was no evidence of daily pulse number increases from both the 

analysis around the Amatrice main event on August 24, 2016. Unfortunately, data was not 

available for the week prior this event. There was evidence of daily pulse number increases 

from both the analysis around the Capitignagno seismic swarm which manifested four strong 

earthquakes with magnitudes between 5.0 and 5.7 on January 18, 2017. Increases in pulse 

numbers began on January 17, 2017, and reached a maximum on January 19, 2017. 

Fig. 1. Distribution of daily magnetic pulse numbers around the four strong quakes striking Central 

Italy. An unexpected increase in the number of daily magnetic pulses occurred on October 26, 2016, 

no increases were observed around the Amatrice earthquake; the blue colored areas indicate 

unavailable data. 

Methodologies as performed by two computers were essentially different, as the first was 

based on the Fast Fourier Transform with a threshold chosen from the signal power, whereas 

the other was based on a threshold chosen from the signal amplitude after filtering in signal 

periods. However, they produced identical results regarding significant variations in pulse 

rates. Contemporary recordings of electric detectors operating at the same location in Chieti 

did not evidence correspondent pulses of the electric fields to those of the magnetic field. To 
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have an initial estimate of the minimal electrical current flowing in the earth's crust, a simple 

model was used through the Biot-Savart law which considers an infinitely long line conductor 

that is at some depth in the earth’s crust 

|B| = μo |I|/(2 π r) 

Given that the loop have the axis oriented approximately N-S, the idealised current flowing 

parallel to the ground plane able to induce in the loop will have approximately an E-W 

direction, which is perpendicular to the faults strike of Central Italy. However, this 

configuration required currents of at least 1.7 MA for the Norcia earthquake, which the E-W 

line is about 90 km away from Chieti, and 1.1 MA for the Capitignano earthquakes, which the 

E-W line is about 60 km away from Chieti, to produce the magnetic induction recorded from 

the loop at Chieti. These extremely high current values are difficult to justify and constitute a 

challenge to model electric currents in the earth’s crust. 
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For the first time, the regular observation of pre-EQ anomalies in VHF electromagnetic 

radiation had been carried out on Create Island for three years starting from 1992. This 

observation was carried out using receivers with two frequencies 41 and 53 MHz located on 

the four sites (Vallianatos and Nomicos, 1998), and the pre-EQ VHF radiation had been 

registered. The center of EQs was located both on the ground and under the sea bottom. Based 

on the obtained data Ruzhin et al. (2000) have shown that the possible VHF radiation source 

is located in the atmosphere (Fig.1) at altitudes of several km above the epicenter of preparing 

EQs. It was suggested (Ruzhin et al. 2000; Ruzhin and Nomicos, 2007) that the generation of 

VHF radiation could be occurred as a result of electric discharges connected with convective 

transport of the charged aerosols at altitudes of 1–10 km in the zone of EQ preparation. Later, 

Yamada et al. (2002) confirmed this conclusion that VHF radiation sources are located in the 

atmosphere at altitudes over several kilometers. VHF radiation (52.1–52.5 MHz) related to an 

EQ was obtained as a result of long-term observations from July 1999. Direction to the EQ 

epicenters was in the limits of antenna diagram. The distance to epicenters was several 

hundreds of kilometers, and therefore it was possible to register radiation if its source was 

located in the atmosphere at altitude of several kilometers. 

Possible candidate was soon discovered and intensively studied at present (Rakov and 

Uman, 2003). This is a special class of lightning activity - compact intracloud discharges (in 

English literature, this phenomenon is known as the Compact Intracloud Discharge, CID). 

Compact discharges occur substantially higher than normal lightning in a range of heights 

from 8 to 17 km. Unusual also is the power (up to tens GWt) emitted by them in the radio - 

the level considered to be the most intense in the world natural sources of radio emission at 

HF - VHF bands. Independent optical and radio measurements CID effects on the satellite 

FORTE give the possibility to estimate the effective radiation power of VHF (ERP - Effective 

Radiated Power) in the 26-49 MHz frequency band, which is greater than 140 kW.  

It were proposed and substantiated the theory of generation VHF earthquake precursor ( 

Sorokin et al. 2011), which is based on the assumption that the formation of charged clouds in 
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the atmosphere over an area of earthquake preparation and subsequent electric discharges, 

which are the source of radiation in the VHF band. Enhancement of the DC electric field up to 

the value of the order of 10 mV/m in the ionosphere is observed by the satellite during the 

same period. The occurrence of such a strong DC electric field in the ionosphere is related to 

the electric current flowing into the atmosphere–ionosphere circuit. The current source is an 

electromotive force (Sorokin and Ruzhin, 2015) in the ground-air layer occurring by injection 

of charged aerosols with soil gases in the atmosphere during seismic activity. The electric 

field of conducting current flowing between the atmosphere and ionosphere can reach the 

breakdown value in the lower atmosphere. Electric field forms the electric discharges in this 

region of the atmosphere which are the source of VHF radiation ( Sorokin et al. 2011). The 

theory_based calculations of the spatial distribution of the ratio of the electric field to its 

breakdown value showed that the troposphere may have areas under some conditions where 

the field reaches the breakdown value. 

     

Fig.1. The minimum VHF emitting heights (left). Fig.2. Spatial distribution of the ratio of the vertical 

component of the electric field to its breakdown value. 

Figure 2 shows an example of the spatial distribution of the electric field with an indication 

of the area (for E/Ek > 1) where the field reaches the breakdown value. This area contains one 

or two layers of a thickness of 1–2 km located at a height of 10 km. The characteristics of 

these layers are determined by atmospheric and aerosol parameters. With an increasing rate of 

vertical convection of the atmosphere, the height of the breakdown field area in the lower 

troposphere increases and then a second layer appears above (at a height of 10 km). In this 

case, the lower layer disappears.  

As an example, the earthquake anomalies associated with the Mw 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake 

have been widely reported (see overview - Fidani, 2010). 
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Fig.3. VHF amplitude of 41 MHz (left) and map (right) of Zante- L’Aquila location. 

Since 1994, a station has been installed and operating at a mountainous site of Zante Island 

in the Ionian Sea (Western Greece). Its purpose is the detection of EM precursors (Eftaxias et 

al., 2010). VHF electromagnetic (EM) anomalies were recorded prior to the L’Aquila 

catastrophic earthquake that occurred on 6 April 2009. The figure 3 shows the progress of the 

signal received at a frequency of 41 MHz. Time period is taken from 30 March to 12 April. In 

this time interval, namely the 06 April at 1:32 UTC, there was an earthquake in Italy a 

magnitude M=6.3. It is shown by the red arrow in the picture. As the graph shows, the 

maximum surge around the time of the earthquake, after which the signal decreases with a 

225mv at the time of the earthquake, to 10mv. Also, the graph shows that over the three days 

to push bursts of signal that reaches up to 125mv that can be taken for a precursor of the 

earthquake. It should be noted that the daily course of the signal is quite regular. By April 12, 

the signal weakens, going down to the lowest levels. Daily max occur at night, and minima 

are marked by day. 

From Fidani report (Fidani, 2010) the complex pre-earthquake events were observed. The 

main part of them were phenomena that can be accompanying random electrical discharges in 

the lower atmosphere: (1) random electrical discharges, (2) atmospheric heating in the 

discharge area and generation of outgoing microwave radiation, (3) wide_band VHF radio 

emission observed on the Earth and in space, (4) glow in the visible range of the spectrum, (5) 

refraction and scattering of VHF radiowaves in the troposphere, leading to receipt of 

transmitted signals beyond the horizon on the Earth and on the satellite.  

As result, our model makes it possible to couple the satellite data of electromagnetic and 

plasma measurements with electrophysical and meteorological characteristics of the lower 

atmosphere at the stage of earthquake preparation and typhoon initiation. The model explains 

the numerous effects on cosmic plasma by a single cause: the change in the conduction 

current flowing in the atmosphere–ionosphere circuit. At the initial stage of seismic activity 

and typhoon formation (until the catastrophic phase), aerosol injection or vapor condensation 
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over the ocean surface occurs with a redistribution of charge carriers and a change in their 

mobility, which, together with vertical convection, leads to the effect described above in the 

Earth–ionosphere electric circuit. 
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Taal volcano is located in the island of Luzon and 60 km south of the capital city of 

Manila. It is one of the most active volcanoes in the Philippines. The first recorded eruption 

was in 1573 and since then it has erupted a total of 33 times, with the last eruption in 1977. 

These eruptions resulted in thousands of casualties and considerable damage to property. In 

1995 it was declared one of the “1990s decade volcano” by IAVCEI. Although the volcano 

remained fairly quiescent after the 1977 eruption, at the beginning of the 1990s it began to 

exhibit several phases of abnormal activities, such as episodes of seismic swarms, ground 

deformation and fissuring, and hydrothermal activities, all of which continues to the present. 

Past eruptions of Taal Volcano can be divided into 2 distinct cycles, depending on the location 

of the eruption: eruptions centered at the Main Crater (1572-1645 and 1749-1911); and 

eruptions occurring at the flanks (1707-1731; 1965-1977). 

EMSEV cooperated with PHIVOLCS to start monitoring of this volcano since 2005. We 

established three continuously recording EM stations at DAK, MCE and PAN, and conducted 

repeat magnetic surveys. Three ordinary proton precession magnetometers were working 

simultaneously, which were installed by EMSEV since 2007 (see Fig. 1). We have 

experienced seismo-volcanic crisis twice, i.e. 2005-2006 and 2010-2011, when all the 

inhabitants totally evacuated from the island owing to the memory of the 1911 eruption. In 

particular, the 2010-2011 event was well monitored by the EM observation system by 

EMSEV (Zlotnicki et al., 2018, submitted to EPS). Then, a 5-year project of the MT 

soundings and establishment of continuous magnetic stations was performed as part of the 

PHIVOLCS-JICA-SATREPS Project (2010-2014). The magnetotelluric (MT) surveys 

brought to light the existence of a large hydrothermal reservoir underneath Volcano Island 

(Yamaya et al, 2013; Alanis et al, 2013). They concluded that the devastating 1911 eruption 
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was nothing but the collapse of the hydrothermal reservoir, which killed almost all the 

inhabitants with strongly acidic hydrothermal fluids. As part of the Project, new 

magnetometers were installed at Taal volcano. These consist of three Oberhauser-type 

magnetometers (installed at VTBM, VTDK and VTMC) and one fluxgate-type magnetometer 

(installed at VTBM). The Project also established (using magnetotelluric method) that a large 

hydrothermal reservoir is underneath Taal volcano and currently this is under a state of 

equilibrium. The state of the hydrothermal reservoir is thus monitored constantly by 

magnetometers. 

In early 2015, remarkable resistivity changes were detected by the flux-gate magnetometer 

at VTBM during an earthquake swarm occurred in Taal volcano. The location of these 

earthquakes appears to be in the approximate location of the hydrothermal reservoir. See Fig. 

2. The hydrothermal reservoir (HTR) is considered to be the aggregate of interconnected 

cracks filled with two-phase (gas and liquid) fluids in host rocks. During the earthquake 

swarm, the HTR should have been pressurized owing to the increase in the gas phase. This is 

reasonably expected by the observations during the 2010-2011 activity (Arpa et al., 2013), 

although we have no data of CO2 emission during this period. Fig. 3 shows the apparent 

resistivity changes observed at VTBM. Such anomalous changes should be most probably 

caused by gas/liquid ratio variations in the HTR, which modifies the electric currents flowing 

into Taal volcano from South China Sea (Yamaya et al., 2013; Alanis et al., 2013). It is not 

resulted from EM induction, but conduction effect. We will also investigate if the total 

geomagnetic field may have varied as was the case of the 2010-2011 crisis. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of EM observation stations on Volcano Island of Taal Volcano. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Distribution of earthquakes underneath Taal volcano during February, 2015. 
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Fig. 3. Changes in the apparent resistivity observed at VTBM station during the year 2015. Upper two 

graphs show the apparent resistivity for 32 sec and 102.4 sec period, which are computed using 

standard RRRMT. The third graph shows seismicity, i.e. daily number of earthquakes. 
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We study the mechanism for geomagnetic field perturbation associated with tsunami wave 

propagation. The source of perturbation is assumed to be electric currents in sea medium and the 

ionosphere. The electric current in the sea medium is due to the tsunami-produced wave motion of the 

seawater immersed in the geomagnetic field while the ionospheric current is due to acoustic-gravity 

wave (AGW) propagating from the atmosphere into the ionosphere. The AGW radiates into the 

atmosphere due to vertical displacements of seawater surface during tsunami wave propagation. 

Although the ionospheric conductivity is much smaller than seawater conductivity, the current in the 

ionosphere can be greater than that in the seawater due to an exponential increase in the amplitude of 

the upward propagating AGW. We deduce a spatial distribution of the geomagnetic perturbations 

generated by the electric current flowing in the seawater and ionosphere and take into account their 

mutual induction. The electric current in the ionosphere may greatly affect the geomagnetic field 

perturbations resulted from tsunami wave propagation. With the increase in the horizontal scale of 

tsunami wave and in the sea medium depth, the AGW-induced ionospheric current can enhance the 

perturbation amplitude observed on the ground by the factor of several units. Taking the dayside 

ionospheric parameters, the amplitude of geomagnetic perturbations caused by tsunami wave is 

estimated to be about 1 – 10 nT. In the nighttime conditions a height-integrated conductivity of the 

ionospheric plasma decreases by an order of magnitude that declines significantly a role played by the 

ionospheric currents. In our model, the ionospheric electric current due to AGW is completed through 

the conjugate ionosphere by virtue of filled-align currents, which makes for excitation of transversal 

components of magnetic and electric fields at altitudes of the upper ionosphere and magnetosphere. 

The amplitude of magnetic and electric fields as well as the field-align current in the ionosphere can 

reach values of the order of 10 nT, 10 mV/m and 10
8

 A/m
2
, correspondingly. We can conclude that 

these estimates provide a possibility for monitoring of tsunami wave by virtue of cosmic techniques.  
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A great Mw8.1 earthquake, generated at 72km depth, struck offshore of Chiapas, Mexico 

on September 8-th 2017, at 04:49 UTC. The earthquake was intensively felt in Guatemala 

City and at about 1000 km in Mexico City were important damages at the international airport 

and some hospitals have been observed. This earthquake occurred on the subduction zone 

boundary between oceanic Cocos plate and North America plate where, during the time, a 

very large seismicity has been generated. In the last decade, the long-term real time ground–

based geomagnetic observations realized in the seismic active Vrancea zone (Stanica D.A and 

Stanica D, 2011; 2018), together with supplementary studies regarding the Mw9.0 Tohoku 

earthquake, on March 11, 2011 and Mw8.3 Chile, on September 16, 2015 (Stanica et.al.2015; 

2016), have enlarged our knowledge about the possible inter-relations between the pre-

seismic anomalous phenomena and the final stage of the earthquakes nucleation. 

Consequently, to identify the geomagnetic signatures associated to this very large earthquake, 

in this paper, we have analysed the data collected on the interval August 1 – September 26, 

2017 at the Geomagnetic Observatories Teoloyucan (TEO)-Mexico and Tucson (TUC)-USA, 

the last being taken as reference one (Fig.1). The pre-seismic anomalous signal is postulated 

to be due to the electrical conductivity changes, most probably associated with the 

earthquake-induced tectonic stress, followed by rupture and electrochemical processes 

deployed along and nearby the subduction zone. To identify the pre-seismic geomagnetic 

signals related to Mw8.1 earthquake it is necessarily to obtain information about: (i) 

polarization parameter (BPOL), which is expressed as: BPOL(f)=Bz(f)/SQRT[Bx
2
(f)+By

2
(f)], 

should be time invariant in non-seismic condition and it becomes unstable before the onset a 

seismic event; (ii) Strain effect-related to the pre-seismic geomagnetic signals. As regards the 

distance at which the strain effect is able to generates a pre-seismic electromagnetic signal, we 

used the following relation R(km) =10
0.5M-0.27

, where: R is epicentral distance and M is 

earthquake magnitude
 
(Morgunov and Malzev, 2007). As the strain effect of the Mw8.1 

Chiapas earthquake is felt at R ≈ 6000 km, in our particular case the distances between 
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earthquake epicentre and the both observatories (TEO and TUC) are about 1000km and 3000 

km (TUC), respectively, so that the condition to identify a pre-seismic anomalous signal is 

fulfilled.  

  

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

Further on, by using a FFT band-pass filter analysis in the ULF range (Fig.2), the daily 

mean distribution of the polarization parameter BPOL and its standard deviation (STDEV) are 

performed for TEO (Fig. 3) and TUC (Fig.4). 

 

Fig. 3 Daily mean distribution of the BPOL (blue bar) and STDEV (read bar) carried out for the 

observatory TEO on the interval August-September, 2017  
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Fig. 4 Daily mean distribution of the BPOL and STDEV for the observatory TUC carried out for the 

observatory TUC on the interval August-September, 2017 

The distributions of the BPOL and STDEV presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 emphasize 

on September 8, 2017 very large anomalies (1.095 TEO and 1.677 TUC), suggesting the 

presence of a co-seismic effect, these results motivate us: (i) to explore in details BPOL for 

three consecutive days September 7, 8 and 9 (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6); to realise a differential 

analysis between the both observatories TUC and TEO, by using as a reference one the TEO 

observatory, and the final result is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 5. Hourly mean distribution of the BPOL (TEO) on the interval September 07- 08, 2017 
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Fig. 6. Hourly mean distribution of the BPOL (TUC) on the interval September 07- 08, 2017 

Fig. 7. BPOL (TUC-TEO) time series on the interval September 07- 09, 2017 

The proposed methodology, regarding the distribution of the BPOL (TUC-TEO), provides 

adequate information to identify, starting with hour 1:00 on September 7-th, an anomalous 

behaviour and, the lead time was about 4 hours before the onset of the M8.1 Chiapas, Mexico 

earthquake. The anomalous distributions, observed all days’ interval (September 8-9) are 

related to the aftershocks occurrence having magnitude higher than 5.  
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On the basis of the theory of seismic structural burst dynamics and the theory of seismic 

precursor hydrodynamics, this paper focuses on the identification of 12 cases of near M8 

earthquakes since 2016, the method of computer calculating the magnitude and epicenter, 

showing the bright prospect of earthquake prediction and pre earthquake warning. 

1 Electro-magnetic Stations all over the World  

The monitoring of earthquake precursors, including Guangdong Huizhou and Wuhan 

geoeletro stations, geomagnetic stations in Chinese Academy of Sciences, the United States, 

Canada, Australia, France, Norway, Finland and Russia etc. see below fig. 

 

2 Global Response of Great Earthquakes  

For example: In response to the Mexico 8.1 earthquake, the FRN Geomagnetic 

Observatory (H) in the United States, see fig. below: 
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The response time t for 12 strong earthquakes, see Table1. 

Table 1 Three factors and the response time t for 12 strong earthquakes 

Name M Seismic time /UTC Epicenter Depth 

/km 

t/h 

1 South Pacific 7.8 2016-03-02 12:49:48 4.9S/94.3E 24.0 51.6  

2 Ecuador 7.8 2016-04-1623:58:37 0.37N/79.9W 19.2 45.1  

3 Mariana 7.7 2016-07-29 21:18:26 18.5N/145.5E 212.4 67.7 

4 New Zealand 7.8 2016-11-13 11:02:59 42.7S/173.1E 22 49.77 

5 Solomon 7.8 2016-12-08 17:38:46 10.7S/161.3E 41 53.1 

6 New Guinea 7.9 2016-12-17 10:51:13 4.5S/153.4E 103 52.8 

7 Papua New 

Guinea 

7.9 2017-01-22 04:30:23 6.2S/155.1E 136.0 45.7 

8 Russia 7.7 2017-07-17 23:34:14 54.5N/168.8E 11.7 41.6 

9 Mexico 8.1 2017-09-08 04:49:21 15.1N/93.7W 69.7 29.1 

10 Iraq 7.3 2017-11-12 18:18:17 34.9N/45.9E 23.2 65.9 

11 Honduras 7.6 2018-01-10 02:51:31 17.5N83.5W 10.0 44.1 

12 Alaska 7.9 2018-01-23 09：31:42 56.0N149.07W 25.0 47.5 

3 Computer processing of seismic elements 

3.1 Resonance period and magnitude 

The resonance period determining the magnitude is a period of completion of a cycle wave 

(2 π, 360°) is expressed in T0. The resonance wave cycle is independent of the diagnostic 

method and is not affected by the motion. Such as: (1)South Pacific (Indonesia)7.8, 2016-03-

02 12:49:48 outbreak, 2016-02-24(24h) BJ recorded its typical structure and resonance cycle, 

see Fig. 7 below: 
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The magnitude is calculated according to the formula (1), TO in min. 

M = 4.14•lgTO – 1.486   (1) 

3.2 Epicentral distance and time difference of fast and slow wave 

Tidal or magnetic force formed resonance wave with shock wave characteristics, to be a 

fast wave and slow wave, their time difference deciding distance of epicentral. Due to the 

magnetic resonance wave, the fast speed of up to 9368km/h, for a particular earthquake, fast 

wave at nearly the same time reaching to the global geomagnetic station, The epicenter 

distance ∆X was calculated by the formula (2): 

∆ X = 6.312∆t - 14.331  ………… (2) 

In witch the ∆X in expansion the figure of the latitude and longitude, 1mm = 112.12km; 

the ∆t in the geomagnetic time wave figure, 1h = 5.385mm. 

For example:(10) Iraq7.3 (7.8BJ), 2017-11-12 18:18:17 outbreak, 34.9N/45.9E; 

2017-11-09 (24h) BJ recorded of wave time difference, see Fig. 12 below: 

 

3.3 Epicenter 

The determination of the epicenter requires at least three epicenter distances determined by 

the monitoring stations. As follow four epicenter maps of the strong earthquakes, which are 

made by computer.  

（2） Ecuador M7.8         （4） New Zealand（BJ）M7.8 

2016-04-16 23:58:37，epicenter 0.37N/79.9W 2016-11-13 11:02:59， epicenter 

42.7S/173.1E 
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  Fig. 15 Ecuador M7.8 epicenter chart  Fig.16 New Zealand（BJ）M7.8 epicenter chart 

  （7）Papua New Guinea M7.9           （8）Russia M7.7 

2017-01-22 04:30:23，epicenter 6.2S/155.1E  2017-07-17 23:34:14， epicenter 

54.5N/168.8E  

         

Fig.17 Papua New Guinea M7.9 epicenter chart    Fig.18 Russia M7.7 epicenter chart 

The computer can accurately produce the epicenter map, which provides a rapid operation 

method for accurate prediction of strong earthquakes and pre earthquake early warning. 

4 The typical seismic prediction 

The 7.7 magnitude earthquake in Russia was accurately predicted:Magnitude,7.7; 

Epicenter: 53 N 168.5 E; Shock time(UTC): 2017-07-17. The monitoring results of the US 

Geological Survey are M7.7, 54.466°N 168.822°E, 2017-07-17 23:34:14. 

5 The theoretical basis of earthquake prediction 

After the Wenchuan earthquake, Xiongfei Zeng team to invest in breakthrough of 

earthquake theory and prediction technology, in ten years of arduous struggle, “The Fluid 

Dynamics Theory of Seismic Structure” and “The Prediction Method of Resonant Cell – 

Explosion Chimney” have been established finally. These results are based on the discovery 

of the existence of seismic structures known as “Seismic Occlusion Body(SOB)”, see fig. 23. 

These structures are physical entities. Seismic processes are the process of energy storage, 

triggering and releasing (burst) of the seismic structure. It has the inherent volume, pressure 

and temperature. For the geoelectric and geomagnetic wave the existence of the resonance 
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period is the natural property of such structure, so it has nothing to do with the monitoring 

means.  

 

Fig. 23 Seismic occlusion body(SOB)system 
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The investigation of Earth’s surface deformation phenomena plays a key role for the 

comprehension of several processes of great interest for science and society, especially from 

the perspective of further understanding the Earth System and its impact on human activities. 

In this framework, Differential Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (DInSAR) [1] is a 

well-established microwave remote sensing technique able to investigate surface 

displacements affecting wide areas, through the generation of spatially dense deformation 

maps with centimeter to millimeter accuracy. To this aim, DInSAR exploits the phase 

difference (i.e. interferogram) between pairs of SAR images acquired at different times but 

with nearly the same illumination geometry and from sufficiently close flight tracks, whose 

separation is typically referred to as baseline.  

Recently, DInSAR has evolved from the analysis of single deformation episodes towards 

the study of the temporal evolution of the detected displacements through the generation of 

deformation time series, by benefitting from the availability of long-term SAR data archives 

collected since 1992, as those acquired from the ESA ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT satellite 

systems. Accordingly, in the past decades several advanced DInSAR techniques have been 

developed, based on a proper combination of a set of multi-temporal interferograms relevant 

to an area of interest, in order to compute the deformation time series. Among these 

techniques, the one referred to as Small BAseline Subset (SBAS) algorithm [2] generates 

LOS-projected deformation time series and corresponding mean deformation velocity maps 

with millimeter accuracy [3], at different spatial scales [4] and with multi-sensor data [5], by 

properly combining DInSAR interferograms characterized by small temporal and spatial 

baselines between the acquisition orbits, in order to mitigate the noise (decorrelation) effects 

[6]. 

During the last decades, the development of advanced DInSAR approaches has been 

boosted by the consequent technological progress, oriented toward the development of new 

SAR satellite missions, characterized by different frequency bands, spatial resolutions, revisit 
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times and ground coverages. In this context, the DInSAR scenario relevant to the last 25 years 

is characterized by the large disposal of SAR data acquired by the previously mentioned, 

long-term C-band ESA archives (e.g. ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT), the C-band RADARSAT-1/2 

data sequences, those provided by the L-band ALOS-1/2 systems and by the new generation 

X-band SAR sensors, such as the COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) and TerraSAR-X (TSX) 

constellations. Moreover, starting from 2014, a massive and ever increasing data flow 

acquired over large part of the Earth on a regular basis is supplied by the C-band Sentinel-1 

(S-1) constellation, developed within the framework of the European Copernicus Programme 

and composed of two twin satellites (Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B) that collect SAR data in 

continuity with the first generation ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT missions. The S-1 constellation is 

specifically designed for interferometric applications over land, since it guarantees both short 

spatial (less than 250 m) and temporal (down to 6 days in the case of two operating satellites) 

baselines. Furthermore, the S-1 sensors exploit an innovative acquisition mode referred to as 

Terrain Observation with Progressive Scans (TOPS) [7], used to acquire S-1 Interferometric 

Wide Swath (IWS) scenes, which guarantees a very large spatial coverage (about 250 km), 

thus allowing to operate with a global coverage acquisition strategy. It is worth noting that the 

whole S-1 archive is available with a free and open access data policy, thus easing the data 

access and enlarging the scientific community benefitting from its exploitation, opening new 

research perspectives to understand Earth’s surface deformation dynamics at 

national/continental scale. 

All these SAR systems have enabled us to collect, over the past 25 years, huge SAR data 

archives that have permitted to continuously investigate surface displacements over a wide 

temporal and spatial extent, with different spatial resolutions and revisit times. In this context, 

a massive data volume will be supplied in the next few years, and petabytes of DInSAR 

measurements have to be archived, processed and handled, so that the DInSAR scenario is 

moving toward a Big Data challenge, with a strong impact on the data storage and the 

computational requirements needed to efficiently generate and exploit the advanced DInSAR 

products. Accordingly, in order to take advantage of the performance of the current SAR 

sensors, it is crucial to develop innovative and effective solutions, able to properly deal with 

the transfer, the storage, and, above all, the processing of such huge SAR data archives.  

Within this framework, an advanced parallel computing solution of the SBAS processing 

chain, referred to as Parallel Small BAseline Subset (P-SBAS), has been recently developed 

[8]. The P-SBAS approach implements a complete advanced DInSAR processing chain 

(starting from either RAW or SLC data and ending with deformation time series generation) 
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and exploits distributed computing architectures (such as cluster and GRID infrastructures) 

also encompassing different parallelization strategies (both multi-nodes and multi-cores), with 

good scalable performance. In this work, we present an efficient and automatic 

interferometric processing chain implementation based on the P-SBAS algorithm, specifically 

devoted to the generation of Sentinel-1 IWS DInSAR products. The S-1 P-SBAS processing 

chain is capable to automatically ingest Sentinel-1 SLC SAR images and carry out several 

interferometric processing steps, such as image co-registration, interferogram generation, and 

phase unwrapping, in order to finally compute in an efficient and systematic way the 

deformation time series and the corresponding mean displacement velocity maps relevant to 

very extended areas. In particular, we take advantage of the intrinsic characteristics of the 

TOPS acquisition mode of the Sentinel-1 IWS data that consists of a series of independent 

bursts, which can be therefore considered as separate acquisitions. This allows us to deploy an 

appropriate parallelization strategy for some major steps of the proposed P-SBAS 

interferometric chain, making use of distributed computing architectures.  

However, within such a Big Data scenario, we have to consider some drawbacks deriving 

from the massive processing that will inevitably follow the expected huge SAR data flow 

provided by the S1 constellation; indeed, in-house High Performance Computing (HPC) 

infrastructures can be very expensive in terms of procurement, maintenance, and upgrading. 

To overcome this issue, the use of Cloud Computing (CC) environments, as for the case of the 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) CC environment, may represent a promising solution, for both 

resource optimization and performance improvements, implying a further push towards the 

use of such a technology also in scientific applications and operational contexts, as well.  

 In this work, we present the results relevant to the national scale surface deformation analysis 

performed over the Italian peninsula through the S-1 P-SBAS processing chain. In particular, 

we show the deformation time series and the corresponding mean velocity maps generated by 

processing through the P-SBAS approach the whole Sentinel-1 data archive acquired along 

descending orbits over Italy (more than 3000 S-1 IWS scenes) during the March 2015 - April 

2017 time interval. Such a national scale analysis has been entirely carried out by exploiting 

the AWS Elastic Cloud Computing (EC2) platform, in order to evaluate the P-SBAS 

scalability performance achievable within a CC infrastructure when dealing with huge SAR 

data volumes.  
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Differential Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (DInSAR) has already demonstrated 

over the past decades its capabilities to effectively study and follow deformation phenomena 

related to natural events, such as earthquakes, volcano unrest phases and landslides, as well as 

to anthropic hazards associated with ground water exploitation, oil/gas extraction and storage, 

and tunnelling activities [1], [2]. The DInSAR technique is able to generate spatially dense 

deformation maps of extended areas with centimeter/millimeter accuracy, by exploiting the 

phase difference (i.e. differential interferogram) between pairs of SAR images, collected over 

the same area at different epochs (temporal baseline) and with different orbital positions 

(spatial baseline), where the topography-related phase component has been properly 

accounted for and removed by means of an external Digital Elevation Model (DEM).  

Thanks to its capability to produce spatially dense maps of the surface displacements, 

DInSAR has progressively emerged as an effective, non-invasive tool in civil protection 

scenarios, with limited monitoring costs with respect to the traditional in-situ surveys. 

However, to overcome the limitations related to the use of single differential interferograms 

(i.e. inaccuracies of the external DEM, atmospheric disturbances etc), in the past 25 years 

several advanced DInSAR approaches have been developed. They are based on the 

exploitation of large sequences of SAR images collected over an investigated area and 

properly combined to generate the corresponding DInSAR interferograms, with the aim to 

follow the temporal evolution of the detected displacements via the generation of deformation 

time series. Among these methods, the advanced DInSAR technique referred to as Small 

BAseline Subset (SBAS) algorithm [3], [4] has proven to be an effective tool able to carry out 

multi-scale and multi-sensor analyses of surface deformation, providing insights on the spatial 

and temporal characteristics of the detected displacements at both regional (medium 

resolution analysis) and local (full resolution analysis) spatial scales. The SBAS approach 

relies on an appropriate combination of a large number of differential interferograms 
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produced by SAR interferometric data pairs characterized by short temporal and spatial 

baselines, in order to limit the noise (decorrelation) effects. Benefitting from the generated 

small baseline interferograms, the SBAS approach allows retrieving mean deformation 

velocity maps and corresponding time series for each coherent pixel with an accuracy of 

about 1-2 mm/year for what concerns the mean deformation velocity information and 5-10 

mm for the single deformation measurement [5], [6]. 

The widespread use and application of advanced DInSAR approaches throughout the 

scientific community are also fostered by the development of new SAR sensors and satellite 

missions, characterized by different frequency bands, spatial resolution, revisit times and 

ground coverage. The DInSAR scenario is nowadays characterized by a steady increase in the 

availability of satellite SAR systems since 1992, starting from the "first-generation" C-band 

SAR missions (ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT of the European Space Agency and RADARSAT-1 

of the Canadian Space Agency), moving to the “second-generation” SAR constellations, 

specifically the X-band COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) and TerraSAR-X (TSX) systems, which are 

particularly appropriate to investigate the space-time characteristics of the detected 

deformation phenomena at the scale of single buildings, as well as to monitor the temporal 

evolution of the displacements also in presence of small rates, fast-varying and non-linear 

deformation phenomena. 

The recent launch (2014) of the C-band Sentinel-1 (S1) constellation, developed within the 

framework of the European Copernicus Programme, is pushing toward the present Earth 

Observation scenario to up-to-date research and monitoring frontiers, opening new 

possibilities to the investigation of surface deformation phenomena at the national/continental 

scale, thanks to the innovative acquisition mode referred to as Terrain Observation with 

Progressive Scans (TOPS) [7] specifically designed for advanced DInSAR applications. In 

particular, such a C-band system allows generating SAR images with a spatial resolution 

comparable to that of the ERS and ENVISAT satellites, but with a remarkable increase in the 

range coverage (about 250 km). Moreover, the reduced revisit time (6 days) ensured by the 

fully operative Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B twin satellites permits to systematically generate 

highly coherent interferometric products over very wide areas. The impact of the Sentinel-1 

systems in the scientific community is further enhanced by the global coverage acquisition 

strategy and the “free and open access” data distribution policy.  

This works is aimed at providing a comprehensive overview on how the availability of data 

gathered by such SAR systems has been impacting the DInSAR scenario since 1992 and how 

it is opening new perspectives in the Earth Observation monitoring activities relevant to 
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surface deformation phenomena in a real active volcanic context. In particular, we concentrate 

on the Neapolitan active volcanic district, including three volcanic complexes, i.e. the Campi 

Flegrei Caldera, the Mt. Somma-Vesuvius and the Ischia Island, which have been 

continuously “observed” from different satellite SAR systems working at different 

wavelengths since 1992. Thanks to this long-term SAR data archive available for this area, 

the Neapolitan active volcanic district represents a unique case study to demonstrate the key 

role played by the advanced DInSAR measurements for the comprehension of the physical 

processes responsible for the retrieved surface deformation patterns, providing a fundamental 

support also in the operational use of radar interferometry as a monitoring tool in civil 

protection scenarios. 

In this work, we first highlight the capabilities offered by the SBAS-DInSAR technique to 

effectively study the long-term behaviour of deformation phenomena related to volcanic risk, 

through the generation of very long time series retrieved by exploiting the nearly 20-year 

SAR archive collected by the ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT ESA sensors between 1992 and 2010. 

Subsequently, we show the advantages arising from the use of SAR data collected by the 

more recent X-band COSMO-SkyMed constellation (2009-2018) for what concerns the 

assessment and mitigation of volcanic risk; indeed, thanks to their reduced revisit time and 

improved spatial resolution, the CSK SAR images allow us to follow the detected 

displacements with a great level of spatial and temporal details, also in presence of limited 

spatial extent deformations and rather fast dynamics. Finally, we investigate the capabilities 

of the new C-band Sentinel-1 constellation (2015-2018) to carry out advanced DInSAR 

analyses over the studied area. The reduced revisit time of the system (down to 6 days), 

together with the limited spatial baselines and the wide area coverage open new possibilities 

to systematically generate highly coherent interferometric products of very wide areas. 

Moreover, the availability of systematic SAR acquisitions collected from both ascending and 

descending passes over the investigated area allows detecting, in addition to the LOS ground 

deformation, the vertical and East-West components of the surface displacements, thus 

opening new monitoring perspectives to investigate Earth’s surface deformation dynamics.  
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Within the SAFE project, funded by ESA in 2015-2016, we have started to analyse 

possible effects in ionosphere of seismic activity, known as Lithosphere-Atmosphere-

Ionosphere Coupling (LAIC) effects. During the project, we analysed 12 large and 

intermediate earthquakes showing that the use of Swarm data, integrated by ground 

observations (e.g. seismic and ionosonde measurements), is very important to better 

understand the preparatory phase of large earthquakes in the world. The positive results have 

convinced ESA to approve an extension (e-SAFE) of one year (presently ongoing and ending 

in 2019). The e-SAFE project, together with an ASI founded project, Limadou-Science, 

continues to show that there is a possible influence of lithospheric activity on the magnetic 

field and on the electron density measurements taken by Swarm satellites.  

In this presentation, we will show some examples of anomalous magnetic and electron 

density Swarm tracks that precede some M6+ earthquakes in the world and are potential 

seismic precursors of them. 

Finally, we will show an automatic validation / correlation of the anomalies detected by 

Swarm satellites with the earthquakes occurrences showing some statistically significant 

concentrations of magnetic field and electron density anomalies that anticipate the 

earthquakes by around 85, 60, 20 and 10 days. 
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Recently, Efstathiou [1] attempted to evaluate the association of the total ozone column 

(TOZ) variability with the eight major earthquakes that occurred during 2001–2010, in 

Greece. According to the results obtained, TOZ maxima or minima observed before or after 

an earthquake, did not appear to be significantly related to the seismic event. 

Varotsos et al. [2] examined the seismo-atmospheric anomalies around the time and the 

epicentre of some of the major earthquakes occurred in Greece during the period 2001-2015. 

They used daily values of aerosol optical depth (AOD) and TOZ in the time window between 

25 days before, and 14 days after each of these seismic events. For some of the earthquakes, 

the extreme values of Δ(AOD) and Δ(TOZ) appeared exceeding the upper bound (M + 2 x 

IQR). Nevertheless, in other cases there was no unusual anomaly around the epicentre of the 

earthquake. 

We herewith tried to verify the results extracted from the two above-mentioned studies, by 

applying another statistical analysis. In particular, we have applied a conventional statistical 

analysis as well as a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis to graphically 

investigate the connection between TOZ fluctuations and the major recent earthquakes in 

Greece during the period 2001-2017. Our study was divided in two periods 2001-2010 and 

2011-2017 to take into account the temporal change in TOZ scaling properties that may affect 

the reliability of TOZ as a precursor to seismic tool for earthquake forecasts. 

TOZ daily time-series of the TOZ over each earthquake epicenter were created by the 

NASA Giovanni website (http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni). 

Our first step was to apply a conventional statistical analysis in order to detect the possible 

existence of unexpected TOZ fluctuations in the time-window of 2 weeks before and after the 

earthquake dates. If a TOZ value was outside the interval (μ – 2σ, μ + 2σ), it was considered 

as a maximum or minimum, where μ and σ represent the mean and standard deviation of the 

total TOZ data set, correspondingly, over all the years 2001-2017 (excluding the year of the 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01431161.2010.549521
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earthquake), for the location and the time-window of each earthquake event, separately. Table 

1 lists the 13 earthquakes.  

Table 1. Earthquakes with Mw  6.0 during 2001-2017 ( Geo-Dynamic Institute of the National 

Observatory of Athens-GI-NOA, United States Geological Survey -USGS) 

Earthquake Date Epicentre (°N,°E) Depth (Km) Magnitude (Mw) 

1 26 July 2001 39.05, 24.35 19 6.5 

2 14 August 2003 38.79, 20.56 12 6.2 

3 8 January 2006 36.21, 23.41 69 6.7 

4 6 January 2008 37.11, 22.78 86 6.2 

5 14 February 2008 36.50, 21.78 41 6.9 

6 14 February 2008 36.22, 21.75 38 6.5 

7 20 February 2008 36.18, 21.72 25 6.2 

8 8 June 2008 37.98, 21.51 25 6.4 

9 1 April 2011 35.54, 26.63 60 6.0 

10 16 June 2013 34.35, 24.99 12 6.0 

11 24 May 2014 40.29, 25.4 27 6.9 

12 17 Nov 2015 38.8, 20.4 10 6.5 

13 12 June 2017 38.85, 26.33 10 6.4 

Apart from this conventional statistical analysis, we also applied ROC curve analysis, for 

the period 2001-2010 and the period 2011-2017, separately. An ROC space is defined as a 

false positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR) as x and y axes, respectively, which 

depicts relative offsets between true positive and false positive [3]. Then, TPR and FPR 

denote: 

TPR = 
 true positive

 condition positive




 and FPR = 

 false positive

 condition negative




 (1) 

It finally turned out that there was no statistically significant correlation between the TOZ 

values and these earthquake events and the extracted values of Matthews correlation 

coefficient returns indicated a disagreement between prediction and observation [4]. 

In summary, we examine here whether the TOZ extreme values can be a precursor tool for 

predicting an earthquake. We focus on the strong seismic events in Greece (Mw ≥ 6.0) during 

2001-2017. We separate our investigation in two periods, namely 2001-2010 and 2011-2017, 

to take account the different scaling properties in the temporal TOZ variability during these 

periods. We apply both conventional and ROC statistical analysis to the daily TOZ values 

obtained from satellite observations in the two-week time window before and after each of the 

http://www.mg.co.za/organisation/geodynamic-institute-of-the-athens-observatory
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seismic events. The main conclusion from the above analysis is that no statistically significant 

correlation of the TOZ values with the occurrence of an earthquake exists, thus TOZ time 

variability cannot be used as a precursor for earthquakes.  
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A number of scientists have suggested that characteristic features of a few components of 

the climate system (e.g. atmospheric constituents and meteorological parameters) are closely 

linked to earthquakes (e.g. [1], [2]).  

However, two recent publications Efstathiou [3] and Varotsos et al. [4] did not detect any 

unexpected total ozone column (TOZ) variability or unusual fluctuations in aerosol optical 

depth before and after recent major earthquake events (with magnitude ≥ 6) that occurred in 

Greece. In fact, Efstathiou [1] examined the TOZ variability in the time window between 14 

days before and after the eight major earthquakes of the 2001-2010 period, in Greece, but did 

not detect statistically significant correlation. Similarly, Varotsos et al. [4] studied five major 

earthquakes that occurred in Greece (on dates: 26/7/2001, 14/8/2003, 8/1/2006, 14/2/2008 and 

17/11/2015) in connection with possible unusual changes in aerosol optical depth and TOZ in 

the time window between 25 days before, and 14 days after each of these seismic events. In 

most cases no unusual anomaly around the epicentre of the earthquakes has been observed. 

In this paper we investigate whether the surface air-temperature (SAT) variability in a 2 

week time window before and after a major earthquake is associated with the seismic event.  

For this purpose, the daily SAT values that were generated from the NASA Giovanni 

website (http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni) were used for each earthquake epicentre for 

the major earthquakes that occurred in Greece during 2011-2017 (see Table 1).  

We analyzed SAT data employing conventional and modern statistical tests, and we found 

that there was no statistically significant extreme value of SAT (at a 95% confidence level), in 

the 14 days time window preceding each earthquake event that occurred in Greece during 

20112017. In the case of the third and fourth events, an extreme SAT value occurred 10-11 

days after the seismic event, so it could not be considered as a precursor signal. Any SAT 

anomaly regardless of whether preceded or followed by earthquakes may be due to several 
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other factors of meteorological and physico-chemical nature, that take place in the Earth - 

Atmosphere system [e.g., 2, 5, 6, 7,8]. 

 

 

Table 1. Earthquakes with Mw  6.0 during 2001-2017 ( Geo-Dynamic Institute of the National 

Observatory of Athens-GI-NOA, United States Geological Survey -USGS) 

 

Earthquake 

number 
Date 

Epicentre 

(°N, °E) 

Depth 

(Km) 

Magnitude 

(Mw) 

1 1 April 2011 35.54, 26.63 60 6.0 

2 16 June 2013 34.35, 24.99 12 6.0 

3 24 May 2014 40.29, 25.4 27 6.9 

4 17 November 2015 38.8, 20.4 10 6.5 

5 12 June 2017 38.85, 26.33 10 6.4 

 

By summarizing, in this work we focus on the SAT values throughout the period 2011-

2017 and search for a potential association of their variability with major earthquakes in 

Greece. The main finding drawn is that there is no statistically significant correlation of the 

SAT changes with the earthquakes. 
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In November 2017, after several years of quiescence the Mt. Agung (Indonesia) erupted, 

emitting volcanic ash causing a temporary air traffic in Indonesia. A few months later (i.e. on 

19 February 2018) an intense explosive eruptions occurred at Mt. Sinabung (Indonesia), 

which was sporadically active since 2010, emitting an ash cloud reaching an altitude of 5-7 

km above sea level. In this work, we investigate those volcanic phenomena from space, 

assessing the potential of a known RST (Robust Satellite Techniques) based algorithm 

specifically developed to detect ash clouds in providing reliable and accurate information 

about ash dispersion in atmosphere by exploiting the high-temporal resolution (10 min) and 

the spectral features of Himawari-8. The AHI (Advanced Himawari Imager) sensor aboard the 

new Japanese geostationary satellite offers in fact improved features than imagers of previous 

MTSAT (Multi-functional Transport Satellites) series, which should guarantee further 

improvements in the identification, monitoring and characterization of ash phenomena from 

space. Results of this study show that coupling RST performance to Himawari-8 observations 

ash clouds emitted by aforementioned volcanoes could effectively be identified and tracked 

from space. Moreover, starting from the estimates of ash-cloud top height performed using a 

largely accepted literature method, the mass eruption rate has been also estimated for Mt. 

Agung explosive eruption. These outcomes show that if Himawari-8 data are properly used 

they could provide an important contribution for the early identification and continuous 

monitoring of ash events affecting East Asia and Western Pacific region. 
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To correlate seismic activity with NOAA data, a Ntuple was created which contains 

earthquake data including: event time, location, magnitude and depth. The values of the 

corresponding L-shells of the earthquake epicentres projected to different altitudes were also 

calculated by the same methodology used for particles and included in the Ntuples. This was 

done to determine the possibility of a physical link between earthquakes and particle fluxes 

and their space-time locations. The earthquake list was downloaded from the Earthquake 

Center of United States Geological Survey (USGS) at http://neic.usgs.gov/neis/epic/epic.html, 

and has been adjusted to eliminate foreshocks and aftershocks. 

NOAA data consisted in binary files which were stored in Ntuples where the time step was 

8 seconds. From July 1, 1998 to December 31, 2014, binary data were downloaded from 

NOAA (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/satellite/poes/dataaccess.html) and examined to 

exclude uncorrected instrument operations through their corresponding flags. Furthermore, 

the electron counting rates were corrected for proton contamination using software 

downloaded from the Virtual Radiation Belt Observatory (http://virbo.org/POES#Processing). 

In order to include the geomagnetic and extraterrestrial influences on the particle fluctuations, 

the counting rates data were associated to daily averages of the geomagnetic Ap index and 

SID (http://www.aavso.org/solar-sids), as well as three hour averages of the Ap index 

(ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/GEOMAGNETICDATA/APSTAR/apindex). 

Plot in Figure 1 reports the statistical correlation calculated over more than 16 years of data 

collecting the time difference between strong earthquake occurrence and electron burst 

detection TEQ – TEB from -72 to 72 hours. The distribution shapes and average values (in red) 

were compared with standard deviations (in yellow) of correlation events, evidencing super-

poissonian distributions. Note that, based on super-poissonian fitting of correlation 

distribution a significant correlation peak appeared between 2 and 3 hours of positive time 

difference, which means that the electron burst was observed before the corresponding 

http://virbo.org/POES#Processing
ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/GEOMAGNETICDATA/APSTAR/apindex
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earthquake. The peak at 2 - 3 hours started to be significant when considering earthquake 

epicentre projections above 1,400 km altitudes. 

Fig. 1. The correlation between strong earthquakes and electron burst calculated over 144 hours, the 

significant peak is above the threshold of 99% in yellow, the average is the red line. 

Correlation peak significance was also calculated taking into account solar influence. It 

was made by dividing the peak magnitude minus average value, by the variance. Results are 

shown in Figure 2 left, where the number of sigma distributions are depicted for various 

earthquake altitude projections using the Ap index threshold seasonally modulated or the Ap 

index constant threshold equal to 18. These values were chosen based on past studies. The Ap 

index constant threshold permitted to obtain up to 5 sigma of peak significance above the 

average value, as well as Ap index seasonally modulated, shown in Figure 2 right permitted to 

obtain up to 6 sigma of peak significance above the average value. 

Fig. 2. The correlation significance, in terms of sigma on the left, where colours define the number of 

correlation events, was calculated for different Ap index thresholds; both maximum numbers of sigma 

were obtained for 2,400 km earthquake altitude projections. 
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Epicentre locations having earthquakes correlated with electron bursts were concentrated 

in both the Indonesian and Philippine Regions (Fidani, 2015). As was shown, positions could 

be linked in a causal way with some kind of electron disturbances occurring several hours 

before the main shocks. In fact, by taking into account that electrons drift eastwards and that 

the earthquake epicentres were located west of the electron burst detection positions, a causal 

connection between them can be supposed. In turn, if any kind of signal was emitted around 

the earthquake epicentres, it could have reached the ionosphere above the epicentres. Therein, 

it would have perturbed electron motions and electron bursts that would have been detected 

some time after. Indeed, based on electron energies detected by NOAA particle telescopes, it 

was calculated to be of the order of at least 2 - 7 hours, thus the perturbation process would 

have occurred at least 4 -10 hours before the earthquakes (Fidani, 2015). 

Magnetic pulses detected during the Norcia seismic swarm (Orsini and Fidani, 2017 and 

2018), culminated with a main-shock of Mw = 6.6 occurred on October 30, 2016, gave new 

interest to the physical process which could be the link between earthquakes and electron 

bursts. The physical interaction consists in magnetic fluctuations coupled with charged 

particles which are able to modify pitch angles of electron motions inside the Van Allen Belts. 

Pitch angle variations generate variations in bouncing altitudes of charged particles, with a 

consequent presence of greater fluxes of electrons at satellite altitudes. However, the 

correlation above regarding earthquakes which occurred in the Indonesian and Philippine 

Regions are located at different geographical coordinates and, overall, at different 

geomagnetic coordinates. This implicates that, if magnetic pulses are able to reach the 

ionosphere, different interaction times occur with different populations of Van Allen Belts for 

Italian earthquakes with respect to those concerning the above correlation. 

If such a causal connection exists between earthquakes and electron bursts, a question can 

be raised: could the 2 - 3 hours correlation be used for strong earthquake forecasting? The 

answer to this question can be positive if the probability calculation of a strong earthquake 

over the next 2 - 3 hours refers to Indonesia or the Philippines. Probability can be calculated 

throughout the relation between covariance and cross correlation (Fidani, 2018) 

P(EQ|EB) = P(EQ) + corr(EQ,EB)√P(EQ)[1−P(EQ)][1−P(EB)]/P(EB),   (1) 

where EQ and EB indicate earthquake and electron burst events, respectively. Which 

means that, if a correlation exists between earthquakes and electron bursts, and the time 

difference is chosen to be that of correlations between earthquake and electron burst events, 
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the probability of a strong earthquake is increased of a term proportional to the correlation. 
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Since '80, the space-time fluctuations of TIR radiation measured by satellite record have 

been considered as a possible precursor of seismic events (see Tramutoli et al., 2015). As 

proposed by several authors (Qiang et al., 1991; Tramutoli et al., 2001, 2013) the appearance 

of anomalously high TIR records near the place and the time of earthquake occurrence could 

be related to the increase of green-house gas (such as CO2, CH4, etc.) emission rates. 

Up to now, several methodologies have been proposed study the different phases of seismic 

events with the purpose to highlight satellite thermal anomalies due to earthquake events. 

Among these, also the general change detection approach named RST (Robust Satellite 

Techniques, Tramutoli 1998,2007) has been successfully used in tens of earthquakes 

happened in the last 40 years. 

In this work, the good abilities of RST methodology to discern anomalous TIR signals 

possible related to seismic events from the normal variability of TIR signal due to other 

causes (e.g. meteorological), have been exploit to study the “nocturnal heating” effect, 

associated by Bleier et al. (2009) to seismic activity. In particular, we will show results 

achieved studying the seismic phases of recent earthquakes occurred in Italy (e.g. Amatrice 

earthquake, August 24, 2016, Mw 6.0) and in Japan (e.g. Kumamoto earthquake, April 16, 

2016; Mw 7.0). 
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The RSTVOLC algorithm, which is based on the well-established RST (Robust Satellite 

Techniques) multi-temporal approach, has been developed to detect and monitor volcanic 

thermal anomalies from space. The algorithm was originally tested with good results using 

infrared AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) data. Afterwards, it was 

implemented on MODIS records showing a high potential in detecting low-level hot spots, 

like those preceding the Mt. Asama (Japan) September 2004 eruption. In this study, we 

present some results achieved monitoring the recent Mt. Etna (Sicily; Italy) thermal activity 

integrating both AVHRR and MODIS observations in near real time. In particular, we show 

results achieved investigating the paroxysmal events of Mt. Etna of May 2016, as well as the 

hot degassing activity occurring from a small vent opening within the Voragine (VOR) crater 

since August 7. The temporal fluctuations of volcanogenic radiant flux indicate that after the 

intense paroxysmal events of May 2016 some interesting changes in the intensity of thermal 

emissions took place at the monitored volcano, preceding the high-temperature degassing 

activity from VOR. Those changes in thermal activity, which are consistent with information 

provided by independent high spatial resolution satellite data (i.e. Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat 

8-OLI), confirm that RSTVOLC may give an important contribution for the early identification 

of weak phases of thermal unrest even in areas well monitored by ground-based systems. 
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We present in this talk the magnetic and climatological analysis to search for possible 

electromagnetic and atmospheric effects in the preparatory phase of the 2016-2018 Central Italy 

seismic sequence. The major events occurred on 24 August 2016 (Amatrice earthquake, Mw 6.0), 

30 October 2016 (Norcia mainshock, Mw6.5) and 18 January 2017 (four M5+ events close to 

Campotosto-Visso). The seismic sequence is still ongoing.  

The work will show the approach we defined and introduced in the framework of SAFE (ESA 

funding Agency) and LIMADOU-Science (ASI funding agency) Projects as applied to this case 

study. It will concern the analysis of electromagnetic data from the Swarm three satellites by 

ESA, combined with the observations from the INGV magnetic observatories of L’Aquila and 

Duronia for investigating the preparatory phase of the earthquakes sequence. The study is also 

integrated with the combined analysis of some atmospheric parameters, such as skin temperature, 

total column water vapour and total aerosol thickness comparing the values preceding the seismic 

sequence with the historical time series of the previous years.  

Our results combined /compared also with those provided by other works show a certain 

synchronicity of the different physical parameters, forming a chain of processes pointing toward 

the imminent earthquakes.  

The experience learnt by these analyses could be very useful for the investigation of the future 

CSES satellite data related to next large earthquakes.  

This work is partly funded by the European Space Agency under “SAFE” Project and by the 

Italian Space Agency under “Limadou-Science” Project.  
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After a natural disaster, such as an earthquake, accurate and rapid information on the 

damage caused is of crucial importance for rescue and relief operations and to better utilize 

available resources for repair and recovery. Seismic damage assessment of urban areas is the 

key in the emergency management of post-earthquake. Rapid identification of damage 

distribution is fundamental for Civil Protection during the management of the first 

emergency phase in order to identify priorities in planning the usability inspections. 

Generally, the evaluation of damage and the estimation of building usability are performed 

by means of a building-by- building survey based on a form filled out by expert technicians 

during the days and weeks following the event (Masi et al., 2016). When the affected area is 

large, conventional methods of information gathering are slow and incompatible with 

immediate relief. In this framework, many studies have been carried out worldwide in order 

to identify, in the immediate aftermath of an earthquake, the damage distribution through 

remote sensing  approaches. The acquisition, interpretation and use of data from remote 

sensing allow to gather information over a wide area quickly and independently of the 

situation on the ground (Chesnel et al., 2007). The occurrence of recent damaging earthquakes 

and the huge availability of satellite images have offered a unique opportunity to make 

progress towards the aim of rapid post-disaster damage mapping (Saito and Spence, 2004a). 

Indeed, a variety of sensors are available to acquire a huge volume of remotely sensed image 

data at different spatial resolutions and with temporal coverage before and after a disaster 

event. Therefore, the main goal is to integrate the field surveys data with remote sensing data 

for rational planning of emergency and rescue operations and damage assessment studies. The 

integration of remote sensing data and damage information collected in the field can 

effectively streamline, accelerate and increase the volume and diversity of data captured 

during post-disaster reconnaissance (Saito and Spence, 2004b; Yamazaki et al. 2004). In this 

paper, after the Ml=6.0 (GdL INGV 2016) earthquake occurred in Central Italy on August 24, 

2016, optical images were taken in order to have a first idea of the damage distribution in the 
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villages located in the epicentral area (Copernicus 2016). The damage distribution of 

Amatrice village obtained from remote sensing approach has been compared with field data 

collected in the aftermath of the August 24 event (Santarsiero et al., 2016). The comparison 

between remote sensing and field data underlines that the identification of the areas with the 

higher percentage of severely damaged and collapsed buildings can be effectively achieved 

through remote sensing. On the contrary, dealing with the areas with lower damage levels can 

be more complicated and requires also field data. However, availability of remote sensing 

information can contribute to plan usability inspections, taking into account that the buildings 

with heavy damage are certainly unusable.  
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Earthquake could cause ionospheric disturbances according to LAIC mechanism. Satellite 

measurements could be used to study the earthquake precursor all over the world. In this 

paper, we analyzed the strong Ecuador (Mw=7.8) earthquake of 16 April 2016 by analyzing 

the electron density variations of Swarm satellites. In consideration of the geomagnetic 

indices, the potential seismic anomalies were shown on 7 and 10 days before the event. 

Furthermore, we applied DWT to decompose electron density data into 6 levels for these two 

days, and amplitude anomalies were found. Thus they could be considered as the earthquake 

precursors. Our results indicate that the Swarm satellites measurements could also be used in 

the earthquake precursor research.  

1. Introduction 

Earthquakes is the lithosphere, under the stress due to the plate tectonics, releases most of 

its energy with some rapid ruptures. Lithosphere–Atmosphere–Ionosphere Coupling (LAIC) 

model can explain anomalous variations which are usually named as short-term earthquake 

precursors. To investigate earthquake events, many scholars have analyzed the DEMETER 

satellite measurements by different methods and obtained some positive results (e.g. M. 

Akhoondzadeh, 2010; M. Parrot, 2012; X. Shen, 2012; X. Yan, 2014). Recently several 

researchers have already used the data of Swarm satellites to study the earthquake precursor 

(e.g. A. De Santis, 2017; M. Akhoondzadeh, 2018). In this paper, we would investigate the 

electron density data of Swarm satellites to study the Ecuador earthquake based on DWT 

(Discrete Wavelet Transform).  

2. Data observation and anomalies detection 

Ecuador earthquake occurred on 16 April 2016, 23:58:36 UTC, with a magnitude Mw 7.8 

(hypocenter 0.371°N, 79.940°W). In this paper, electron density data of Swarm Alpha 

satellite during the period of 1st April to 30 April 2016 were processed to study Ecuador 

earthquake. 
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2.1 Geomagnetic indices 

Solar geomagnetic field and geomagnetic storms could cause strong anomaly in 

ionospheric. We chose the geomagnetic indices Kp and Dst to reject the days of geomagnetic 

disturbances. And the days when Dst index < -40nT and Kp index > 3 are considered high 

geomagnetic activity. By analyzing the geomagnetic indices for 30 days in April 2016, 2, 3, 7, 

8 and 12-16 April 2016 cannot be used to study the anomalies associated with the Ecuador 

earthquake. 

2.2 Electron density anomalies detection 

This study selects electron density data of Dobrovolsky’s area (1979) which located at 

19.629°S ~ 20.371°N and 59.94°E ~ 99.94°E. 

Electron density anomalies detection is divided into the following steps. At the first step, 

the tracks in the study area were divided into daytime and night-time according to local time 

and we selected the night tracks. Then, the difference between the measured electron density 

and the values predicted by IRI2012 model was calculated. Next, the data were filtered by 

Alpha-trim filter. The filtered data are denoted as X (   ), where m indicates the number of 

samples, n is the number of days.  

              
   

 
                     (1) 

    
 

   
              

 
   

 
             (2) 

Set Th1=       as threshold,                 is the number of samples of the ith day 

that exceeds Th1. 

          
                           (3) 

    
 

 
          

  
              (4) 

Set Th2=        . It should be noted that the Th1 and Th2 were calculated only by quiet 

geomagnetic days. The days that N exceed Th2 can be seen as anomalies. From the results of 

the first tracks we found that N of April 2, 6, 7, 9, and 13 all exceeded     before the 

earthquake. And we rejected the April 2, 7, and 13 due to its high geomagnetic indices. 

Therefore, April 6 and April 9 can be considered as seismo-ionospheric anomalies and in 

addition, the tracks of these two days are very close to the epicenter. About the second tracks 

we found that N of April 2, 6 and 15 all exceeded Th2. Only April 6 is a quiet geomagnetic 
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day which can be seen as an anomaly day. In summary, April 6 and 9, 2016 could be 

considered as seismo-ionospheric anomalies associated with the Ecuador earthquake. 

3. Anomalies analysis 

In order to do the detailed analysis, we used the DWT to investigate the anomalous night-

time tracks of Swarm satellite on April 6 and 9. In this paper, Mallat algorithm is adopted to 

implement the DWT, as shown in equation (5). 

              

                           

 

 

                                (5) 

where      is the signal,   is the number of decomposition levels,    is the low-frequency 

wavelet coefficients of the signal in the  th level,    is the high-frequency wavelet coefficients 

of the signals in the  th level, and H and G are the wavelet decomposition filters. 

We decomposed the anomalous electron density data of the Alpha during nighttime into 6 

levels using db4 wavelet basis, which corresponding frequency ranges are lower than 

0.0446Hz, 0.0446 to 0.0893Hz, 00893 to 0.1786Hz, 0.1786 to 0.3571 Hz, 0.3571 to 

0.7143Hz, and 0.7143 to 1Hz. Then, we reconstructed the single branch from 1-D wavelet 

coefficients and got     , and          . The results of the tracks during nighttime on April 

6 and 9 indicate obvious anomalies at          , and then become smaller with time. 

Therefore, the detected anomalies on 6 and 9 April could be possibly considered as 

earthquake precursors related the Ecuador earthquake. 

4. Conclusions 

Based on DWT, we have investigated the electron density data of Swarm satellites for the 

Ecuador earthquake. The analysis of electron density data shows that there are obvious 

amplitude anomalies at the components which frequency range is from 0.0446 to 1Hz on 7 

and 10 days before the earthquake obeyed the LAIC mechanism. Although the Swarm 

satellites data is low frequency, the high precision characteristic make it could be applied to 

the earthquake precursor study. 
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FORMOSAT-5 (F5) launched on 25 August 2017 travels on a sun-synchronous orbit with 

720 km altitude, 98.25-degree inclination, and 99-minute period. A science payload of AIP 

(advanced ionospheric probe) on board F5 probes the ion density, ion temperature, and ion 

velocity in the ionosphere. The mission of F5/AIP is to observe ionospheric space weather 

and to monitor earthquake precursors. Global ionospheric maps (GIMs) of the total electron 

content (TEC) derived by ground-based GNSS (global navigation satellite system) receivers 

act a complementary observation of seismo-ionospheric precursors (SIPs). SIPs of the 12 

November 2017 M7.3 Iran-Iraq Border Earthquake and the 17 June 2018 M5.9 Osaka 

earthquake are detected by the GIM TEC and the F5/AIP ion density/velocity. The GIM TEC 

over the epicenter is employed to temporal SIPs, while the anomaly count of spatial SIPs is 

used to locate possible forthcoming large earthquakes. When the spatial SIP is located, the 

F5/AIP ion density and ion velocity are employed to confirm and find the detected SIP and 

possible causal mechanism. The GIM shows that the TEC significantly increase over the 

epicenter 8-10 days and 3 days before the 2017 M7.3 Iran-Iraq Border Earthquake and 2018 

M5.9 Osaka Earthquake, respectively. The F5/AIP ion density confirms the positive SIPs of 

the ion velocity shows the seismo-generated electric field generated before the earthquake 

being essential. 
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On April 6, 2009, at 01:33 UT, a 6.2 Mw earthquake stroke the city of L’Aquila (λ=42,21; 

φ=13,23). An intense preseismic activity (3<M<5) had been observed for several months. The 

DEMETER satellite was operational and flew within 1 hour in local time (LT) over L’Aquila 

twice a day (~10 LT and ~22 LT). Electromagnetic field data from DEMETER, experiments 

ICE and IMSC, have been analyzed during periods in which waveform data collection was 

available to retrieve possible signals, connected with the earthquake and possible precursor 

activity. The data analysis was performed based on a new technique (ALIF, Cicone et al. 2016 

and Piersanti et al. 2017). The statistical background was evaluated over four months (January 

– April) in 2009 and 2010 when geomagnetic activity was very low (0<Kp≤2; Sq). On April 

4, 2009, two days before the April 6, 2009 earthquake, when DEMETER flew exactly over 

L’Aquila at UT=20:29, an intense and very localized signal was observed at 333 Hz. Because 

of the very low geomagnetic activity of solar origin (3 ≤ Sym-H ≤ 10 and AE ≤ 25) and the 

very quiet Ionogram, this kind of signal can be related to a pre-seismic activity. Indeed, its 

peculiar polarization, in terms of Poynting flux, could be associated with a horizontal current 

system flowing at ground, switched on by an anomalous ground impedance generated by the 

fault-break.  
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In order to investigate the precursors of earthquakes, about 10 years ago the INFREP 

cooperation started. INFREP is a scientific cooperation among different international research 

teams. The cooperation aims to build up networks for measuring different physical/chemical 

parameters in order to search and study effects related to the occurrence of earthquakes. 

Actually the network is formed by ten receivers located: two in Italy, Romania and Greece; 

one in Austria, Portugal, Cyprus and Georgia. The receivers, realized by an Italian factory, can 

measure with 1 min sampling rate the intensity of 10 radio signals in the band VLF (10-50 

kHz) and LF (150-300 kHz). The data collected are transmitted every day to the server 

located at the Department of Physics of the University of Bari (Italy) that is the central node 

of the network. The different temporal trends (10 for each receiver) can be seen free in real 

time using the INFREP web site: infrep-eu.it, while the data bank is protected by username 

and password. At the purpose to reveal possible radio precursors the data are analyzed for 

discovering “anomalies”, that is not normal variations of the data trends. Generally, due to the 

different conditions of the ionosphere, the VLF/LF radio signals are less disturbed during the 

night than during the day. So, the analysis of the radio data is performed only on the night-

time data. In INFREP the Wavelet spectra are used. Using the “Morlet function” the Wavelet 

transform of a time signal is a complex series that can be usefully represented by its square 

amplitude, i.e. considering the so-called Wavelet power spectrum. The power spectrum is a 

two dimensions plot that, once properly normalized with respect to the power of the white 

noise, gives information on the strength and precise time of occurrence of the various Fourier 

components which are present in the original time series. Generally, colour from blue to red 
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indicates increase in the power strength; so, red zones define anomalies. A software able to 

apply the Wavelet analysis on the radio data automatically at the end of each day has been 

planned and realized. The analysis is performed on the 20 days preceding each day; this day is 

indicated on the spectrum by a vertical white line; the part of the spectrum after the day is 

related to 15 days data without any frequency added to avoid border effects. At the moment 

the software operates on the night time data of four signals collected by each of the following 

receivers: Cyprus, Crete, Greece and L'Aquila (IT). The results obtained with the Wavelet 

analysis are protected in the INFREP web site by a further username and password.  

On October 26, 2016 an earthquake with Mw=5.9 occurred in Central Italy, near 

Castelsantangelo village; after 4 days the main shock with Mw=6.5 occurred near Norcia 

small town. The two epicenters are 12 km far from each other and are located in the 

"sensitive" area of the INFREP network. Unfortunately, at the time of the earthquake, several 

receivers were out of service, so only the data from Cyprus receiver are available. Some days 

before the first earthquake two clear anomalies appeared one after the other in two of the ten 

signals, the intensity of which is collected with 1 min sampling rate by this receiver. The two 

signals are radiated by DHO transmitter (23.4 kHz) ) located in Rhauderfehn (Germany) and 

by ICV transmitter (20.27kHz) located in Sardinia (Italy). The 5th Fresnel zones of the radio 

paths brush the border of the Dobrovolsky area of the previous main shock. The anomalies 

seem to move in the same direction of the two epicenters.  

On July 20, 2017 a strong (Mw=6.7) earthquake occurred offshore, near the coast of 

Turkey and Kos island (Greece); on August 8 an earthquake with Mw=5.0 occurred 

practically in the same zone. The focal depth was 10 km for both the events. The epicentres 

are inside the “sensitive” area of the INFREP network. On both the occasions, evident pre-

seismic disturbances were pointed out in the DHO (23.4 kHz) signal collected by the Cyprus 

receiver. All the anomalies here presented, were revealed by the on-line warning system based 

on the Wavelet analysis, planned and realized in the frame of the INFREP cooperation.  
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I. The algorithm and model  

We are developing a new and general model of SIC [1-3] as a part of the coupling in the 

system “Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere-Magnetosphere (LAIM/MIAL)”. An important 

features of a rather general model of SIC will be (1) Including the nonlinearity and the results 

of an active acoustic experiments into acoustic model and new quasistatic/electromagnetic 

model of SIC using the new method of “successive electrostatic-quasistatic-

electromagnetic/MHD approximations-equivalent external sources (EQUEMES)” [4, 5], (2) 

Inclusion a possibility of targeting coherent-incoherent influence on the atmosphere-

ionosphere and mosaic sources of acoustic and electromagnetic sources, (3) In the 

perspective, interference between Acoustic and Electromagnetic channels of SIC including 

the feedback and “trigger effects” and inclusion of the convection and hydration. It is shown 

that the set of incoherent acoustic pulses with the different but close frequencies (in particular, 

around 1 Hz) penetrate from the ground level to the altitudes of the ionospheric E region 

better, than a single pulse with the sum intensity, due to nonlinearity, diffraction and losses. 

This result is important for the understanding the mechanism of acoustic SIC channel and 

developing possible ways of artificial influence on the ionosphere. The details of the 

EQUEMES, perturbations of electron concentration and VLF waveguiding propagation 

modeling are presented. The new model of “Earth radius-scale” vortex MHD structures in the 

ionosphere is developed. 

II. Results of modeling based on the proposed algorithms and signal processing 

(a) Perturbations of electron concentration and the model of “Two Earths”  
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Perturbation of electron concentration and TEC [1, 6] modeling can be based on the equation 

for the electron concentration with proper boundary conditions, and then integration over an 

altitude. First, the electric field should be determined. In the case of wave approach, an upper 

boundary condition incorporates outgoing radiated waves. In the electrostatic approximation, 

we avoid commonly accepted upper boundary conditions / 0d dz   used somewhere on the 

magnetic field line field, where z is the coordinate along the field line, because such a 

condition corresponds to  , where   is the conductivity. Instead of this, we applied the 

conditions 0  at 0z  and at the magneto-conjugate point, if magnetic field line is closed. 

To mimic this condition qualitatively, we used the model of the “Two Earths” while the 

magnetic field lines are straight, they start at the “first Earth” and finish at the “second Earth”, 

similar to the regions in the neighbourhood of the first and second conjugate points, 

respectively. External current has been taken in the form 

  ;extdiv divJ  
ext

z oJ J J      
2 2

e p ( / 2) / ( / 2) / ;x q y qx L x y L y     
  

~100 km;q qx y
 

2~1 mkA/m .oJ The modeling demonstrates that in the case of the closed field line, the 

penetration of the electric field from the lower atmosphere to the ionosphere is much stronger 

than for the closed field line. Electric field of the order of a few mV/m at the ionospheric 

altitudes 250z   km have been obtained for the dynamical processes. Respectively, variations 

of the electron concentration and TEC could reach a few percent. Accounting for a possibility 

of the ionosphere plasma instabilities, such as, f.e. Rayleigh-Taylor instability, the value of 

TEC variations could reach few dozens of percent, which corresponds to the results of the 

observations before the strong earthquakes.  

(b) Perturbation of the characteristics of VLF signal in the waveguide ‘’Earth-

Ionosphere” 

The perturbation of the phases and amplitudes of electromagnetic waves (EMW) in VLF 

range in the waveguide “Earth-Ionosphere” have been evaluated qualitatively on the basis of 

the method for the derivation of the nonlinear evolution equations in layered structures 

(NEELS). The new analytical-numerical algorithm for VLF modeling in the Earth-Ionosphere 

waveguide is proposed, which includes (1) modeling the excitation and propagation of VLF 

waves in the waveguide “Earth-Ionosphere” using two approaches: one based on the 

determination of eigenmodes of the waveguide and the other one based on a beam 

approximation; special upper boundary conditions, based on the condition of a radiation and 
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determination of an equivalent tensor impedance boundary conditions, (2) determination of 

the perturbations of the characteristics (phases, amplitudes and polarizations) of EMW in the 

waveguide “Earth-Ionosphere” due to (seismogenic) inhomogeneity in the ionospheric 

plasma. It is shown numerically that the beam and eigenmode approaches to VLF waveguide 

propagation correspond to each other. 

(c) An influence on the ionosphere due to AGW generated in the lower atmosphere  

Such an influence is described by the models of (1) linear AGW packet in the ULF range of 

the seismogenic origin in the presence of the ionospheric Rayleigh-Taylor instability and (2) 

nonlinear AGW transformed into the ionosphere from the sound waves, generated by a 

ground-based parametric sound generator. The results correspond qualitatively, in particular, 

to the data of the scattering of electromagnetic waves (in VLF (kHz) and HF (MHz) ranges) 

on the ionospheric irregularities, and the formation of the neutral and ion structures in the 

ionosphere [4].  

(d) Signal processing and electromagnetic channel of seismoionospheric coupling  

The results on experimental observations of Very Low Frequency (VLF) and Total Electron 

Content (TEC) will be presented. Preliminary analysis of variations in the ionosphere 

parameters near time of large earthquakes has been carried out. We have found that Shannon 

entropy has the clear peculiarity in the same period as residual amplitude of VLF waves in the 

Earth-Ionosphere waveguide i.e. 3-4 days prior to Vrancea (Nov. 22, 2014) earthquake [5]. 

VLF data have been analysed with use of Shannon entropy for time interval near a strong 

earthquake also in the Kuril region (magnitude 8.1) on 13 January 2007. TEC variations 

before and after Kumamoto earthquake (magnitude 7.0) on 15 April 2016 have been also 

studied. Such a combined approach opens the way for the complex analysis of the 

electromagnetic pre-seismic events including VLF, TEC and other electromagnetic and also 

AGW data. Such a model has been described in detail in a series of the publication in 1998-

2014. 

Besides modeling VLF in the Earth-Ionosphere waveguide, the proposed method for the 

modeling of the penetration of the EMW through the system LAIM in the ULF range 

included first the combination of the linear model for EMW in the system “Lithosphere-

Atmosphere-Ionosphere” with the geometrical optics approximation for the electromagnetic 

waves in the active magnetosphere with the amplification of EMW in the radiation belts. 

Then this method was significantly developed for the modeling EMW in the metamaterial 
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concentrator in the IR range, which can be also applied for EMW in the LAIM system. 

III. Conclusions 

The complex algorithms for modeling the electric–photochemistry and AGW channels of 

seismoionospheric coupling have been proposed. The seismogenic modifications of electron 

concentration and the characteristics of VLF waves in the waveguide “Earth-Ionosphere”, and 

AGW influence on the ionosphere have been included in the algorithm. The numerical results 

of using new models of VLF propagation in the waveguide “Earth-Ionosphere”, penetration 

of the electromagnetic waves, and electrostatic field and AGW [6] from the lower atmosphere 

into the ionosphere, and data processing are presented. The proposed complex algorithm and 

the method of data processing can be used for investigation of the ionosphere as an interface 

between atmosphere and magnetosphere and ionospheric modification and wave processes in 

the ionosphere as a sensitive indicator of the influences on the ionosphere from “below” and 

“above”. Such influences can be caused by the presence of powerful sources in the system 

LAIM (connected, e.g. with earthquakes, hurricanes, thunderstorms, strong magnetic storms 

etc.). Our hypothesis is that the active synergetic system “Lithosphere-Atmosphere-

Ionosphere” before strong earthquakes contains the set of active “quasioptical” lenses for 

EMW, placed in the lower atmosphere, mesosphere and ionosphere. 
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The observation of the magnetic field, electron density and temperature variations in Ultra 

and Extremely Low Frequency (ULF/ELF) registered by Swarm satellite in the ionosphere 

over the seismic and thunderstorm areas will be presented. 

Swarm is a constellation of three satellites to measure the Earth’s magnetic field and 

identify the sources of its variations. This mission consists of the three identical Swarm 

satellites (A, B, and C), which were launched on 22 November 2013 into a near-polar orbit. 

Swarm A and C form the lower pair of satellites flying side by side (1.4° separation in 

longitude) at an altitude of about 470 km (inclination angle is equal to 87.30°), whereas 

Swarm B is cruising at higher orbit of about 520 km (inclination angle is equal to 87.75°). 

They are equipped with a set of six identical instruments - absolute scalar magnetometer, 

vector field magnetometer, star tracker, electric field instrument, GPS receiver, and 

accelerometer (Olsen et al. 2013). Further we use data from vector field magnetometer to 

study magnetic field variations and Langmuir probe (being a part of electric field instrument) 

to discuss the topic of our studies. 

The magnetometers installed on-board of Swarm satellites measure main magnetic field 

with sampling rate 50Hz (3 components and absolute value). On this way, we are looking for 

the ionosphere effects associated with seismic and thunderstorm activity, that are mainly seen 

in the variations of the electromagnetic fields in very broad frequency range from fraction of 

Hz up to several MHz. The registrations performed by the Swarm satellites limits our studies 

only to very low frequencies called ULF (ultra-low frequencies up to single Hz) and ELF 

(extra low frequencies). The frequency of 50Hz gives theoretically the possibility to study 

variations up to 25Hz, but the filter inside the instrument limits this range to 15 Hz. 

Next problem of our studies is related to the extremely small values of these variations 

(typically fraction of nT) in comparison with the main geomagnetic field measured in tens 

thousands of nT. Their observation requires sensitive magnetometers for the ac component of 

the magnetic field and carefully selected methods of signal analysis. The use of the vector 
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field magnetometer on board Swarm, intended for observation of main geomagnetic field, 

requires application of special filtering techniques. 

The used techniques gives δBi residuals retrieval from the measured signal for three B 

components. Thus, δBi is obtained as a difference between measured signal and computed 

best fit. In the next step FFT is applied, giving power spectrum for each component and 

intensity of the B field residuals, in the frequency range up to 25 Hz.  

An example of the magnetic field variations spectra and changes of the electron 

concentration in the vicinity (around 600km) of the Vrancea earthquake epicenter 4 days 

before this event is shown in Fig.1 (Stanica et al.2018) . The effect presented in this case is 

very weak in comparison to the effect reported from DEMETER registration (Parrot et al. 

2006; Błęcki et al. 2011), but clearly seen. The spectra have a maximum in the lowest part of 

the frequency range and correspond to the range below the oxygen ions O+ gyro-frequency 

which is of the order of 34 Hz. It can be associated with Alfven waves. 

 

Fig.1 The spectra of the magnetic field variations (upper panel) and electron concentration registered 

by Swarm B satellite in the vicinity of the Vrancea zone on September 20.  

Fig. 2 presents spectra of the magnetic field variations and electron concentration taken on 

September 23 (one day before the discussed earthquake) from half orbit crossing the Vrancea 
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zone. 

 

Fig.2 The same as in Fig.1, but for the September 23 and taken for entire half orbit crossing area in 

vicinity of the Vrancea zone.  

One can see strong effects associated with high latitude regions (auroral oval, ionospheric 

through) in comparison with the weak variations in the vicinity (distance about 500km) of the 

epicenter. Closest vicinity was at 16:04UT. The disturbances are marked by red ellipses in 

Fig.2. 

The disturbances in the ionosphere over the thunderstorm area in central Africa are 

presented in Fig.3 for comparison. 

 

Fig.3 Time - frequency dynamic spectrograms (δBE - top panel, δNe - bottom panel) for selected 
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passes of Swarm A over active thunderstorm in Africa. Dynamic spectra for regions with latitudes 

greater than 55◦ N/S are masked. 
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The Reasenberg-Jones (RJ) model is conventionally used to describe the time-magnitude 

hazard of large aftershocks. The maximum likelihood (ML) estimated RJ model is then 

obtained based on the aftershocks occurred within a short time after the main shock in a 

study region. Based on the ML estimated RJ model, the probabilities of short-term large 

aftershocks in the study region are finally computed. We explore herein the correlation 

between the aftershock probability and the GPS TEC measured daily after the 1999 Mw7.6 

Chi-Chi, Taiwan, earthquake and 2008 Mw7.9 Wenchuan, China, earthquake, respectively. 

We also investigate how well the RJ model-based daily forecast can be improved by 

incorporated with the associated GPS TEC measurements. 
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Investigation of Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances (SID) is being carried out by using Very 

Low Frequency (VLF) data from SID monitoring station of Bafa (latitude 37.24° N, longitude 

27.19° E) at 23.4 kHz received at France with sampling rate is 10 sec. The radio waves are 

extensively used to study of Seismo-ionospheric phenomena which may possibly associate 

with four major earthquakes in the Turkey region. We analyse the trend of VLF signal for the 

whole year and compute the sunrise and sunset terminator time from it. We observe night-

time fluctuation during the processes of earthquake preparation over the earthquake epicentres 

in the Turkey Anatolian block. We calculate the total energy accumulation by all those 

earthquakes for a single day and compute the effective magnitude of all the earthquakes for 

that day which behaves as a single quake. We computed a cross correlation between trend 

from the night-time fluctuation value with effective magnitude of earthquake and found that 

the unusual fluctuations in VLF signal strength are well correlated with earthquake magnitude 

and the fluctuation is maximum on few days prior to earthquake events. 

                    

Fresnal Zone along with earthquake epicenters 
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This work aims to propose a new approach for the detection of anomalous behaviours of 

the Total Electron Content (TEC) parameter in ionosphere, possibly associated to impending 

strong earthquakes. 

The new approach proposed is defined RSTTEC because based on the general approach 

Robust Satellite Technique (RST; Tramutoli, 1998; 2005; 2007) but reformulated in order to 

be applicable to the TEC measurements. 

The TEC measurements used in the analysis are recorded by the Global Positioning 

System (GPS) satellite constellation. 

As first application, the RSTTEC approach is employed on the case study of the 2009 

L’Aquila earthquake (Italy). 

The focus of the approach is to compute a set of values named ΔTEC in the 15 days before 

the earthquake, in the geographical region of the earthquake and at regular time intervals. The 

ΔTEC values are given from the differences between the measured VTECs and their “15-day 

moving medians” (Liu et al., 2000, 2001, 2004). As usual, the 15-day moving medians are 

calculated in the same time slot and geographic area of the value under investigation. 

Once this set is obtained, other sets of ΔTEC are calculated in the same way and in the same 

days, but during the previous years. These sets are used as reference values.  

In this way is possible to compare every single time slot of every single day under 

investigation with a reference value (in the specific case the mean) computed by using a 

significant sample of values related to the same time slot and to the same period of the year of 

the value investigated. 

In this work result achieved in the case of L’Aquila (April 6
th

, 2009, Mw=6.1) earthquake 

will be discussed. 
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According to the well-known Lithosphere Ionosphere Coupling (LAIC) mechanism, 

tectonic activity during the earthquake preparation period produces anomalies at the ground 

level which propagate upwards in the troposphere as Acoustic or Standing gravity waves. 

These Acoustic or Gravity waves affect the turbidity of the lower ionosphere, where sporadic 

Es-layers may appear too, and the turbidity of the F layer. Subsequently the produced 

disturbance starts to propagate in the ionosphere’s waveguide. Thus observing the frequency 

content of the ionospheric turbidity in a well extended area, in space and time, around an 

earthquake event we will observe a decrease of the higher limit of the turbidity frequency 

band, as a result of the higher damping rate of the higher frequencies, as we move away from 

the event site. In this article we review the repeated observational accordance to these 

theoretical explanation, on the occasion of strong earthquakes.  
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Ionospheric disturbances caused by diverse effects (in most cases, phenomena on the Sun 

and in the magnetosphere) have been studied for many decades. At the same time, the 

geographical position of the observation point is always taken into account, since the nature 

and characteristics of various physical processes in the ionospheric plasma depend on it. It is 

known that such effects from above show themselves in different ways at ionospheric heights, 

depending on the latitude and longitude of the observation site. For the same reason, the 

response in the ionosphere due to the effect from below (earthquake, eruption, tsunami, 

thunderstorm, etc.) is reasonably to consider taking in mind the location of the observation 

point and relative position of the observation point and the source of the disturbance. 

The low-latitude ionosphere (belt of ~ 30° width to the north and south relative to the 

magnetic equator) has a number of special features due to the specific geometry of the 

geomagnetic field. They have long been well known [Fejer, 1997]. There are a unique latitude 

distribution of the electron concentration in the F (NmF2) region and the midday "bite-out" in 

the daily variation of NmF2, called the equatorial ionospheric anomaly. At altitudes of 

90−110 km above the magnetic equator, in the daytime, the presence of an equatorial current 

jet of width ~ 5° is recorded. The horizontal (W-E) electric field of the electrojet and the 

geomagnetic field perpendicular to it (N-S) could cause the plasma to rise upward. This 

phenomenon is called a “fountain” effect. 

Relatively long ago, the main manifestations of strong earthquakes and processes of their 

preparation in the large-scale structure of the low-latitude ionosphere, which differed from 

those observed in the mid-latitude ionosphere, were also observed [Depueva and Rotanova, 

2001; Devi et al., 2012; Namgaladze et al., 2018]. Among them, one can note a 
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predominantly observed decrease (not an increase) of NmF2 on the eve of earthquakes; the 

dependence of the observed effects on the location of the epicenter relative to the magnetic 

equator and the observation point, etc. The listed features of the modification of the 

background ionosphere still require further study, additions and refinements. 

The question of the behavior of the inhomogeneous structure of the low-latitude 

ionosphere on the eve of earthquakes remains a little studied area until now. It is known that 

the morphological features of low-latitude inhomogeneities in the E and F regions of the 

ionosphere also differ significantly from those of the mid- and high-latitude ionosphere. For 

example, F-spread − the manifestation of small-scale inhomogeneities on the ionograms of 

vertical sounding − is a regular phenomenon observed in low latitudes at night. The rarest 

cases of diurnal equatorial F-spread or the absence of F-spread in night conditions can serve 

as evidence of an irregular effect from above or below, so their study is of interest. 

Molchanov et al. [2004] have shown that one of the causes of ionospheric irregularities 

generation may be processes preceding earthquakes. 

According to ground and satellite measurements, we analyzed cases of unusual behavior of 

F-spread in low latitudes and made assumptions about the possible causes of such anomalies. 

Among them, not only earthquakes, but also other impacts from above (for example, 

geomagnetic storms), and from below (for example, the passage of the atmospheric front) are 

presented.  
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Amongst a number of adopted parameters in Earthquake (EQ) studies using EM 

techniques, the ionization density, Total Electron Content (TEC), VLF /VHF propagation 

characters are though well adopted, the atmospheric waves as precursive indices are still a 

debated exercise because of the complex modes of their generation and propagation. However 

complex the problem be , it is important to understand the processes of growth of such waves 

in the atmosphere triggered by EQ induced activities , because they could redistribute their 

momentum and energy in the environment leading to significant modification in the 

propagating media and may thus provide insight in to the coupling dynamics’ between 

lithosphere to upper atmosphere. Under this background the work aims at to identify features 

of EQ time waves and then to examine their mode of propagation from troposphere to 

ionosphere and finally to explore their sources of origin. The paper started with presentation 

of sloping structures at the lower atmospheric heights detected prior to an EQ by Sound 

Detection and Ranging (Sodar) set up of Gauhati (26°10´N, 91°45’ E). These waves with 

periodicity of 20 min to 30 min appeared at the lower atmosphere when there was a sudden 

break down of night time inversion layer, a few hours prior to the EQ with epicentre near 

Gauhati. These structures identified as phase components of the waves also have a group 

feature with periodicity of about 1.5 hrs. Meteorological processes in the troposphere being 

strong sources leading to such phenomena which are in general associated with gravity waves, 

the relevant parameters like temperature, wind profiles & shears are analyzed in search of 

their identification. Finally the value of Froude number (Fr) is calculated by utilizing wind 

velocity and height at which temperature drops by half from its surface value. The calculated 

value of Fr >1, identifies an atmospheric status where gravity wave can sustain in the 

background environment. The paper then extended the analysis to upper atmosphere and 

examines the possible development of EQ triggered waves at this altitude through GPS Total 

Electron Content (TEC) data monitored at Gauhati. In this connection TEC and Scintillation 

(1.5GHz) profiles are analyzed along with path /azimuth positions of different satellites 

coming in to the Field Of View (FOV) of the trans receiving geometry, for a number of EQ 
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events with M.>5 . The analyses reveal that a few satellites (with specific PRN) appear 

beyond the normal FOV prior to an EQ and significantly azimuthal status of these satellites 

identifies the position of the epicentre. The TEC and scintillation magnitudes obtained from 

such specific satellites are observed to be relatively large and that the TEC/ Scintillation 

profiles are modulated by waves of periodicity about 1 to 2 hours embedded with small scale 

structures. These situations are shown to have association mainly with EQ modified 

tropospheric Radio Refractive Index (RRI) enhancing Effective Earth Radius by 18% to 20 % 

and that the undulations embedded in TEC profiles have origin at the troposphere. The 

propagation modes of the waves from lower to upper atmosphere and their parameterization 

are made on the basis of the lower atmospheric convective status, wind shear and its strength 

at the epicentre locations. The Lithospheric- Tropospheric-Ionospheric (LTI) coupling mode 

and topographic role in generations of such waves are brought in to the ambit of discussions. 
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The paper presents a few significant features imprinted on the ionosphere in an unique 

seismic environment when earthquakes ranging from 7.1 to 8.2 magnitudes occurred within 

two weeks period, over the Pacific zone. Amongst the events the important cases considered 

in this paper are earthquakes of the Chile (M=7.7 and M= 8.2), New Guinea (M=7.1) and 

Solomon Island (M=7.6) that occurred within April 1
st
 to April 13

th
, 2014 covering 20

0
 S to 6 

0
S and longitude zone 150 

0
E to 70 

0
W. The occurrence of cluster of earthquakes prior to the 

events is the specialty to the cases considered here. The main data sources for the study are 

Global Total Electron Content (TEC) and the parameters from GPS observations taken at 

Guwahati, at a location in the Appleton anomaly crest region, especially when this region falls 

within EQ preparatory processes. The analyses show strong development of anomalous 

density , (more than 50% from its average values) , from a month prior to the occurrence of 

the major earthquake series , covering the entire Pacific zone with intense density specially 

along the fault lines encompassing Chile ,Solomon island and New Guinea . The Earthquake 

time Equatorial Anomaly (EEA) is well developed even during night hours widening the 

anomalous high density TEC environment from -20 
0
N to 20 

0
N over the longitude zone from 

150 
0
E to 70 

0
W. 

The abnormal ionization density magnitudes further indicate periodic oscillations of 

around 4/5 days maintaining a loose association with the cluster of earthquake events. The 

paper presents utilization of such features as predictor parameters for occurrence of a major 

earthquake. Further, to identify the epicentre positions, the GPS TEC data from Gauhati (this 

region comes within the EQ preparatory processes) are utilized along with azimuthal status of 

anomalous appearance of satellites beyond the normal Field Of View (FOV) of a trans-

receiver pair. The electron content magnitudes as well as wave like undulating features of the 

TEC received from theses satellites are shown to have association mainly with EQ modified 
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tropospheric Radio Refractive Index (RRI) and that such waves have origin at the 

troposphere. The detailed variation of lower atmospheric structure constant LogCn
2
 from 1km 

- 15 km is then analysed for identifying prime parameters of the lower atmosphere associating 

with an impending EQ. Structure constant variables being controlled by potential temperature 

and humidity, a drop in Log Cn
2
 values by 13% to 14 % just prior to an earthquake indicates 

existence of a complex association between temperature and humidity in modifying 

tropospheric dynamics by seismic induced preparatory processes .  

Finally, considering all the observed features i.e., (i) enhancement in TEC over the 

extended belt from 150 
0
E to 70 

0
W encompassing the EQ day along with cluster events , (ii) 

development of EEA covering ± 20 
0 

N, (iii) anomalous appearance of satellites at the 

longitude zone of EQ epicentre and (ii) modification in RRI and Cn
2 

, the paper explains how 

such changes prior to an earthquake lead to the enhancements in effective earth radius factor 

and hence in the FOV of the trans receiving pair. Along with this explanation, radon emission 

during EQ time from the lithosphere is also taken as a source to the modifications in 

atmospheric variabilities as well as in its conductivity. The modulation of the atmospheric 

electric field through conductivity changes and thereby generating environment for growth of 

Appleton type drift process even during night sector is invoked in the discussion. 

Effectiveness of such processes are substantiated through analysis of TEC parameters during 

EQ of similar magnitudes but in seasons (i.e. in solstices) when in general anomaly process is 

inactive. Lithospheric - Tropospheric - Ionospheric (LTI) coupling dynamics is put forward 

towards the explanations of the observed perturbations. 
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Tsunami-generated ionospheric plasma disturbances can be detected by measurement of 

the total electron content (TEC) between a satellite and its ground-based receivers in Global 

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). TEC depression lasting for a few minutes to tens of 

minutes, i.e., tsunami ionospheric hole (TIH), is formed above the tsunami source area. 

According to Kamogawa et al. [Scientific reports, 2016], we showed the quantitative 

relationship between the maximum initial tsunami height and the TEC depression rate caused 

by the TIH. In addition, the largest TEC depressions appeared 10 to 20 minutes after the main 

shocks. This implies that the TIH measurement using the existing ground receiver networks 

could be used in an early warning system for near-field tsunamis. Applying our knowledge to 

space-based early warning system, we started developing the feasible warning system. As a 

real-time TEC data source, we used NICT Science Cloud service (sc-web.nict.go.jp) which 

provides real-time TEC data using 200 GPS receiver station data of GNSS Earth Observation 

Network System (GEONET), Japan. Once the large earthquake possibly accompanying 

tsunami is recognized through continuous monitoring earthquake early warning issued by the 

Japan Meteorological Agency, the derivation of 2-dimensional initial tsunami height 

distribution based on the NICT TEC data would be started. For estimating expected arrival 

tsunami height at the coast, we use the tsunami propagation Green’s function calculated in 

advance. In the tremendous event, similar to the 2011 M9.0 Tohoku earthquake, our final 

target warning would be issued tentatively 10 minutes and precisely 23 minute after the 

mainshock. Although prototype of our system was already development, we will introduce 

our current results of space-based tsunami early warning system in the presentation. 
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Statistical investigations using the in-situ VLF electric field data measured by DEMETER 

satellite have shown that a decrease of the VLF electromagnetic (EM) wave intensity around 

1.7 kHz corresponding to the cut-off frequency of the Earth's-Ionosphere guide occurred 

within four hours before an earthquake with magnitude of more than 4.8 [Nemec et al, GRL, 

2008]. This infers that the intensity decrease might be caused by the D-region height decrease 

in the ionosphere. To understand this phenomenon we analyzed whistler waves observed by 

DEMETER waveform electric field data in comparison with lightning energy data obtained 

by the world wide lightning location network (WWLLN). The whistler waves which travel 

through the ionosphere up to the satellite become good tracers for low altitude (in particular, 

D region) ionospheric disturbances which modifies absorption rate of the propagating EM 

waves. The whistler wave and parent-lightning concurrent measurements before the south 

Sumatra earthquake on March 2010. The event study showed that the whistler wave 

absorption up to a few dB a few hours prior to the earthquake was caused by a D-region 

electron density enhancement of about 20-30%. 
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The intensity decrease of VLF electromagnetic waves observed by DEMETER satellite 

within 4 hours before 4.8 mainshock of global earthquakes (EQs) within 550 km epicentral 

distance (537 earthquakes in total) was statistically found by Němec et al. [2008; 2009] and 

Píša et al. [2013]. Our replicated analysis also showed that the electric field intensity of not 

only 1.7 kHz and but also the higher frequency decreased within 4 hours before M≥ 4.8 

mainshocks, using the complete data set of the DEMETER, i.e., 6.5-year.data. To the 

contrary, the similar intensity decrease followed by the mainshock was also recognized. As 

the intensity decrease was also observed near the epicenter and in the large mainshock, this 

means that the causation between the intensity decrease and the EQ occurrence was found. In 

addition, the intensity decrease was caused by the D-region ionospheric disturbance, 

according to our other analysis. Thus, the precursor of D-region ionospheric electron density 

enhancement was statistically found. From our analysis, one can expect that an in-situ 

monitoring of VLF electromagnetic waves on the satellite will provide the EQ prediction. 
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The Ionospheric anomaly is one of the most promising precursory phenomena for large 

earthquakes. Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere Coupling (LAIC) model has been proposed 

to explain these phenomena. To examine the possibility of the chemical channel of LAIC 

model through the monitoring of atmospheric electricity parameters, we have installed sensors 

for the atmospheric electric field (AEF), atmospheric ion concentration (AIC), radon 

concentration, radon exhalation quantity (REQ), and weather elements.  

On May 17, 2018, an M5.3 earthquake with depth 50 km occurred at 7 km distance from 

the Asahi station. And, from around June 3, a slow slip event is started at the boundary of 

Philippine Sea plate and the North America Plate off the Boso Peninsula, where locates 40 km 

distance from Kiyosumi station. On June 12, an M4.9 earthquake with 15 km distance from 

Kiyosumi station. We observed that the ground Rn content increased and the atmospheric 

electric field decreased with these crustal phenomena. This is the observational fact of the 

chemical channel of LAIC.  

To identify signals related to crustal activities such as earthquake and the slow slip event, 

changes caused by non-tectonic activities should be removed. In this aim, we performed 

Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) to the observed time series of the radon content and 

climatic parameters and investigated the correlation. Then we can discriminate radon 

variation influenced by climatic effects and estimate the Rn flux from the crust. Detailed 

results will be reported in our presentation. 
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An overview of the studies of investigations of a possible impact of solar flares and 

geomagnetic storms on deformation processes in the Earth crust is presented. The problem of 

an influence of solar activity on the terrestrial processes has been considered for almost a 

century, its founder is A.L. Chizhevskiy, who in the 30-50th years of the last century pointed 

to the presence of synchronous variations of various processes in the different regions of the 

globe and connected these phenomena with an influence of variations of solar activity [1]. To-

date quite a large number of studies have been performed to find  

A review of the work on the effect of solar flares and geomagnetic storms on deformation 

processes in the earth's crust is presented. The problem of the effect of solar activity on 

terrestrial processes has been considered for almost a century, its founder is AL. Chizhevsky, 

who in the 30-50 years of the last century pointed to the presence of synchronous variations of 

various processes in different regions of the globe and related it to the influence of variations 

in solar activity [1]. To date, quite a large number of studies have been performed to find the 

correlation between the Earth's seismicity and solar processes.  

Results of these statistical studies are contradictory, some researchers found a direct 

correlation between the energy of earthquakes or their quantity and Wolf numbers [2-4], and 

others - anti-correlation, e.g. [5-6]. According to the studies of A.D. Sytinsky [2] there is a 

definite dependence of seismicity on the 11-year cycle of solar activity, which was verified by 

the experimental prediction of the general seismicity of the Earth and its specific regions. This 

author predicted the maximum manifestations of seismicity in 1963-1964, 1968-1969, 1974-

1976, 1985, 1990, 1992, and 1995. He considered a distribution of the average annual total 

energy of earthquakes Ek and the annual numbers Nk of earthquakes of various magnitudes 

during 11-year cycle of solar activity for 1902-1977 period. The author noted a clear 

dependence of the Earth seismic activity on the phases of 11-year cycle of solar activity. High 

seismicity level is observed in the 1st, 3rd, and 6th year (with a probability of 0.99) after the 

maximum of solar activity. Nevertheless, there are opposite statements as well: 11-year cycles 
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of seismic activity have a significant negative correlation with cycles of solar activity and 

geomagnetic disturbances [5-6]. 

In addition, there is some skepticism in assessing the existence of such solar-terrestrial 

relations resulted in statistically significant seismicity variations, e.g. [7]. Nevertheless, 

practically all the mentioned conclusions (both optimistic and pessimistic) are based only on 

correlation analysis. Even when such analysis yields statistically significant results, the 

authors only assume that there is a possible triggering mechanism in the case of positive 

correlation, without attempts of understanding the physics of the possible relations, or provide 

the most general considerations [8]. For example, it was noted that earthquakes occur more 

often when the solar activity level drastically changes. During a solar flare radiation increases 

many times, which interacts with the Earth magnetosphere of the Earth resulted in its 

disturbance and occurrence of magnetic storm. The magnetic storms, in turn, may influence to 

the rotation speed of the Earth, intensity of telluric currents in the lithosphere that result in 

increase of stresses in the Earth crust [9]. Some researches, e.g. [10], connect the variations of 

seismic activity after solar flares with an increase of a number of cyclones that can act as a 

trigger due to sharp variations in atmospheric pressure during passage of their fronts over the 

earthquake source. Nevertheless, the estimations demonstrate that such variations are 

substantially lower than the level of stress variations due to lunar-solar tides whose influence 

on seismicity is still under discussion [11]. 

In the recent years a few papers were published where a hypothesis of triggering impact of 

geomagnetic field variations (sudden commencement storms) [12-15], as well as diurnal Sq-

variations [16] was proposed. Particularly, results of statistical analysis obtained for different 

regions (Northern America, Central Europe, China, Japan) demonstrated an evident 

correlation between geomagnetic field variations and a number of earthquakes both for 

average diurnal cycle and for a long period of about 150 years. A hypothesis was proposed on 

a generation of additional stresses in the Earth crust due to the magnetic field variation [16].  

At present a principal possibility of electromagnetic triggering of seismic events was 

verified [17] based on results of interdisciplinary research of an influence of powerful 

electromagnetic pulses on deformation processes in the Earth crust by the methods of 

statistical analysis, physical laboratory and numerical simulations, as well as field monitoring 

of the upper crust response to DC current injection into lithosphere including geoacoustic 

measurements in the wells, carried out during the last 20 years in the Institute of Physics of 

the Earth, Joint Institute of High Temperatures, Institute of Dynamics of Geospheres, Institute 

of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere, and Radio Wave Propagation, Research Station of 
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Russian Academy of Sciences and supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research. New 

basic knowledge was obtained on the mechanisms of interactions of electromagnetic field and 

vibrations with rocks under subcritical stress state and on an influence of artificial 

electromagnetic fields in combination with natural impacts on the deformation processes in 

the Earth crust [17]. Along with this, it was shown [18] that solar flares can cause variations 

in the density of telluric currents in seismogenic faults comparable to current densities 

generated in the Earth crust by artificial pulse power sources used for active electromagnetic 

monitoring (MHD generators and electrical pulsed systems like ERGU-600). Consequently, 

the triggering of seismic events is possible not only by artificial sources of electric current, 

but also by ionospheric disturbances, such as powerful geomagnetic storms generated by solar 

flares. At present, various hypotheses have been proposed on generation of additional 

mechanical forces and stresses in the Earth crust [15, 19], on excitation of vibrations [20], and 

on electric stimulation of fluid migration into the fault zone [21] by external electric impacts. 

It should be noted that these hypotheses have only a phenomenological character without a 

detailed theoretical justification and experimental verification. New fundamental knowledge 

is needed on the mechanisms of interaction of the electromagnetic field and vibrations with 

rocks in the stress-strain state and on the influence of artificial physical fields in combination 

with natural geophysical fields on deformation processes in the Earth crust.  
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The analysis reported in this paper is based on data obtained from very low/low frequency 

(VLF/LF) receivers deployed in Europe. VLF/LF signals from navigational or time service 

transmitters propagate inside the earth-ionosphere waveguide and they are reflected by the D 

region of ionosphere. Therefore, the received signals can provide valuable information about 

plasma perturbations near the upper atmosphere-lower ionosphere boundary.  

 

Fig. 1. The scheme of the wave paths under analysis during the Vrancea earthquake (left) and Italian 

earthquakes (right). The position of the UltraMSK receivers in Moscow (MOS) and Graz (GRZ) and 

Elettronika S.R.L. receiver in Cyprus together with several transmitters in Europe is shown. Signals 

from the ICV (20.27 kHz) and ITS (45.9 kHz) transmitters are analyzed in the work. Solid brown 

circles show the epicenters of earthquake on 22 November 2014 with M=5.5 (left) and two 

earthquakes on 26 and 30 October 2016 (right) with M=6.1 and 6.6 correspondingly (USGS/NEIC). 

The areas where the precursors of earthquake can be observed (according to Dobrovolsky) are shown 

by hollow blue circles. 

Investigation of the VLF/LF signals associated with earthquakes in Europe has begun in 

the University of Bari (Italy) in 2002 (Biagi et al., 2004; 2007; 2008; Rozhnoi et al., 2009).  
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In this work we present the results of VLF/LF analysis in connection with the earthquake in 

Vrancea area on 22 November 2014 (M=5.5) and with the two earthquakes in the Central 

Italy on October 26 (M=6.1) and 30 (M=6.6) 2016.  

The analysis of the earthquake in Vrancea zone is based on the data recorded by UltraMSK 

(http://ultramsk.com/) receiver in Moscow (Russia). For the analysis of Italian earthquakes 

were used measurements of UltraMSK receiver in Graz (Austria) and Elettronika S.R.L. 

receiver (Biagi et al., 2011) in Cyprus. Their positions as well as the positions of ICV (20.27 

kHz) and ITS (45.9 kHz) transmitters are shown in Figure 1.  

Vrancea earthquake on November 22  

Vrancea zone is one of the most active seismic areas in Europe. The earthquake with 

M=5.5 (depth=39 km) (USGS/NEIC) occurred at 19:14 UT on 22 November 2014 in this 

area. Only the ITS transmitter signal recorded at the Moscow station crosses the earthquake 

preparation zone. (see Fig. 1). The area where possible precursors can be found is shown by 

hollow blue circle (Dobrovolsky et al., 1979). Results of the analysis are shown in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. The measurements of the ITS transmitter signal at the Moscow station during November 2014 

(bottom panel). The averaged for nighttime residual signals of amplitude is shown. An arrow indicates 

the day of earthquake. Dotted line is level of two standard deviations. The filled areas highlight 

anomalous signal observed in Moscow. The top panel shows Dst index of magnetic activity. 

Negative amplitude anomalies have been observed during 3 days before the earthquake and 

two days after it in the LF (45.9 kHz) signal which passed above the seismic area. No 

perturbations have been found for the same signal in other paths during this period. The 
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magnetic activity was very low (Dst~0), so that the observed anomalies cannot be attributed 

to the geomagnetic environment. Not very strong proton was observed on 2-3 November and 

rather weak relativistic electron flux was registered on 15-16 November (EPS/GOES 

measurements). We have to note that strong cyclones propagated through Europe during the 

first ten days or so of November. Mediterranean Hurricane Qendresa was such strong as a 

tropical cyclone. Such strong cyclone activity in Europe can explain some decrease in the ITS 

signal around November 10.  

Earthquakes in the Central Italy on 26 and 30 October  

Two strong earthquakes occurred in October 2016 in the Central Italy (NEIC/USGS). The 

first earthquake took place on 26 October with M=6.1 (depth=10 km), the second one was 

registered 3 days later, on October 30 with M=6.6 (depth =8 km) at the same place (see Fig. 

1). Three paths crossed the earthquakes preparation zone: ICV–GRZ, ICV-Cyprus and ICV-

MOS. Unfortunately, the receiver in Moscow did not work during the period 22-29 October 

due to technical problem. The analysis of the amplitude of VLF signal in paths ICV-GRZ and 

ICV-Cyprus revealed negative anomalies in the signal during 3-5 days before the first 

earthquake (Figure 3).  

Fig. 3. Amplitude anomalies observed in the ICV-Cyprus and ICV-GRZ paths before the earthquakes 

in the Central Italy in October 2016. The details of representation are the same as in Fig. 2.  

These anomalies can be also connected with the second earthquake. The period between 

two earthquakes was very short, so it is difficult to attribute the anomalies to certain 

earthquake. We can only say that disturbances in the VLF signal began several days before 

strong seismic activity in region under investigation. It should be mentioned that the 
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geomagnetic situation was quiet during the second part of October and no strong enough 

cosmic particle fluxes were observed during the period of analysis.  

The recent development of the VLF/LF systems all over the world can provide useful 

information on the properties and position of the perturbation region in connection with 

seismic activity. The use of a network of observation makes it possible to separate the local 

VLF/LF perturbations connected with earthquakes from large-scale or global anomalies 

related to atmospheric circulation and space weather conditions. By utilising multi-station 

observations it is possible to determine the area of an impending earthquake.  
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The first clear pre-seismic ionospheric anomalies shortly before the 2016 (Southern) 

Taiwan intraplate earthquake with M 6.4 was detected after the careful investigation on the 

TEC data obtained from the GNSS stations in Taiwan by using our recently developed 

correlation analysis [1]. This result is important because our finding is the first pre-seismic 

TEC ionospheric anomalies shortly before M6 class earthquake while all the published results 

on similar kinds of pre-seismic ionospheric anomalies are so far restricted for targeting the 

earthquakes with M≥7 and our finding cannot be explained by recently proposed 

phenomenology that most TEC ionospheric anomalies are detected for large interpolate 

earthquakes with M≥8 [2]. Thus, our analysis and findings on the GNSS data strongly suggest 

a NEW physical model of pre-seismic process towards intraplate earthquakes together with 

our previous finding on pre-seismic ionospheric anomalies of 2016 Kumamoto earthquake 

distinguishing them with MSTID [3], which enables us to explore a NEW physical 

phenomenology of pre-seismic anomalies based on GNSS data analysis with potential 

applications to many other M6 class intraplate earthquakes such as those in Italy in 2016, 

2012, 2009, 2002, 1997 and so on.  
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Rainfall and subsurface flow are crucial factors to cause landslides. Both hydrostatic effect 

and hydrodynamic effect could produce observable self-potential (SP) signals. Therefore, SP 

data could provide useful information of water flow. 

In this work, we designed an SP monitoring system on Huangnibazi landslide, which is 

located in southwestern China. As far as we knew, the 2017 M7.0 Jiuzhaigou earthquake and 

the continuous rainfall jointly triggered the landslide. GPS data showed that the sliding body 

was a kind of creeping deformation. On this stage, precipitation infiltration and groundwater 

flow mainly contributed to the instability of sliding body. To further understand the possible 

relationship between the dynamic ground water flow and the landslide, we set two orthogonal 

profiles on the slope for continuous SP measurement. The SP signals were measured using 48 

non-polarizable electrodes, which were connected to a digital multichannel acquisition 

system. We’ll report the main characteristics of the SP signals after the spatio-temporal 

analysis of the SP data. We’ll also investigate the possible relationship between water flow 

and landslide using the technique combining the electric charge (dipole) occurrence 

probability tomography and the continuous complex wavelet transformation imaging. 
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The Consoli Palace (Figure 1) is located in the heart of the medieval historical center of the 

city of Gubbio, Italy, in one of the most seismic active zones of Italy. This monument is one 

of the most iconic monumental buildings of Central Italy as well as the most representative 

monument of Gubbio. Designed by Angelo da Orvieto and Matteo Gattapone, the Consoli 

Palace was built in gothic style between 1332 and 1349. During the middle ages, the Palace 

hosted the Consuls, who were elected to control both legislative and executive branches of the 

government of the City. Since 1909 it has hosted the Civic Museum, with a rich collection of 

art masterpieces, dating back from the local ancient Umbrian time up to the XX Century. 

Among the treasures that are safeguarded in the Museum, the Iguvine Tablets are especially 

worth mentioning. The Palace has a rectangular plan of about 40x20 min dimension, an 

elevation of more than 60 m (from the street level up to the top of the bell-tower) and is 

characterized by an articulated internal distribution of volumes. In terms of constituents 

materials, the Palace is mainly made of calcareous stone masonry. Given the slope of the 

mountain on which it is erected, the Palace foundations sit above two terraces corresponding 

to the building's lower floors: those of the projecting southward (the “Loggia”) are placed 

approximately 10 m below those of the top. 

 

Fig. 1 Aerial view of Consoli Palace (building on the left side), Piazza Grande and Gubbio 

Municipality (building on the right side) 
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The Consoli Palace shows evidence of significant structural damages in the form of 

existing cracks. Some of those cracks are the result of the physiological process of the 

masonry when subjected to the self-weight, while other cracks are likely to be associated to 

past and recent earthquakes. In this respect, it should be recalled that several seismic events 

occurred in Gubbio during the centuries, whereby the Mw5.6 Umbria earthquake occurred on 

April 29th 1984, with epicenter location between Gubbio and Valfabbrica, is worth to be 

mentioned. Figure 2 shows the crack scenarios obtained on the East and North façades after a 

detailed damage survey. 

 

Fig. 2 Crack pattern observed on the East and North façades of the Consoli Palace. 

The presence of these cracks together with the occurring material degradation 

phenomenon motivated the choice of the Consoli Palace as one of the test site of the 

HERACLES project and several sensing technologies are currently deployed to investigate 

and monitor its structural healthiness. Specifically, satellite, aerial, ground based and 

laboratory technologies are exploited to perform a multiscale characterization (from wide-area 

observations to local and point analysis) accounting for the several aspects occurring to define 

the conservation status of CH assets and the risk factors affecting them, like structural 

assessment, material degradation, meteorological events and climatic/anthropic conditions. 

The present work deals with the on-site technologies devoted to perform structural assessment 

and reports the surveys performed to characterize and monitor the crack affecting the wall of 

the cross-hall leading to the Loggia. 

In order to assess the health condition of the palace, a mixed static and dynamic 

monitoring system has been installed and activated since July 2017. In particular, the system 

consists of 2 two Linear Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDTs), fixed across the two 

main cracks of the structure (1 data every 10 minutes), and of three accelerometers placed on 
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the roof level which continuously acquired the structural vibrations (sample rate of 100 Hz) to 

extract and check the natural frequencies of the construction [1]. Figure 3 indicated the 

position of the LVDT fixed on the crack near the Loggia and the time history of the relative 

displacement measured during all the monitoring period. The graph highlights the seasonal 

fluctuation of the opening/closing of the crack directly related with the local temperature data. 

More in detail, it has been observed an opening process of the crack with a decreasing of the 

temperature. This observation is justified by the material contraction correlated to the low 

level of temperature, which causes the opening of the crack. Nevertheless, it can be observed 

that the fluctuation amplitude is smaller than 1 mm, making evidence of no criticalities.  

 

Fig. 3. Images of the LVDT1 installed across the crack and time history of the crack amplitude 

measured during the monitoring period. 

This crack has been, also investigated by means of two GPR measurement surveys 

performed in July 2017 and May 2018 [2].The GPR surveys were performed by using the IDS 

K2-RIS system equipped with a 2 GHz shielded antenna on an area that is about 1 m
2
 wide. 

Specifically, the data were collected along 25 parallel traces, which were 5 cm spaced and 

about 90 cm long, and were processed by means of a microwave tomography based approach 

[2], in order to obtain focused images. This has allowed us to gather information on the 

geometrical features about the crack and voids occurring into the surveyed area as well as on 

the wall texture.  

The results of the GPR survey carried out the 12
th

 July 2017, i.e. the tomographic images 

referred to increasing constant depth from the air-wall interface are shown in Figure 3. 

Specifically, this figure shows some slices of the tomographic reconstruction referred to 

increasing depth from the air-wall interface, z = 0 cm, to the inner part of the wall until z = 70 

cm, with synthetic comments explaining what they represent. 

The same slices but referred to the GPR survey carried out the 8
th

 May 2018 are very 
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similar, practically they are the same for the two surveys. This result corroborates that, during 

the period between the two surveys, there was not a significant evolution of the crack and this 

hints that the crack is not related to a quickly evolving structural hazard, as also highlighted 

by the experimental data derived by the monitoring system. 

 

Fig 4 Image of the cracks and voids occurring on the wall of the cross-hall leading to the Loggia 

(upper left corner) and slices of the tomographic reconstruction for increasing constant depth from the 

air-wall interface, z = 0 m, to the inner of the wall until z = 0.70 m. 
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Ill posedness and inherent lacking of uniqueness affect inversion of gravity and magnetic 

data. In general, a priori information is needed to deal with non-uniqueness. However, 

significant and unambiguous information may be extracted from the measured data, including 

the total excess mass, source geometry, boundaries or lineaments, the scaling exponent of the 

depth weighting function, the maximum allowed depth for the sources, the fault dip. 

Conversely, gravity and magnetic data may solve the ambiguity or the poor information 

yielded by other geophysical data, such as seismic ones, as it was shown for the Campanian 

Plain and the Gaeta Gulf. Two possible models are proposed within the lower/intermediate 

crust offshore the Campanian Plain, implying large amounts of melts and cumulates besides 

country rocks and a layered distribution of density or a fractal density distribution, based on 

the scaling exponent estimated from the gravity data. 
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Self-potential (SP), ground deformation (GD) and infrared (IR) monitoring play extremely 

important roles in volcano hazard assessment since they can provide valuable constraints on 

the depth, pressure, shape and temporal changes of both sub-surface deformation sources and 

surface flow patterns of hydrothermal and magmatic fluids and eruptions. However, GD in 

volcanic regions has usually been interpreted to result only from magma emplacement 

whereas recent observations of relatively rapid GD fluctuations suggest pressure transients 

from fluid/gas phase changes and/or hydrothermal poroelastic deformation may also 

contribute. Unfortunately, GD measurements that are unequivocally induced by multi-phase 

pressure transients with no magma involvement are rare and this has limited our ability to 

understand one of the major contributors to volcanic unrest. Geysers are intermittently 

erupting hot springs that occur when gas-rich high-temperature fluids flash to steam as a 

result of changing fluid/pressure/temperature conditions. These are excellent analogues to 

volcanoes because both systems are characterized by cyclic phenomena triggered by phase 

changes and fluid flow can be inferred from SP measurements. In 2009 and 2010, we 

documented deformation and flow in the absence of magma emplacement with measurements 

of SP, ground tilt (GT), IR and other parameters at “Old Faithful” and “Jones Fountain of 

Life” geysers in northern California and “Lone Star” geyser in Yellowstone National Park. 

Taking “Old Faithful” geyser as an example, the GT, SP and water outflow cycles are 

observed to be quasi-sinusoidal with a 4-5 minute periodicity. All are in phase except the 

surface eruptions. Surface eruptions occur during initial deflation about a minute after peak 

ground uplift and SP. The eruptions continue for about a minute with an associated small 

deflation/inflation pulse corresponding to the first clearing followed by recharge of the 

conduit. Larger-scale deformation monitoring indicates the existence of several interacting 

fluid pressure sources. These observations suggest that subsurface pressure transients 

associated with phase changes in porous and fractured media occur at relatively shallow 
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depths (<60m) with complex and time-variable geometry and are easily detectable with 

modern deformation techniques. These results are similar to observations from volcanic 

regions such as on Taal Volcano in the Philippines where, in 2010, a seismovolcanic crisis 

was preceded and accompanied by unusual changes in electric field, ground tilting, magnetic 

field and uplift. Thus, deformation, seismic monitoring, SP, gas, fluid flow and other 

continuous geophysical data may provide an effective means for identifying and separating 

magnetic intrusion and subsurface hydrothermal effects. 
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The Hellenic Subduction Zone is the (HSZ) seismically most active region in western 

Eurasia due to subduction of the oceanic African lithosphere beneath the Eurasian plate. It 

exhibits complex seismotectonics and geodynamics. Long-term seismoelectromagnetic 

research appears to be a promising approach to study the physics of earthquakes during their 

preparation stage. In this framework, a number of onshore continuous magnetotelluric (MT) 

stations have been deployed across HSZ to investigate the geoelectric structure versus depth 

and possible apparent resistivity variations as well as electric and/or magnetic field transient 

anomalies that could be associated with seismic activity, and thus to gain insight to the 

criticalities of the mechanisms that precede and eventuate to fracture. These stations operated 

in sites selected to be of low man-made noise, and featuring optimized light-weight and 

small-size but robust telemetry and extended autonomy.  

In this work a preliminary study the structure of recorded electric (telluric) time-series 

along the HSZ using multifractal analysis is presented. Such series are typically characterized 

by fluctuating behavior, such that multifractal analysis can enlighten the structure of the 

series, the local clustering effects and the heterogeneous degree of clustering, as well as the 

range of correlations. We perform multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA) to 

the series to estimate the root mean-square fluctuations and the qth order fluctuation function 

Fq(n). If the series are long-range power-law correlated, Fq(n) will increase as a power-law 

with exponent h(q), Fq(n)~n
h(q)

 (e.g., Michas et al, 2015). For multifractal series, the exponent 

h(q) will depend on the various values of q. Another way to characterize multifractal series is 

the singularity spectrum f(a), where a is the singularity strength or Hölder exponent. The 

singularity spectrum f(a) indicates the fractal dimensions of the subsets that have the same 

singularity strength a and gives information about the relative importance of each fractal 

dimension. In monofractal series the singularity strength is similar in the entire range of the 

set so that the singularity spectrum collapses into a single point. MF-DFA analysis reveals a 

range of fractal dimensions and multifractality in telluric time series along the HSZ. 
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Liquefaction of soils is one of the most dangerous secondary effects of an earthquake. It 

deals with a drastic reduction of effective stresses and loose of bearing capacity in sandy, 

poorly consolidated, saturated soils. The set-up of excess pore pressure due to its rapidity 

(order of seconds) does not permit at the soil to dissipate these excess pressures, which 

accumulate inside the solid skeleton until the critical point of liquefaction is reached. At this 

point, the saturated sandy system acts as a pressurized non-Newtonian fluid, which loses its 

shear strength and causes the fracturing of neighbor units, giving the typical liquefaction 

phenomena at the ground surface: sand boils, linear fractures, punctual uplift of sand, 

deformations and significant settlements. 

The liquefaction susceptibility is nowadays assessed by the so-called Simplified 

Approaches. These methods belong to the work of Seed and Idriss (1971) [1] and were more 

refined during the years by Robertson and Wride (1997) [2], Youd and Idriss (2001) [3] and 

Boulanger and Idriss (2014) [4]. They are based on in-situ geotechnical tests (Cone 

Penetration Test and Standard Penetration Test), evaluating a factor of safety (FS) given by 

the ratio between the Cyclic Resistance Ratio (CRR) and Cyclic Stress Ratio (CSR). The CSR 

is the load induced by a hypothetical earthquake, mainly depending on the local seismic 

hazard at site, and the CRR is the soil resistance, which depends on the soil materials and 

their physico-mechanical properties. 

On the other hand, liquefaction susceptibility is not well discussed from the point of view 

of geophysical parameters. The most important works on the subject are those of Hunter 

(2003) [5] and Ishihara and Tsukamoto (2004) [6] which stress the importance of measuring P 

and S waves in order to characterize soils prone to liquefaction. By following these studies, de 

Franco et al. (submitted 2018) [7], suggests a first approach to attain the geophysical 
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susceptibility to liquefaction. They demonstrate that it is possible to identify soils prone to 

liquefaction by measuring their seismic velocities (vp and vs): the first one acts as a proxy of 

the degree of water saturation and the second one as a proxy of the geotechnical soil class.  

In literature, using geophysical as a tool for identifying the liquefied zones after 

earthquakes [8,9] or the so-called Blast Tests, is presented with the aim to quantify the 

phenomenon [10].  

The hypothesis, which we want to test in this work, is the following: during the 

generation of the excess pore pressures, grains of sand “vibrate” and they tend to separate 

from each other at each cycle of the seismic input. If so, we should observe be two important 

variations in at least two geophysical parameters, without producing sensitive settlements or 

displacements: electrical resistivity and vs velocity. 

In order to validate this issue, a simple laboratory experiment has been set-up (Fig.1) to 

study if there were measurable resistivity variations during a dynamic loading of a saturated 

sandy soil. 

 

Fig. 1 The laboratory experiment 

A 70x45x40 cm box is filled with fine sand (Fig. 1 right panel). The sandbox is equipped 

with four tubes at each angle to saturate the system gradually from the bottom. A monitoring 

well is installed externally to the tank to control the water level and its oscillations. The 

sandbox is positioned above a wood plate where a sledgehammer pendulum of 6 kg is used to 

hit the system generating the seismic input (Fig. 1 left panel). The peak acceleration generated 

by the impact is approximatively of 0.01 m/s
2
. On the surface of the sand, 24 inox steel 

electrodes are connected to Syscal Pro georesistivimeter for ERT measurement. Resistivity 

data were acquired for all the experimental steps with a Schlumberger configuration of 121 
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quadrupoles measured every 2 min and 10 s. The experiment was divided in four main steps: 

1. Saturation step: every ERT 1l of water was poured in the model. This step ends when 

the water table reaches a depth of approximatively 6 cm below ground surface; 

2. Stationary step: ERT time-lapse measurements for back-ground analysis; 

3. Dynamic step: the pendulum hits 7 times the system at the beginning of each ERT 

(once every 2 min and 10 sec). During this step, the water level increase was 

monitored through the external pipe. 

4. Post-dynamic step: ERT time-lapse measurements of the post-dynamic pressure 

dissipation. 

 

Fig. 2 ERT time-lapse measurements from step 2 to step 4. Left panels: ρapp resistivity variations for 

the two nodes highlighted with black circles in the right panels. Right panels: ρapp variations at tID17 

(upper) and tID31 (lower) across the sandbox, normalized with respect to tID5. 

The most important result obtained was reached in the Dynamic step (Fig.2). The initial 

water level was at a 5.7 cm depth. The starting apparent resistivity pseudo section (tID5) 

evidences a slight lateral variation below 10 cm depth of about 10%, while the rest of the 

section is quite homogeneous (<5%). The first hammer hit was at measurement time tID15. 

After this time, perturbations of apparent resistivity (ρapp) were observed up to the seventh 

hammer hits (tID21). The produced variation of ρapp reached 50% and it was mainly located in 

the upper part of the sandbox. In general, pseudo sections variations were not homogeneous. 

These might be due to the changes in the solid skeleton occurred after the first hit. A 

preliminary interpretation of the presented data could be the following: the left part of the 
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model exhibit excess pore pressure (negative variations), which permitted the water to flow 

upwards while the right part exhibits consolidation phenomena (positive variations). This 

interpretation could be confirmed by the increase in the average level of the water table in the 

external well, with a rate of 0.25 cm/hit. 

These preliminary results indicate that ERT could be a suitable technique to monitor the 

liquefaction process.  
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A recent study of climatological physical variables, i.e. skin temperature, water vapor and 

ozone, preceding several Central Italy Earthquakes, has shown a significant statistical 

correlation with earthquakes (Piscini et al., PAGeoph 2017).  

In that paper, the CAPRI (Climatological Analysis for seismic PRecursor Identification) 

algorithm was introduced and it proposed a robust procedure to analyze climatological data in 

order to better identify the potential climatological precursors of strong earthquakes according 

to Lithosphere Atmosphere Ionosphere Coupling (LAIC) model (Pulinets and Ouzounov, 

2011). 

The present work involves some land/atmospheric parameters collected from 

meteo/climate big data archive starting from a date preceding the geohazards, e.g. earthquakes 

and volcanic eruptions, by some months, compared with its historical time series.  

The simultaneous analysis of the different climatological parameters related to the world 

geohazards showed the presence of contemporary anomalies in all of them, thus reinforcing 

the idea of considering such behavior as an effective tool for an integrated system of future 

event prediction. 
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Strong observational indications support the hypothesis that many large earthquakes are 

preceded by accelerating seismic release rates which described by a power law time to failure 

relation. In the present work, a unified theoretical framework is discussed based on the ideas 

of non-extensive statistical physics along with fundamental principles of physics such as the 

energy conservation in a faulted crustal volume undergoing stress loading. We derive the 

time-to-failure power-law of cumulative energy released in a fault system that obeys a 

hierarchical distribution law extracted from Tsallis entropy. Considering the analytic 

conditions near the time of failure, we derive from first principles the time-to-failure power-

law and show that a common critical exponent m(q) exists, which is a function of the non-

extensive entropic parameter q. We conclude that the cumulative precursory parameters are 

function of the energy supplied to the system and the size of the precursory volume. In 

addition the q-exponential distribution which describes the fault system is a crucial factor on 

the appearance of power-law acceleration in the seismicity. Our results based on Tsallis 

entropy and the energy conservation gives a new view on the empirical laws derived. 
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An overview of the state-of-the art of pioneering research carried out in Russia on the 

electric/electromagnetic triggering of weak seismicity is presented. The overview covers 

various researches carried out in the field of artificial partial release of tectonic stresses by 

local electric processing of the Earth crust for earthquake hazard mitigation. 

The field experiments on DC electric pulses injection were started more than forty years 

ago at Garm geophysical test site (Tajikistan, Pamir mountains) [18, 19] and were continued 

at the test site near Bishkek city, Kirgizia (Northern Tien Shan) in 1978 with application of 

pulsed magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) power systems [20, 23], and later of ERGU-600 

pulsed electric system (PES) powered from industrial electric line [17]. The PESs provided 

DC current of 600-2500 A in emitting dipole grounded into the earth crust with a distance 

between electrodes of about 4 km. The prime goal of the field experiments was deep 

electromagnetic (EM) sounding of the Earth crust for monitoring of EM precursors of strong 

earthquakes. 

Nevertheless, after a few years of operation of MHD power systems it was found that 

electric pulses resulted in spatiotemporal re-distribution of local seismicity (increasing the 

number of weak earthquakes after DC pulse injection) [1, 16, 18-20, 23]. During forty years 

of the filed experiments there is clear deficit of strong earthquakes in the region under study 

(100 x 100 km). The results of monitoring of seismic activity by KNET seismic stations were 

supported by measurement of acoustic emission in the wells [13, 26], which sharply rose 

during the sessions of DC current injections. 

The field results were verified under laboratory conditions with application of various 

press equipment [2-6] and spring-block sliders [7-11, 15] simulated behavior of the fault 

during its electric processing. Some theoretical attempts were taken to explain the 
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electric/electromagnetic triggering phenomena, which consider not only interaction of 

electric/EM-fields with stressed rocks [6, 24, 25, 27], but fluid migration under electric action 

[14] which may result in triggering of weak earthquakes. 

Today it is clearly shown that the electric processing of the Earth crust may be used for 

development of advanced technology of prevention or mitigation of catastrophic earthquakes. 

The future research is discussed directed to application of electric processing of the 

seismogenic fault for transformation of "stick-slip" seismic mode to the mode of slow-slip 

events or creep. 
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Many researches considering the origin of the earthquake precursors propose different 

physical mechanisms giving them the names of main physical process (or agent) involved in 

the precursor generation: chemical mechanism, electromagnetic mechanism, radon 

mechanism, AGW mechanism etc. Our conception is based on paradigm that they are not the 

separate mechanisms, but are the parts of the common process of inter-geospheres interaction 

activated at the last stage of earthquake preparation cycle. All these mechanisms work 

together demonstrating synergy and synchronization in space and time. 

The problem of trigger is a matter of special concern. For the first time we include in our 

approach the trigger concept and provide some attempts to formulate the relationship between 

the triggers and precursors. We introduce also the notion of earthquake retarders which may to 

delay the moment of seismic shock or abolish it at all. 

We should consider also the effects not only from the underground but also from above 

taking into account the events of the solar activity. 
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The paper presents the surveillance of tectonic stress around Covasna fault in relation with 

slow slip events in Vrancea, Romania and also with the occurrence of local and regional 

earthquakes.  

Slow slip events (SSE) are produced by shear slip similar to earthquakes. However, SSE 

have longer characteristic duration of weeks, months and up to one or two years, in this way 

radiating much less or no seismic energy. It was found that the seismic moment of SSE is 

proportional to their characteristic duration. As a result, a SSE with one year duration can 

release stress equivalent to a magnitude earthquake Mw around 7. Most SSE occur down-dip 

of the region with normal earthquakes, at about 40 km deep, and they perturb the surrounding 

stress field either by releasing or increasing it. SSE was recognized in many seismic active 

regions of the world just before, after, or in the inter-seismic periods of large earthquakes. 

SSE can be detected by analyzing data from a network of stations with high quality GPS data. 

Starting with the year 1995 such a network of 28 GPS stations has been placed in and around 

Vrancea seismological active region, known with historical large and destructive 

intermediate-depth earthquakes. The coupling between the intermediate-depth slab and the 

crust was regarded as weak so no large amount of stress can be transferred from the slab to 

the crust. The vertical and horizontal displacements signals of all GPS stations in Vrancea are 

very small, of the order of 1-2 mm/year. During the years 2009-2018 the stress around 

Covasna Fault situated at about 50 km far from Vrancea was monitored by using the bio-

location methodology. It was observed that stress increased during January 2010 till 

November 23
rd

 2013. On November 23
rd

 2013 the bio-location data was zero and this zero has 

been maintained for about 14 months till January 25
th

 2015. This situation suggested a large 

SSE equivalent of an earthquake with magnitude Mw larger than 7. Another SSE has been 

indicated by the same method on November 23
rd

 2017 for 3 months and still it is going on. 
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We cannot tell yet if this new SSE will release or increase the stress in Vrancea at an 

intermediate-depth. The paper will present a comparison between GPS and bio-location 

results for the above-mentioned periods.  

Before earthquakes and volcanic eruptions can be observed changes to the geometry of 

stress-aligned fluid-saturated micro cracks around faults by using a shear-wave splitting 

(SWS) methodology. A review of retrospective stress-forecasts of local and regional 

earthquakes based on SWS showed a relationship between the magnitude of the event and the 

volume of rocks in the Earth’s crust with such changes in the geometry of stress-aligned 

micro cracks. The same relationship obtained by SWS has been highlighted in the bio-

location data obtained around Covasna Fault, Romania. Bio-location is based on sensing 

magneto-telluric phase splitting (MTPS) an electromagnetic equivalent of seismic SWS.  

Local intermediate-depth earthquakes in Vrancea, Romania, with an epicentral distance of 

about 40 km and a magnitude ML of 3-4, generated bio-location anomalies with a radius of a 

few hundreds of meters around Covasna Fault and duration of 4-5 days only. On the other 

hand, regional normal-depth earthquakes in Greece and Turkey with magnitudes MW larger 

than 6.5 generated similar bio-location anomalies of hundreds meters-a few kilometers but a 

longer duration of about 15-20 days. A large earthquake with magnitude MW 7.3 recorded 

November 12, 2017 on the Iran-Iraq border showed an anomaly with duration of 20 days 

during July 29-August 17, 2017. Similar to the Iran-Iraq event, regional earthquakes in 

Greece and Turkey with magnitudes MW larger than 6.5 have been recorded at about 90 +/- 15 

days from the end of bio-location anomalies recorded around Covasna Fault. If the window of 

time has been indicated, the location could not be predicted. A new bio-location anomaly 

around Covasna Fault has been recorded during April 10-April 26, 2018, with duration of 17 

days and radius around Covasna Fault as large as 3 kilometers. As a result a regional 

earthquake with magnitude around MW 7.0 is expected in a window of time July 15-August 

15, 2018. This time we are trying to estimate the location for such an event based on the shape 

of bio-location anomaly in correlation to a possible earthquake precursor for the main shock. 

The bio-location anomaly around Covasna Fault increased in radius slowly from April 10-21 

then changed the slope increasing sharply April 21-24, 2018. It was expected a significant 

earthquake precursor somewhere in the region on April 21. Such a supposed precursor for the 

main shock, with a magnitude ML 4.8, was recorded at latitude 39.95 N and longitude 23.72 

E along the Northern Aegean Trough, a western continuation of the Anatolian Fault from the 

Marmara Sea of Turkey to the Northern Aegean Sea of Greece. 
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India has been traditionally vulnerable to natural disaster because of its unique geo climatic 

condition. Earthquake has been one of recurrent phenomena. Present study observes 

vulnerability in Nepal region and compared its risk assessment analysis. In this results huge 

loss in terms of human financial environmental and livelihoods. At global level there has been 

considerable concerned over natural disaster. In this paper we approach and proceed new 

conviction and development for sustainable disaster management. 
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We illustrate the integrated modeling assessment of various induced geophysical changes 

in a volcano-hydrothermal system. Continuous observations of ground deformation, gravity 

and geomagnetic changes have been generally carried out on many active volcanoes (e.g. 

Bonforte et al. 2008; Napoli et al., 2008; Currenti et al., 2009; 2014) to detect the 

modifications of the stress field and of the thermodynamic state related to the magmatic 

system preceding and accompanying volcanic unrest (Napoli et al., 2011; Currenti et al., 

2011; Battaglia et al., 2008). However, also non-magmatic sources associated to the 

perturbation of the hydrothermal system may produce observable geophysical signals (Coco 

et al., 2016). In particular, the hydrothermal activity results in the heating and pressurization 

of hydrothermal fluids, which in turn induces changes in different geophysical parameters. 

Fluid circulation, temperature and pore-pressure changes necessarily induce thermal, stress 

and strain variations, which alter the density distribution and the magnetization of the porous 

media and are reflected on the ground surface in observable variations in deformation, gravity 

and magnetic fields. Monitoring these geophysical observables, which are the surface 

expressions of processes that are not directly accessible, and developing modeling tools for 

their interpretation are the keys to open up new perspectives in the exploration and monitoring 

of hydrothermal areas.  

 In order to investigate how hydrothermal fluid circulation may affect ground deformation, 

magnetic and gravity changes, a multi-parametric thermo-poroelastic simulator is proposed, 

which jointly solves (i) the mass and energy balance equations for a multiphase ground-water 

flow, (ii) the elastostatic equation for evaluating the induced deformation field and (iii) the 

Poisson’s equations for estimating the thermo-magnetic and gravity changes. Two well-

established codes, TOUGH2 for simulating fluid-flow in porous media and COMSOL 

Multiphysics, for solving coupled Partial Differential Equations (PDE), are linked by 

programming new specific subroutines for automatic sequence execution and data transfer. To 

illustrate the feasibility of the numerical approach, computations are designed to model the 
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geophysical response of the hydrothermal system of Vulcano Island to a generic unrest 

period. Vulcano Island has been selected as a case study since: (i) its hydrothermal activity is 

suitable to be described by the presented numerical approach and to show its capability; (ii) 

geochemical, geological and volcanological investigations have provided the required 

information to set up the model material parameters (Chiodini et al., 1996; Granieri et al., 

2006; Federico et al., 2010; Napoli and Currenti, 2016). Moreover, several geophysical data 

have been acquired over the last decades at Vulcano Island using different kinds of discrete 

and continuous measurement techniques, which may be used to assess the simulated results. 

Using a model-based approach, numerical results demonstrated that detectable geophysical 

changes may be revealed in association with the resumption of hydrothermal activity at 

Vulcano Island. Under the model assumptions, a generic unrest of 1-year engenders on the 

ground surface low amplitude changes in all the geophysical observables (Fig.1), that are, 

however, above the accuracies of the modern state-of-the-art instruments (in the order of a 

few mm, μGal and tenths of nT for deformation, gravity and magnetic changes) applied in 

volcano monitoring. Our findings strongly support the primary role of fluid circulation in La 

Fossa dynamics. 

 

Fig 1 – Time evolution of the average normalized geophysical parameters computed over the whole 

domain. 
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In the last two decades, land, ocean, meteorological and atmospheric parameters have been 

studied around the epicentral and surrounding regions. These parameters have shown 

anomalous behavior few days, weeks and months prior to an earthquake. Some of these 

parameters increase/decrease after the earthquake. The earth is complex, spatial distributions 

of earthquakes are characterized by geological and geophysical environment, fault types, 

proximity to the ocean, hydrological regime, and past seismicity etc. The Gujarat earthquake 

of 26 January 2001 is one of the well studied earthquakes utilizing ground, meteorological 

and atmospheric parameters and observed some anomalous and characteristic variations of 

many parameters. Similar to the Gujarat earthquake, we have analyzed satellite derived multi-

parameters of land, meteorology and atmosphere of 2015 MW7.8 Gorkha earthquake. We 

considered three boxes of 2
0
x2

0
, one each in Tibetan Plateau of China, Nepal and Indian 

region, located in different geomorphologic regions and have analyzed passive microwave 

brightness temperature, soil moisture, rainfall and carbon monoxide for the periods 2014-

2016, one month prior and one month after the earthquake. The microwave brightness 

temperature at different frequencies show similar fluctuations in each grid. But the variations 

in box over India is observed to be different from other two boxes over the epicentral and 

Tibetan regions. The brightness temperature shows characteristic behaviour for different 

frequencies in two polarizations (horizontal and vertical) over three boxes. The characteristics 

over three boxes depend on the soil moisture at two different layers, surface 0-10 cm and 

subsurface 10-200 cm. We have also analysed some of the greenhouse gases and 

meteorological parameters retrieved from satellite data. An integration of information 

retrieved from passive microwave sensor and ground, atmospheric and meteorological 

parameters from optical sensor will be discussed for an early warning about an impending 

earthquake.  
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Unusual animal behavior before earthquakes (EQs) has been known as the most famous 

macroscopic anomaly prior to the EQs all over the world (e.g. Tributsch, 1985). The unusual 

animal behavior in Japan has been reported for not only inland animals such as dogs and birds 

but also marine species such as fish and cetaceans, some of which might be caused by the pre-

seismic geo-electromagnetic change (e.g., Ikeya, 2004). Terada (1932a,b; 1933) denoted that 

the catch of horse mackerel around the west coast of Izu Peninsula was positively correlated 

with swarm EQs off the east coast of Izu Peninsula in 1930. On the other hand, Orihara and 

Noda (2015) concluded that a mass stranding of Melon-headed whales (Peponocephala 

electra) at the Kashima-Nada beach, Japan on March 4, 2011, i.e., seven days before the 2011 

M9.0 Off the Pacific coast of the Tohoku EQ and the mainshock showed no correlation. Some 

reports claimed that deep-sea fish washed on shore before EQs (Rikitake, 1976; Suehiro, 

1968; 1976). Deep-sea fish washing on shore has been frequently reported by the local 

newspaper because they are rare events. In order to statistically investigate the relationship 

between the deep-fish appearances and the EQs, we constructed the database based on the 

articles of Japanese newspapers and academic papers concerning deep-sea fish appearances. 

From our investigation, the correlation between the deep-sea fish appearances and the 

earthquakes was hardly found. 
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We are presenting experimental data and theoretical estimates of radon measurements 

recorded before large earthquakes. We use radon measurements on the ground installed and 

coordinated in four different seismic active regions: Southern California, Taiwan, South 

Western Greece and South Eastern Japan. Radon measurements are obtained indirectly by 

means of gamma ray spectrometry of its radioactive progenies 
214

Pb and 
214

Bi (emitted at 351 

keV and 609 keV, respectively) and also by Alpha detectors. We studied also the correlation 

of radon pre-earthquake anomalies with the temperature of the atmosphere boundary layer, 

outgoing earth infrared radiation and GPS/TEC, namely their temporal and spatial variations 

several days before the onset of recent earthquakes. We have found that: (i) large seismic 

events (M8+) could produce radon anomalies far from the epicenters, such as the 2017 M8.2 

in Mexico where we observed an anomaly 3200 kilometers north (in Orange, Southern 

California) 6 days in advance of the main shock. (ii) Long lasting seismic swarms (as in 

Taiwan) could generate temporary elevation of radon levels in the near zone, but radon levels 

immediately return back to normal when the seismicity becomes low; (iii) the low magnitude 

local seismicity could produce dominant anomalies for the radon data (as in the Peloponnese, 

Greece). We have observed that detection of remote earthquakes is possible in case of low 

local seismicity. 

Our data analysis in California, Taiwan, Greece and Japan suggest that pre-earthquake 

phase follows a general temporal-spatial evolution pattern in which radon plays a critical role 

in understanding the LAI coupling, involving different layers of the ionosphere, atmosphere 

and lithosphere. This pattern could be revealed only with multi instrument observations and 

has been seen in other large earthquakes worldwide.  
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We apply interdisciplinary observations to study earthquake (EQ) processes, their physics and the 

phenomena that precede their energy release. Our approach is based on multi-sensors observations of 

short-term pre-earthquake phenomena preceding large earthquakes (M>6). Our method for validation 

and are based on sensor web of several physical and environmental parameters: (i)Satellite thermal 

infrared radiation (STIR), (ii)electron concentration in the ionosphere (GPS/TEC), (iii) air temperature 

and relative humidity measurements) that were associated with earthquakes. The science rationale for 

multidisciplinary analysis is founded on the concept Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere-

Magnetosphere Coupling (LAIMC). To check the predictive potential of pre-earthquake signals we 

validate in retrospective and prospective modes. Our validation processes consist in two steps: (1) A 

retrospective analysis preformed over three different regions with the high seismicity-case study for 

M6.0 Napa 2014, M6.0 Taiwan 2016, and M7.0 Kumamoto, Japan 2016, (2) Testing of Molchan’s 

Error Diagram (MED) for STIR and dTEC anomalies events over Japan and Taiwan. Our findings 

suggest that: Pre-earthquake signals follow a general temporal-spatial evolution pattern (win 1-30 

days) and MED results indicate that pre-earthquake atmospheric anomalies can provide short-term 

predictive information for the occurrence of major earthquakes in the tested regions. 
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We analyze retrospectively/prospectively the transient variations of four different physical 

parameters of atmosphere/ionosphere during the time of M7.8 and M7.3 events in Nepal 

namely: (i) thermodynamic proprieties in the lower atmosphere, (ii) outgoing earth radiation 

(OLR) at the TOA, (ii) GPS/TEC and (iv) the very low-frequency (VLF/LF) signals at the 

receiving stations in Bishkek (Kyrgyzstan) and Varanasi (India). We found that in mid March 

2015 a rapid augment of satellite observed earth radiation in atmosphere and the anomaly 

located in close vicinity to the future M7.8 epicenter reached the maximum on April 21-22. 

The GPS/TEC data analysis indicates an augment and variation in electron density reaching a 

maximum value during April 22-24 periods. A strong negative TEC anomaly in the crest of 

EIA (Equatorial Ionospheric Anomaly) has occurred on April 21
st
 and strong positive on 

April 24
th

, 2015. Two VLF/LF crossing wave paths - NWC-Bishkek and JJY-Varanasi, have 

shown abnormal behavior of signals during on days April 21-23 several days before the first, 

stronger earthquake. Our continuous satellite OLR analysis revealed prospectively the new 

strong anomaly on May 3th, which was the reason to contemplate another large event in the 

area. On May 12, 2015 a M7.3 has occurred. Our results show coherence between the 

appearance of pre-earthquake transients effects in atmosphere and ionosphere (with a short 

time-lag, from hours up to few days) and the occurrence of 2015 M7.8 and M7.3 events in 

Nepal. The spatial characteristics of pre-earthquake anomalies were associated with large area 

but inside the preparation region estimated by Dobrovolsky ratio. The pre- earthquake nature 

of the signals in atmosphere and ionosphere were revealed by simultaneous analysis of 

satellite, GPS/TEC and VLF/LF observations and suggest that they follow a general temporal-

spatial evolution pattern, which has been seen in other large earthquakes worldwide. 
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As a part of a seismic prevention/prediction pilot project, the Regional Government of 

Tuscany, Italy, has financially supported the setup of a monitoring network (the Geochemistry 

Network of Tuscany, thereinafter GNT) for studying possible geochemical precursors to 

seismic activity (Cioni et al., 2007). The GNT is operating since late 2002, and currently 

consists of six continuous automatic stations installed in the areas of highest seismic risk of 

Tuscany: Garfagnana, Lunigiana, Mugello, Upper Tiber Valley and Mt. Amiata (Fig. 1). 

Together with other monitoring networks of Tuscany (i.e. seismic, accelerometric and 

geodetic networks), the GNT is officially recognized by the Regional Government of Tuscany 

(Law n. 58 of 16 October 2009) as a “reference tool for the analysis and research on seismic 

risk”.  

 

Fig. 1. Seismic classification of the Tuscany Region, Italy. Orange: seismic zone 2 (highest seismic 

risk level of the region), yellow: seismic zone 3, gray: seismic zone 4. Blue squares: location of the 

automatic stations of the Geochemical Network of Tuscany.  
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The IGG-CNR-Pisa continuous automatic monitoring stations (Cioni et al., 2007) are 

equipped with sensors for the simultaneous measurement in water of a suite of different 

parameters (Fig. 2), believed to be informative of the processes possibly associated to the 

energy release and/or the permeability variations induced by seismogenic processes (e.g. 

temperature, salinity, redox potential, pH, concentration of selected aqueous and/or dissolved 

gaseous components, as CO2 and CH4), to ensure cross-checking of independent signals. The 

measurement of CO2 and CH4 dissolved concentration is done with an extraction cell, were 

the gas is equilibrated in the headspace above the water level inside the cell, and transferred to 

a closed loop equipped with an I.R. spectrometer and a low-flow pump used to provide the 

necessary gas circulation in the loop. 

 

Fig. 2. The IGG-CNR-Pisa continuous automatic monitoring stations: left) cupboards containing the 

electronics. right) Cells dedicated to physicochemical water parameters and to the concentration of 

dissolved gases measure. 

The system was calibrated with external standard gas supply. The other parameters are 

calibrated with manual calibration procedures done on a monthly basis, and/or in conjunction 

with anomalous variations of the signals, using high precision portable instrumentation. At the 

same time of calibration operations, aliquots of water are collected for the in situ analysis of 

bicarbonates and the determination in laboratory of the main chemical constituents (Na, K, 

Ca, Mg, Cl, SO4, SiO2, F, B). Data obtained by discrete monitoring are processed with 

speciation programs to numerically cross-check CO2 concentration values measured by the 

automatic station. 

The automatic monitoring station operated with flowing water (about 5 L/min) and the 

monitoring is strictly continuous (1 datum every five minutes), to ensure the capability to 

detect abrupt and discontinuous signal variations. Data are transmitted once a day to CNR–

IGG by router GPRS.  

The acquisition of very long time series of several hundreds of thousands data for each 

station allowed to accurately and precisely define the natural geochemical baseline of the 
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monitored manifestations. Statistical analysis (using autocorrelations and/or Fourier 

techniques, etc.) highlighted short and long-term trends and/or signals periodicity due to 

seasonal variations and/or terrestrial tides (Gherardi & Pierotti, 2018). In each test site, 

geochemical data have been integrated with geological, structural and hydrogeological 

information to decipher the mechanisms that control the movement of underground waters 

(e.g. Pierotti et al., 2016), and to develop updated hydrogeological models (e.g. Pierotti et al., 

2013; Gherardi & Pierotti, 2018). 

Data series were analyzed then with multiple statistical techniques (Artificial Neural 

Networks analysis, 2 method and by applying the Census I method) in order to identify 

possible anomalous variations related to seismic activity. 

A number of CO2 anomalies (Fig. 3) have been registered in different sites during the last 

fifteen years of active monitoring. In particular, significant anomalies in the CO2 signal have 

been recognized at Gallicano over the period 2003–2013 in concomitance with three major 

seismic events occurred in Northern Tuscany and Emilia Romagna regions, not far from the 

monitoring site (Pierotti et al., 2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. CO2 continuous signal registered at Gallicano (box A) and its irregular component after 

processing with Census I method (box B). The seismic activity (box C) is also given for the period 

December 2011–December 2013. In Box B, green bars represents the number of daily events, red dots 

the seismic events with M≥2.5, being the dots radius proportional to the event magnitude. (after 

Pierotti et al., 2015). 
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Similarly, at Bagnore, on the southwestern slopes of the Mt. Amiata volcano, inspection of 

CO2 time series over the 2004-2015 period, revealed the existence of punctual anomalies (Fig. 

4) associated with the most energetic event seismic events registered in the area within a 

radial distance of 40 km from the monitoring site (Pierotti et al., 2017).  

 

Fig. 4. CO2 continuous signal registered at Bagnore (blue line; box A) compared with CO2 signal 

simulated and forecasted by neural network (ANN; red line). (Box B) Difference between measured 

signal and ANN simulated signal. (Box C) Seismic activity. Seismic information from the Italian 

Seismological Instrumental and parametric Database (ISIDe): http://iside.rm.ingv.it). (after Pierotti et 

al., 2017). 

Based on this research, CO2 comes out as the most efficient tracer of the chemical-physical 

processes occurring at depth, possibly associated to the energy release and/or the permeability 

variations induced by seismogenic processes. The statistical processing of CO2 continuous 

signal emerges as a powerful and essential tool to ensure a reliable identification of 

anomalies, and to possibly increase the confidence in the use of geochemical precursors of 

earthquakes.  
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A wide variety of electromagnetic (EM) phenomena possibly related with earthquake (EQ) 

preparation processes have been reported in the literature during the last few decades [e.g., 

Hayakawa and Molchanov, 2002; Pulinets and Boyarchuk, 2005; Varotsos, 2005; Molchanov 

and Hayakawa, 2008; Hattori, 2013; Eftaxias and Potirakis, 2013; Uyeda, 2013; Hayakawa, 

2015; Eftaxias et al. 2018]. Nevertheless, EM precursors are still a highly disputed topic 

among scientists of different disciplines. Scientific studies related to EQ precursors, and 

particularly in the case of short-term prediction, are often faced with intense skepticism 

[Uyeda et al., 2009]. For this reason, there is a need for rigorous study of EM precursors 

aiming at revealing features advocating their seismogenic origin. 

An interesting aspect in their study is the time-series analysis of the related observables 

aiming at the investigation of their statistics and any embedded dynamics which may reflect 

corresponding properties of EQ preparation. Based on a multidisciplinary analysis, the 

following four-stage model of EQ dynamics by means of precursory fracto-electromagnetic 

emissions (MHz- kHz EME) has recently been proposed [Eftaxias et al., 2018]: 

 First stage: The initially observed MHz EM anomaly is due to the fracture of the highly 

heterogeneous system that surrounds the formation of strong brittle and high-strength 

entities (asperities) distributed along the rough surfaces of the main fault sustaining the 

system. The MHz EME can be described by means of a second-order phase transition in 

equilibrium. 

 Second stage: The appearance of tri-critical behavior in the final stage of MHz EME, or in 

the initial stage of kHz EME, or in both, signalizes a next, distinct, state of the EQ 

preparation process. 

 Third stage: The finally abruptly emerging strong sequence of kHz EM avalanches 
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originates in the stage of stick-slip-like plastic flow, namely, the fracture of asperities 

themselves. The burst-like kHz EME does not present any footprint of a second-order 

transition in equilibrium. 

 Fourth stage: Finally, the systematically observed EM silence in all frequency bands before 

the time of the EQ occurrence is sourced in the process of preparation of the dynamical slip 

which results to the fast, even super-shear, mode that surpasses the shear wave speed and 

corresponds to the observed EQ tremor. 

In this work we investigate the possible compatibility of different EM precursors in terms 

of the time period prior to a significant ( 5.5M  ) EQ during which they present critical 

dynamics, as well as in terms of their departure from the critical state. Specifically, we refer to 

the fracto-electromagnetic emissions (EME) at the MHz band, the ultra-low frequency (ULF) 

magnetic field variations (<10 Hz) and the sub-ionospheric very low frequency (VLF) 

propagation anomalies. The findings of our analysis during the last few years suggest that the 

EM precursors considered in this work emerge during the same spatially extensive phase of 

earthquake preparation, which corresponds to the first stage of the abovementioned four-stage 

model. 

The fracture of a heterogeneous system has been suggested to follow the following 

timeline [Eftaxias et al., 2018, and references therein]: In the early stages of deformation, 

when the disordered medium is subjected to external load, the weak components break 

immediately and serve as nucleation centers for the growth of broken clusters. The load 

transferred to the nearest neighbors of broken components gives rise to further breaking. As 

deformation proceeds, cooperative effects appear, cracking areas cluster in space according to 

scale-free patterns and are dynamically interacting to each other. As the external load 

increases, larger clusters are formed and long-range correlations buildup through local 

interactions until they extend throughout the entire system. All these results advocate for a 

critical point interpretation of failure. The analysis of the time-series of the EM precursors 

presented in this work shows that these anomalies include the above mentioned critical 

features. Specifically, there has been detected a “critical epoch” during which the “short-

range” correlations evolve into “long-range” ones, as well as the epoch of localization of the 

damage (departure from critical state). 

Using two independent methods which are known for their ability to uncover critical 

dynamics, the recently proposed methods referred to as the method critical fluctuations 

(MCF) [Contoyiannis and Diakonos, 2000, 2007; Contoyiannis et al., 2002, 2015] and the 

natural time (NT) analysis [Varotsos et al., 2011], we have lately analyzed time-series of the 
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abovementioned precursors possibly related to a number of recent (2008-2017) significant 

EQs which occurred in Greece [Potirakis et al., 2015, 2016a; Contoyiannis et al., 2017], 

China [Hayakawa et al., 2015a] and Japan [Hayakawa et al. 2015b; Contoyiannis et al., 2016; 

Potirakis et al., 2016b, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Time periods prior to the EQ occurrence within which critical dynamics have been revealed in 

different electromagnetic precursors for recent EQs. The time period during which foreshock 

seismicity reached critical dynamics for some of them is also depicted, as well as the time of departure 

from criticality. 

Our analysis results have shown that critical dynamics appear from a few days to a few 

weeks before the main shock (Fig. 1), while evidence for departure from criticality have been 

identified after the critical state even a few hours before the EQ occurrence. The 

aforementioned time window implies that the related EQ preparation processes happen during 

the same spatially extensive phase of earthquake preparation which is characterized by critical 

dynamics. We note that the specific time window is also compatible with the period during 

which foreshock seismicity has been found to reach criticality for the same EQ cases (see Fig. 

1). 
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When a catastrophic event such as an earthquake (EQ) occurs, general guidelines related to 

the specific event particular location, must be dynamically adapted in near real time by ad-hoc 

team of experts in order to identify the most urgent recovery actions for the specific 

emergency. The procedure for hazard risk management, includes several pre and post disaster 

interventions to be considered in the preparedness and response phases of risk management. 

(STORM, 2018). In the case of EQs, the pre-disaster interventions, and level of preparedness 

are undoubtedly the most important phases in risk management. Therefore, possible EQ 

prediction, could help avoid disastrous effects caused by an EQ on vulnerable structures, such 

as these often located in cultural heritage sites. I this work, we propose a strategy for the 

calculation of the probability for a significant ( 5.5M   ) EQ occurrence in order to be co-

evaluated within a decision making mechanism which could assist in reaching a high level of 
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preparedness. Starting from the theoretical presentation of the methodology proposed, a 

practical implementation through the integration in a decision making system supported by a 

computer cloud infrastructure for sensory data is presented. As a reference framework under 

which the proposed methodology can be applied, the STORM project Cloud infrastructure has 

been used. STORM project (Safeguarding Cultural Heritage through Technical and 

Organisational Resources Management) project is an ongoing H2020 European research 

project aiming at providing critical decision making tools to all European Cultural Heritage 

(CH) stakeholders charged to face climate change and natural hazards (STORM, 2018). The 

project improves existing processes related to three identified areas: Prevention, Intervention 

and Policies, planning and processes, and has selected several pilots in CH sites, among 

which seismic risk is the most common threat, as seen in Fig. 1. 

The proposed strategy presupposes the existence of a dense-enough network of VLF/LF 

receivers for the recording of subionospheric propagation data covering the areas of cultural 

interest. As an exemplary model of such a network, the network of 8 VLF/LF receivers 

operating during the last few years throughout Japan which receive subionospheric signals 

from different transmitters located both in the same and other countries is considered. Based 

on data collected during a three-year period of operation of the specific network for specific 

subionospheric propagation quantities we intend to investigate deep-learning (DL) methods 

for the estimation of the probability for a significant EQ to occur. 

According to the conventional nighttime fluctuation method (Hayakawa, 2011), the daily 

(1 per day) normalized values *DP , *TR , and *NF  of the quantities “trend”: 

    ,e

s

N

e sN
TR dA t N N   “dispersion”:     

2

1
e

s

N

e s N
DP N N dA t TR   , and 

“nighttime fluctuation”:   
2

e

s

N

N
NF dA t , of the VLF/LF subionospheric propagation data 

are usually studied. A value exceeding the 2  threshold ( * 2TR  , * 2DP  , 

* 2NF  ) is considered a candidate precursor. The normalized values are calculated as 

  1515
* daysdays

X X X 
  , where 

15days
X


 and 15days  denote the mean value and 

standard deviation ± 15 days around the day of interest, respectively. In the abovementioned 

equations  dA t  is the residue between the received signal amplitude  A t  and an average 

signal amplitude  A t  calculated by means of a running average over ±15 days as 

     dA t A t A t  , and sN  and eN  are the time points of the start and end of the 

nighttime depending of the period of the year. 
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Based on the variation of the abovementioned subionospheric propagation quantities 

normally a prediction of an upcoming EQ determining time period, position and magnitude is 

made. Considering that a prediction is successful in the cases that (a) the EQ occurred 2  

days from the predicted period, (b) the EQ epicenter was within a radius of 50km around the 

predicted position, and (c) the magnitude was up to 0.5 different from the predicted one, the 

success rate of the conventional nighttime fluctuation method is ~ 65% based on the results 

during the last five years. 

DL is a particular branch of machine learning that is based on Artificial Neural Networks 

(ANNs). In contrast to other machine learning techniques, DL algorithms are capable of 

extracting features that are a non-linear combination of the input features and are represented 

in the hidden layer. Previous works based on shallow ANNs (Popova et al., 2013) have proven 

to be efficient in predicting seismic events based on low-frequency signal monitoring. 

However, in case of time-series data conventional ANNs cannot capture the local 

dependencies (Zeng et al., 2014). 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are a family of neural networks for processing a 

sequence of values (Goodfellow et al., 2016), and are applied broadly to natural language 

processing and time-series analysis. In particular, a value    depends on a set of previous   

values                 . This sequential dependency is represented by adding weighted 

connections between the hidden states   (Fig. 2A). Moreover, in order to enhance the memory 

of the network, a mechanism named LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) (Hochreiter and 

Schmidhuber, 1997) is applied to it (Fig. 2B). 

 

LSTM mechanism is capable of learning long-term dependencies, since it uses cell states 

   to transfer information among the hidden units   . Furthermore, LSTM, also, makes use of 

activation gates in order to forget information from the cell state (forget gate   ), enter new 
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information to the cell state (input gate   ), and pass information (output gate   ) to the next 

hidden state. It should be noted, that similarly to the RNNs the values of the hidden state    

are updated at every time step  , which in our case represents a day. The equations for 

representing the update of an LSTM layer are as follows: 

                        (1) 

                        (2) 

                        (3) 

                           (4) 

                 (5) 

                 (6) 

where    denotes the new candidate values for the cell state, and the terms   are the weight 

matrices, with subscripts representing the connections between the gates and the input vector 

  . Finally,   denotes the bias term that is related to a particular gate. 

Having in mind the effectiveness of the Deep RNNs on signal processing tasks (Ordóñez 

and Roggen, 2016), using an RNN enhanced with the LSTM cell seems to be a well-suited 

candidate for predicting seismic events. As it is illustrated by Fig. 2A, the per day extracted 

features    ( *DP , *TR , and *NF ) are going to feed the LSTM layer that after being trained 

it will output a value    between 0 and 1, showing how much the subionospheric 

perturbations, which occurred within the previous days, are correlated with a seismic event. 

Preliminary results of the proposed strategy are discussed. 

Coming to the practical application of the work presented in this paper, the proposed 

methodology can be applied in the context of a two level architecture for the detection and 
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mitigation of risks, as the one adopted in STORM project (Fig. 3). The architecture using a 

two level cloud based infrastructure can deploy the pre-processing of data and the 

corresponding algorithms for seismic detection, at an edge cloud level, providing results in 

the form of identified risk events at a second (core-cloud) level, where they can be assessed 

and also evaluated across other sources for decision making. 
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The Earth's crust in Iceland is composed of volcanic rocks with inclusions of intrusive and 

effusive rocks (mainly oceanic-type flood basalts, tuffs, hyaloclastites, and some felsic rocks). 

The high-temperature Hengill area is a triple junction zone of intersection of the Western 

Volcanic Zone (WVZ), the Reykjanes Peninsula Rift (RPR), and the South Icelandic Seismic 

Zone (SISZ), which is located in the southwest of the island (Fig.1, upper panel). The Hengill 

volcanic complex comprises several interconnected geothermal fields located in different 

directions with respect to the Mt Hengill. 

 

Fig. 1. Upper panel: location of the study area. Lower panel: map of the EM sites and boreholes. 

Circles mark TDEM sites, dots indicate MT sites, triangles mark boreholes (shaded ones mark 

boreholes used for EM geothermometer testing). H means Mt Hengill, He - Hellisheidi, Ne - 

Nesjavellir, Hv – Hveragerdi. 
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The stability of the spatiotemporal structure of seismicity in the region as well as the fact 

that seismic activity here is largely confined to the geothermally active areas while almost 

absent on the plate boundaries indicates that seismicity is controlled by geothermal processes 

which lead to the buildup of local stresses rather than by the tectonic activity caused by 

spreading.  

A vast high-temperature geothermal area that includes the Hengill and Gresdalur central 

volcanoes as well as the transversal tectonic structure between them is characterized by 

continuous microseismicity. There is a strong negative correlation between the seismicity and 

faulting observed at the surface: the earthquakes are clustered around the SN or WNW-ESE 

azimuths but not in the SSW-NNE direction which dominates the surface geology (Fig.2). On 

the other hand, the seismicity spatially correlates with heat losses through the surface, which 

indicates that seismic activity in this region is associated with geothermal processes rather 

than with the plate boundary.  

 

Fig. 2. Density of seismic epicentres (number within 250m x 250m bins) from 1991 to 2001 and 

inferred transform tectonic lineaments (light grey lines) based on the overall distribution of the 

seismicity (dark grey lines: faults and fissures mapped on the surface; dots: geothermal surface 

manifestations). (Stefansson et al., 1993). Rectangle bounds the study area, white dashed line indicates 

location of the Olkelduhals secondary tectonic structural trend. 

The seismicity is located in the areas with electrical resistivity ranging between 15Ωm and 

100Ωm (Spichak et al., 2011), which could be explained by higher porosity void of melt 

fractions. It is remarkable that the hypocenters cluster in the regions characterized by both 
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increased and decreased P-wave velocities as well as of Vp/Vs ratio (Jousset et al., 2011), 

which indicates that seismic velocities alone are not indicative of the seismicity pattern. Even 

joint analysis of the resistivity and seismic velocities data (see, for instance, above mentioned 

paper) does not always provide enough information, which might enable to draw conclusions 

on the seismicity origin. 

In order to draw more justified inferences about the processes leading to earthquakes 

Spichak et al. (2013) have built 3D temperature model of the study area up to the depth 20km. 

It was constructed by means of the EM geothermometer (Spichak and Zakharova, 2015) using 

MT and TDEM data collected in this area (Fig. 1). The resulting temperature distribution 

exhibits two layers of the background temperature (one layer in the depth interval from the 

surface to 5-7km has a temperature below 200˚С; the other layer extending to at least 20km 

has temperatures from 200 to 400˚С. At the same time, the background temperature section 

which has supposedly gabbro composition, is braided by the interconnected highly conductive 

high-temperature channels - conduits with a diameter of 1-2km, in the central parts of which 

the temperature may exceed the basalt solidus.  

According to this model, the heat sources for the geothermal system are probably the 

intrusions of hot magma composed of partly molten basalt, which rise from the depths of the 

mantle through the faults and fractures to the rheologically weakened layer at a depth of 10-

15km and then spread laterally. On the other hand, magma which has risen up to the depths 

1.5-2.5km does not form a continuous high-temperature layer, but instead cools down within 

shallow pockets connected with the underlying hot areas by “chimneys”. 

Joint analysis of the temperature and resistivity models together with the gravity data 

enabled to suggest a new conceptual model of the earth crust of Icelandic type (Spichak et al., 

2013). It enabled to reveal the heat sources and discriminate the locations of relict and active 

parts of the volcanic complex. This, in turn, explains the observed seismicity pattern by 

different geothermal regimes in four adjacent parts of the area separated by the deep S-N fault 

constrained between the meridians 21.31˚ and 21.33˚W and a WNW-ESE diagonal band 

running beneath the second-order tectonic structure of Olkelduhals (Fig. 2).  

In the vertical plane, most of the earthquakes in the region are known to occur in a depth 

interval from 2 to 5-6km. According to the crustal thermal structure discussed above the high-

stress areas could be formed due to cooling in the space between the hot channels, which pass 

below 5-6km, and the local reservoirs at a depth of 1-2km. By correlating the projections of 

the hypocenters (Jousset et al., 2011; Stefansson et al., 1993) to the vertical temperature cross-

sections (Fig. 3), we see that all seismic events are located in the regions where the 
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temperature is below 400˚, which is a silica-rich gabbro solidus. This constraint is consistent 

with the estimates of the critical temperatures of earthquakes based on the model calculations 

for different mechanisms of rock deformation, behaviour of the internal friction ratio, and the 

character of stresses (Tse and Rice, 1986). 

 

Fig. 3. Temperature cross-sections at different latitudes indicated in the Fig.1. White dots 

indicate the earthquake hypocenters according to Stefansson (1993) (a) and Jousset et al. 

(2011) (b, c). 
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We analysis the precursor phenomena in the most important seismic area in Romania 

called Vrancea and characterized by deep earthquakes (90 Km – 200 Km). A 

multidisciplinary network is concentrated in this area (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Romanian seismicity, 2012 – 2018, Vrancea monitoring area 

Predicting is impossible by the way it is defined, but short-term forecasting is possible. The 

main condition is to find locations where precursor phenomena occur and to monitor them 

according to their characteristics. For example, we have cases where radon emission is a 

precursor factor, but the electromagnetic field does not. Vrancea is an active zones with 

particularities generated by geological structure. In this case seismic precursors and analysis 

methods differ for each monitoring location. We make correlations between several measured 

parameters: radon concentration, CO2, solar radiation (direct and reflected in two ranges 0.3 - 

3 µm, and Far Infrared Radiation, 4.5 - 42 µm), air ionization, telluric currents, ULF radio 
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waves disturbance, magnetic field, temperature in borehole and acoustic waves generated by 

microfracturing of rocks. 

An example of multidisciplinary station is presented in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Multidisciplinary monitoring station in Vrancioaia 

We measure and correlate information from seismic equipment, infrasound, air ionisation 

(+ and -), radon concentration, telluric currents, solar radiation with a pyranometer, 

meteorological station and, acoustic (3 microphones are monitoring at 22 KHz sample rate). 

We recorded the reaction of animals before earthquakes in this location. A video camera 

monitored 3 years the sky and now the ground for observe the animal behaviour. 

An example of multidisciplinary analysis is in Fig.3 that presents seismicity, evolution of 

radon, telluric field, CO2, air ionization, magnetic field, meteorological data, NOAA satellite 

information (Kp), and seismicity in a period with 3 earthquakes around 4R. In general, we are 

tracking seismic activity to verify our methods, but tectonic stress does not always generate 

earthquakes, but it produces precursor phenomena. 

The solar radiation reflected from ground can be a precursor, too. An effect of tectonic 

stress is the increases the ground temperature that is radiated into atmosphere. We use a net 

radimeter with two pyranometers and two pyrgeometers (up and low) for this monitoring. 

In our example from Fig. 3 the maximum magnitude is 4.4R. We consider that a magnitude 

above 6.5 R highlights the precursor factors to daily and seasonal variations. 
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Fig. 3. Multidisciplinary monitoring 

In conclusion the precursor factors are reliable only a multidisciplinary network that helps 

us to understand the precursor phenomena and to make forecasts. There is not a generally 

pattern that can help us to forecast with high probability because the geological structure of 

earth is not the same. 

Key words: earthquake forecast, earthquake precursors, tectonic stress, multidisciplinary 

analysis, radon concentration, air ionization, solar radiation. 
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Earthquake forecasting can be defined as the ability to assess the probability of an 

earthquake in a given area within a particular time frame: short-term earthquake forecasting, 

associated with time windows ranging from several minutes to several days or even weeks 

prior to the earthquake, is an ongoing debate among the scientific community. While there are 

numerous reports of both seismic and non-seismic signals measured before earthquakes, the 

precursory nature of these signals yet remains to be proven. In addition to pre-earthquake 

signals such as dilatancy-related changes in the ratio of P wave velocity to S wave velocity, 

anomalies in radon gas concentration or multiple types of electromagnetic perturbations 

spanning the entire electromagnetic spectrum, high concentrations of air ions prior to 

earthquakes have been reported in the literature. For instance, Hattori et al. (2008) monitored 

air ion concentration alongside radon concentration and the radiation of collected aerosols, 

using an array of 10 stations deployed in 2004, named the PISCO array. The authors reported 

an anomalous change in air ion concentration prior to the Mw7.2 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku 

earthquake. Two main theories were advanced to explain anomalies in air ion concentration: 

the electronic charge carrier theory introduced in Freund et al. (2006) and a theory relating 

increased ionization to radon exhalation, supported by Pulinets and Davidenko (2014) and 

Surkov (2015). 

Aside from trying to validate either of these theories, it is critical to confirm whether 

anomalies in air ion concentration are indeed a reliable earthquake precursor. This goes 

through extensive long-term monitoring of air ions in the field. An attempt at tracking 

outdoors air ion concentrations over several years was made by QuakeFinder, a research 

project carried by the aerospace company Stellar Solutions, whose goal is to develop a 

methodology to detect and analyze pre-earthquake electromagnetic signals in order to produce 

earthquake forecasts. As of April 2018, the Quakefinder array comprised 168 stations 

worldwide (Figure 1), each station being equipped with three feedback induction 

magnetometers in the 0.01-12Hz range, a horizontal 4 Hz geophone, a temperature sensor, a 

relative humidity sensor and two air ion sensors: one for detection of positive air ions (PAI) 

and one for the detection of negative air ions (NAI). These air ion counters consist of Gerdien 
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capacitors equipped with a fan pulling the air through the sensor plates at a calibrated rate. 

These lightweight handheld sensors were modified by the manufacturer AlphaLab to fulfill 

long-term monitoring duties: each sensor was connected to an A/D converter allowing to 

sample data at 50 samples for second. 

In order to test the performance of our instruments and to investigate the spatial variability 

of air ionization, we conducted a Parallel Sensor Test (PST) at a reference station in Portola 

Valley, California. We first deployed two sensors side by side, 30 inches apart. The two 

sensors were first set to measure PAI concentration; the following day, they were switched to 

NAI measurement mode. We repeated the same step, but this time with sensors installed 220 

inches apart. The weather was fair throughout the entire test, with no precipitation and 

average temperatures increasing from 10°C on 14/02 to 13°C on 17/02, well within our 

sensor's operating range (-10°C to 50°C). The corresponding PAI time series data are 

displayed in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 1: QuakeFinder stations location as of April 2018. Out of the 168 stations deployed worldwide, 

125 are located in California, while the remaining 43 sites are installed in Peru, Chile, Greece, Taïwan 

and Sumatra. 
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We computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between time series acquired using the 

two different sensors. The Pearson correlation coefficients confirm a good correlation between 

PAI time series for distances of both 30 and 220 inches between sensors (r=0.75 and 0.81, 

respectively). While r=0.89 for NAI data for sensors located 30 inches apart, the correlation 

coefficient decreases to 0.72 when considering sensors 220 inches apart. These values are 

lower than the correlation coefficient of 0.97 reported by Kolarž et al. [2012] for their 

experiment conducted near the Krimml waterfall in Austria. However, it should be noted that 

the authors use a different type of instrument for their experiment (namely a CDI-06 unit). 

We also computed the unipolarity coefficient for multiple datasets (Figure 3). The 

unipolarity coefficient is defined as the ratio between PAI and NAI concentrations. 

Unipolarity coefficient values reported in the literature are generally slightly greater than, but 

close to 1, due to the surface of the Earth being negatively charged (the global electric 

circuit). 

One of our preliminary conclusions is that monitoring the unipolarity coefficient could 

prove an effective way to detect anomalous episodes in air ion data. Some of the pre-

earthquake anomalies observed in QuakeFinder data were indeed associated with an 

imbalance between PAI and NAI concentrations. However, abnormal values of the unipolarity 

coefficient may also be due to sensor saturation, caused by condensation forming over the 

capacitor plates. Sensors tend to saturate more often after having been deployed in the field 

for extended periods of time (Bleier, personal communication). A way to circumvent this 

problem would be to mount heaters at the entry of the Gerdien tubes, an approach now 

undertaken by QuakeFinder for its next generation of stations.  

 

 

Fig. 2: PAI time series acquired during the Parallel Sensor Test (PST); we represent here the raw data 

in Volts (V). Output of sensor 1 is represented in blue; output of sensor 2 is displayed in red. 
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Fig. 3 (a) PAI and NAI time series from 07/01 to 07/08/2014 for station 870 

(Benicia, California, USA), averaged using a 1 hour window. (b) Unipolarity 

coefficient. 
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This paper summarizes the research progress of the comprehensive prediction method and 

technology of large earthquakes developed in China in recent years. It includes: 

1. The ultra-low frequency natural electric potential difference method with small electrode 

distance. The geoelectricity instrument is designed and named DD108 by ourselves. It can be 

used to predict the occurring time and magnitude of large earthquakes world widely.  

2. The precursor signal is usually about 7 days before the occurring time of an large 

earthquake.  

The relationship between the magnitude M and the period T of the precursory wave can be 

expressed as: 

M=1.37lgT+1.19 

3. The geomagnetic method to predict the epicenter and magnitude with size of the 

abnormal geomagnetic high intensity area, abnormal amplitude and their variation among 

observation stations. 

4. The natural electromagnetic pulse method with one or two days in advance of large 

earthquake for an obvious quiet period in the whole frequency bands of pulse signals.  

5. The satellite gravity anomaly method with the intersection of steep gradient and active 

faults to predict the epicenter.  

6. The geogas escaping method with the escaping center for the epicenter and escaping 

scale for the magnitude. 

7. The geothermal method with the west edge or center point of the isolated heating region 

to predict epicenter and with the size of the heating area to predict the magnitude.  

8. The sea surface temperature method with the isolated heating center or current 

“upstream” anomaly edge to predict the epicenter and with the size of the SST abnormal 

region to predict the magnitude. 

9. The flow line method with the converging center of the air flow lines in the atmosphere 
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to predict the epicenter and with the size of the area involved the converging flow lines. 

10. The air pressure drop method with the large scale drop center to predict the epicenter 

and the scale of the drop area and the decrease extent to predict the magnitude. 

11. The ground tilt method combining with landslide observation. The rise side of tilt and 

the back side of the landslide point to the epicenter.  

12. The high altitude cloud method with the shape and color of the long distant cloud to 

predict the magnitude, occurring time and the general direction of the epicenter.  

13. The troposphere temperature method with the butterfly pattern of the 

troposphere temperature curves in different altitudes.  

Comprehensive monitoring and prediction of big data system with the combination of 

different monitoring and predicting methods is the development direction of large earthquake 

prediction. 
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